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FOREWORD

Workers in the field of guidance have long 'felt the need for a
comprehensive, current bibliography of the literature on guidance.
The bibliography here presented for the year 1935 is the first attempt
on the part of the Office of Education for meeting this need.

The cooperation of the National OC/cupatiorial Conference in pro-
viding assistance in the compilation' of this work is gratefully
acknowledged.
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- GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1935

1111.%

AN ANNOTATED LIST OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND PERIODICAL REFER-
ENCES ON GUIDANCE APPEARING DURING THE CALENDAR YEAR 1935

SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

Wtii le there is now a substantial amount of classified material bn
vocations, there has been no central compilation of material on
vocational guidance techniques.

This bibliography, therefore, is an attempt to bring 'together,
classify, find describe pertinent literature dealing with student.per-
somel, guidance, and related methods of aiding individuals to adjust-
ment. It includes, rather than distinguishes between, the types of
guidance variously described as educational, social, vocational, and
morql.

An effort has been made to cover all school levelspreschool
through graduateand all ages:childhood through adulthood: The
annotations include specific counseling techniques, guidance pro.
.grams and practices, experimental research, bibliographies and school
directories, applications of tests and measurements to guidance,
studies of occupational ability patterns, and other phases of guidance
which may be noted in the index.

Certain arbitrary limitations were necessary because of the large
imount of material in the field. The period covered has been limite,c1
to the calendar year 1935. The form of publication has been limited
to printed matter. Publications of foreign countries have not beeri
included, though an attempt has been made to indicate what has been
'done abroad by including articles in Americaii publications ón guid-
ance in 'foreign countries. \

Subject limitations excluded occupational information on tie one
hand, aid instructional procedures on the other. As in all fields of
education, there is a considerable amount of overlapping, so that
definite principles of choice had to be laid dow s .

Methods of teaching were not included the material had ref-
erence to claims' in occupations, how-to-study courses, student otienta-
don, or group guidatIce.

For the purpose of tile present list, pupil personnel, social adjust-
ment, characar iducation, and medal hygiene have been considered,
in tv sense, as synonymous with _special phases of guidance.
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2 GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1935 .01

The .positivo criterion was: Will this material be immediately use-
: ful and permanently valuable to a lausy guidanCe worker ?

The designation "guidance worker" is broadly, interpreted, and
includes school counselors, deans, advisers, personnel workers, prin-
cipals, supervisor's, club sponsors, recreation leaders, community
workers, social workers, administrators, home-room teachers, class-
room teachers, visiting teachers, employment interviewert, placement
officers, and all whose duties include giving advisory service in a

) personal way.
Occupational information, as such, was excluded, but Methods of

securing and imparting it have been included as techniques, as have
some few publications of vocational information which have been
prepared with a specific guidance emphasis.. For example, if a .book
deals with an occupation, and gives facts only about that occupation,
with ho appli4tioni.o its use in guidance work, it has been ex-

, cluded. If it . covers 6ccupational fields more generally, and is
adapted to school use, or is specifically intended as a guidance tool, it
has beew-included.

In a pionekring attempt of this kind, there are many decisions as
to exclusion and inclusion, the wisdom of which can be proven only
by use. Also, in such an attempt some initial effort at organization
must be made.
\. It was thought at first tbat a subject division of techniques coming
under such terms as individtial counseling, grouli counseling, home-
room guidance, tests, personnel records, ocbtipational cburses, occu-
pation ability patterns, aptitude discoiTery, persoiwlity diagnosis, (ICA-
lecting .6ccupational information, imparting occupational informa-
tion, administration and coordination of guidance programs, duties
of guidance workers, treatment of maladjustment problems, try-out
and exploratory courses, placement, and follow-up, would be the logi-
cal way to organize the material.

It soon became apparent, howeyer, that many contributions to the
field contained material touching upon several phases, or techniques,
of guidance, ánd that some valuable works were not easily classifiable
under any single pre-arranged head.

It also be.came apparent that much of the literature was written
from, or for, a distinct age group, and that classification according
to educational levels was not only convenient but natúral. Accord-r
ingly, the annotations will be found to cover the following five divi-
sions: Elementary schools (including kindergarten and preschool
when suitable material was available), seconckry schails (including
junior and senior high schools and academia"; colleges (including
junior colleges, colleges, universities, and teachers colleges), titdult.
and out-of-school youth (including adult guidance, youth surveys,
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1935
1,

p.

3

youth problems', community /projects, and national programs for
youth), techniques and procedures (including references 'such as
school directories and bibliographies which Might be useful to guid-
;rice workers, writings covering more than oRe school level, technical
articles, reports on developments in the perwnnel field, and similar
material (5If professional interest) .

k minor innovation in this compilation in the grouping of ref-
erences according to their publisbed fowl. There are tw6 general
groups of annotations; the first comists of books and pamphlets, tind
the second, periodical references. ,The justification for this division
lies chiefly in its possible convenience for reference work. If the
ariangement proves helpful, the ..beffort expended in making .eparate
listings will have been repaid. Although, in a strict chronological
sense, this bibliogtaphy covers only one calendar year, the annota-
tions will furnish a key to literature for other years.

fi

BOOKS. AND PAMPHLETS

ELEMRITARY SCHOOLS

1. ALLICIN, RICHARD D. A manual for the use of the Providence class personnel
charts. New York, Inor publishing company, 1935. 40 p.

Reprint from the appendix of volume 4 of the Inor group guidance series. Ex-
plains the use of the Providence class personnel' chart as a device to aid in studying
individual differences in the elementary school, graphically representing each child
in relation lo his classmates in terms of ages, IQ's, group adjustments, and test
findings. This method has been evaluated and used in Providence, R. I., and at
Harvard, Brown, and Boston universities.

as

2. AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION. Cumulative educational record 'form for
elementary schools. Washington, D. C., The Council, 744 Jackson Place,

4ia
Undated. 16 p. it

Description an4 sample of a single-card recOrd system for elementary schools.
Prepared for the Cooperative test 'service by Margaret W..Moore and Anna L. Rose.
Provides space for items with guidance value, such as notable accomplishments, un-
usual experiences, educational plans, personality ratings, and home data. Directions
are given line by line.

8. Mum, HARRI J. and tRAPHAGEN, VIRGINIA. The diagnosis and treatment of
behairior-problem children. New York, The Macmillan Company, -1935.
314

Techniques used 'by members of the psychological clinic of the Detroit public
schools in determining the underlying causes of abnormal behaviOr in the elementary
and secondary schools. Describes the construction, validation, and administration
of the Detroit Scale for the diagnosis of behavior problems, which ". . . consists of
806 ehigtre (possible causes) which are known to be significant in the diagnosis of

s. or maladjustments." Analyses each item, explains the scoring system, and
presents illustrative case studies.

4. Muir, Oulu= B. The behavior problem child in the home, the school, and
the cammunitr. Oolumbtis, Ohio State university press,.1935. 31 p. (Bu-

I.

ream, of special and adult education.)
Wei& things that tan be -done to help the delinquent child at lximte, in the

elenientart school, and u a member of the community. Studies the problem from
the point ¡ivies* of the child, the parent, and the teacher.
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4 . GUIDANCE BIBLIOGitAPIIY: 1985

5. Bow MAN, LEROY E. Community program for summer play schools . . . New
York, Child study association of America, 1935. 48 p.

Suggests recreational programs for children in summer vacation schools. In-cludes: A typical day's schedule; basic activities; special features ; 'personnel xridplant ; desirable equipment and records. Useful in its applications to guidance forleisure time.

6. CAMPBELL, NEwE M. The elementary school teacher's' treatment of class-

4 room behavior problems. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university,
1935. , 71 p. (Contributions to education no. ,e68)

Survey of discipline methods in grades I through 6, in 83 classrooms in southern
New Jersey. Includes a scale for measuring classroom control, a classification of
specific acts of misbehavior, and an analysis of types of punishment into the follow.
ing nine categories: Physical force, censure, overtime, deprivation, ignoring, verbal
appeal, reward through socIal approval, explanation or assistance in meeting thesituation, reward through privilege. Found some disparity between teachers' pro-fessed theories of discipline and actual practices) Evaluation of treatments; sum.
mary of findings; recommendations.

7. NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. DEPARTILMT or ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS. Fourteenth yearbook : Socializing experiences in the 'elemen-

tary school. Washington, D. C., National education association, 1935. 622 p.
Discussion of all phases of informal school activities which have a socializing

influence. Selects those which have been considered traditionally extracurricular,and shows how some of these are being integrated -with the curriculum and with
instruction. Covers assemblies, including talking pictures and radio, pageants.special days, music, physical education, clubs, stu4lent councils, safety cadets, thpactivit7 program, cooperating community organisations, and many others. First-hanJ
descriptions of programs in individual schools.

8. NEw JEaarr: (STATE) DEPARTMENT Of Pumuo INSTRUCTION. Character em-
phasis in education for tleMentary and high z hoola. Trenton, N. J., The
Department, 1985. 59 p. (Bulletin no. 1, ¡ e 1935)

A State owassittee presents guiding principles and specific activities for character
development in schooL Emphasises habit formation through life situations. In-cludes case studies and a series of forms for reporting procedures, literature, antilocal iesearch. Recommends and describes the use of an "incremental record" in
addition to the usual permanent records and reports.

9. Storm, MAReAarr M. and KAM, Etna Group and club activities for first,
second, and third grades. tlew York, National child welfare association,
70 Fifth avenue, 19;35. 28 p.

Specific socialising activitied for the very young in school. The aim is to provide
realistic experiences suited to the chronological, mental, and ¿octal ages of the primary grades. Similar material is available for older groups, particularly on school
citizenship clubs.

10. WILSON, FRANK T. Guiding our children; helping children tolind and face
reality. New York city, Globe book company, 1965. 251p.

.Personality development through parental guidance of the very young. There
is a brief section on preparing for life work, which elaborates the statement that"Preparation for life work begins early in childhood. It may be of two *Ports: In .

formation and- training."

SECONDARY' SCHOOLS
11. AMMON, A. emus ; lavorit, Puna ; ant PANNELL, HENRY C. The world at

work ; . ompational information for the junior high school. Auburn,
Ala., Prather publishing company, UK' 288 p.

Workbook In oteupatitiaa. Intrudes . informational material, torts; bibliograpbiPs,sOcial report suggestions, drink ?and teaching guide. Covers problems of the home,
School, and community, as well u fields of work ia Amsdc
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1935

12. A138001ATZD PRINCIPALS OF THE HIGH SCHOOL8 n ACADEMIES or THE STATIO

OF Nay Yogic. Goldwyn.= ON SECONDARY Sal001, PROBLEM& . . . Guidance

in tile secondary school ; report of a subcommittee of the committee on

secondary school problems of the Associated academic principals. Albany,

New York State teachers association, 1935. 59 p. (Educational mono-
graph no. 3)

Outlines the essentials of a wprkable program of guidance for secondary schools.
and gives an Interpretation of the functions such a program should include. Pre-
pared by a group of guidance workers in and near Albany, N. Y. Covers activities,
records, interviewing, placement, follow-up, methods dt Ming occupational material,
subject-matter for a high-school orientation course, counselor's qualifications, and

other details. Considers the contribution Of the clastroom teacher, the librarian,
ibe homeroom, the school assembly; and school clubs to guidance.

13. BancEa, ELBA G. Guidance at work in a large city high school; second an-

nual report of the guidance department of the Samuel J. Tildn high school,
Brivklyn, New York, September 1933 to June 1934. .New York board of

education, High schocil division, 500 Park Avenue, 1935. 125 p.

Detailed description of an actual, guidance proem, showing, by statistics and
experience, tyvjcal problems met and methods of solving them in a large metropolitan
high schooL Many specific examples of activities.

.14. BREWER, JOHN M. and GLIDDEN, CHARLES H. Newspaper stories for group
guidance; a book on problems of character. New York, Inor publishing
company, 1985. 250 p.

A book for elementary and junior high school students by an educator and a
journalist Built arund the "good news" in newspapers, it contains 170 brief human-
interest incidents, each followed by questions designed to bring out ethical implica-
tions. Contents are stories of right-doing and cover the major life-areas of school,
home, citizenship, vocation, and recreation. Includes selettions on international rela-
tions, business, travel, money, religion, danger, misfortune, overcoming hardships, and
a few stories of animals. Avoids the workbook plan by substituting the student

41

notebook. Pen-and-ink illustrations.

15. Hunaufr, non); and CAM:KAN, JUVENILIA. Elements of business
training. Boston, Ginn and company, 1985. 536 p.

mate-Revision of 1981 edition of a book describing all types. of office work. New

rial on travel, banking, insurance, home-owning, good management in school, and
good management In the home. tiltresses'partl idtion in school activities as a means
of developing good judgment. Gives details of sling, buying, selling, shipping, trans-
portation, handling money by mail, and other business transactions. Differential as-
signments through graded exercises, correlated work books, and objective tests.

18. BURNHAM, HmEig A.; Joss* EVELYN ; and Raman, Mum D. The boy and
his daily living... Chicago, J. B. Lippincott company, 1935. 363 p.

Presents material related to the daily life of high-school boys. Developed in the
Denver public schools during a 10-year period. Covers health, etiquette, Personal
finance, personal hygiene, family relationships, neighbors and community life. Ad-

dressed to boys. Useful as supplementary reading or as A reference in homeroom
activities. .Bibliographies. Illustrations.

17. CHAMPAIGN, ILL, 81:1aos HIGH ScHooi.¿ACULTY. The Champaign guidance
charts. Champaign, Ill., Eleni?r high ipeUd, 1985. 24 p..

Bet of 20 charts, 11 by 1T inches, bound in folio form. Bach shows graphioally

the relationships of 024 hschooi subject to from 25 to 75 specific occupations. The

set is tbe result of a cooperattre guidance project conducted by the principal and
teachers of the Champaign senior high school..

School subjects charted sotto fellows : Physical education, social science, history,

gnash. Journalism, mesa; dramatics, art, music, matbematiek akAogy, ibemistry,
commercial education, intiastrial education, woodwork, nsechankal &awing, printing,
auto mechanic% borne Noma* aad fordo Waimea
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1935

18. Comm, Hung L. and OoiTELL. NANCY G., eds. Educating superior students:
cooperative studies. Association of first assistants in the high schools ¡If
the city of New York. New York, American book company, 1935. 350 p.

Treatment ot gifted pupils in the New York city high schools with respect to tbPirelection; discipline, and instruction. Chapters by specialists on techniques in art.biology, economics, English, health education, history and civics, home economic.,lAtin, mathematics, modern foreign languages, music, physical science, speech. andstenography. Notes on club& Bibliography,

19. Coots, JzsEnz. Guidance procedure In the McKinley high school. Washing-
ton, D. C. The Author. McKinley high school, 1935. 38 p.

Gives a plan of organisation for guidance services and briefly describes a ctivitiPsincluded.

20. GEM, Am J. and FEENEY, CHARD:a.m. Junior Hi-Y manual. New York.
General board, Young men's Christian association, 1935. 57 p.

Manual of group guidance especially adapted t3 the junior high-school level. Tollshow to stan a club; gives details of club activities, organisation, ritual, leadership.and supervision. Nearly one-third of the manual is devoted to methods of using theclub as a means of vocational exploration.
21, HATHAWAY, GEORGIANA W, If you are considering retailing. Rochester.

N. Y., Rochester athenaeum and mechanics institute, 1935. 15 p. (Voca-
tional guidance series, pamphlet no. 1)

Pros and cons of an occupation& field, addressed to high-school boys and girls.Presents various phases of store -volt. losection called Tou and retailing" helpspupils to analyse their fitness for the field. This is the flirst of a continuous seriesof pamphlets on various vocations.

22. Horns, Mum C. The girl and her future. Rev. éd. New York, Random
house, Inc., 1935. 383 p.

Addressed to girls, to guide 'them toward an intelligent choke of an occupation.Presents facts &brit a variety of vocations, and outlines the twentieth century em-ployment situation as it must be faced by women. The concluding chapters considerthe special problems of the grammar-school graduate, the high-school graduate, andthe college girl.

23. JOHN F. Swift FUND. Public secondary schools foiNegroes in the SouthernStates of the United States. Washington, D. 6., The John F. Slater fund.
726 Jackson Place,' NW., 1935. 72 p. (The Trustees of the John F. Slater
fund, occasional paws, no. 29)

Tabulated list of ". . . all public schools for Negroes in the southern States of tileUnited States that offer any instructioneat all on the s!secondary level, ak of October1, 111111." Gives, for each school: The county, Negro population of school age, nameof school, post olio address, details of enrollment, and teaching staff.
24. Loma, IONA M. R. Careers in the making; modern Americans when theywere young and on their way. New York, Harper & brothers publishers.

1985. 381 p.
A set of extracts from the biographies of contemporary Americans, ftirsdahing in-formation on 20 occupatiom Many of,the shisctione have literary merit in additionto their vocational value. Useful to teachers wishing to refer pupils to the life his-tories at people wbo have succeeded in specific field& Tbe appendix lists 400 addi-tional biographies covering about 40 occupations.

25. LitliTEZ, ALBA Mammy and Ettrsnu., Gums F. Social problems of thehigh seised boy. Austin, Tex., The Stock company, 1935. 340 pi,
odal and moral guidance for boys, covering material not usually Included inschool curricula. Ananged is unit form by Ban Antonio teachers who developed Ithi their classes. Covets physical well-beiss; pereenality development, bow to area,alOW to buy clothing, coaemsca atiosette, vocations, and other persoaaI prob-Tees. Illialtsated /frith eolor charts, photographs, eons Sorest Maputo. andaccompanied by a teachers nasal with imailtimis, maps, coma at stady, andtaste.
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1935 7

26. IticAwDanv, WE ILIA'', ed. Social studies ; an orientation handbook for high-

school pupils. Boston, Little. Brown, and company, 1935. 465 p.

Authoritative writers each contribute 1 of 15 chapters on such subjects as: What

high schools offer. what high school can mean to a boy or girl, school clubs, utilizing

time, personal hygiene, home and family relationships, comNunity life. Addressed to
high-school students.

27. SiclEagrN, HARRY C. Character education. New York, licGraw-HIL book
compaly, Inc., 1935. 472 p.

Discussion of character development through individual counseling. the curriculum,

extracurricular activities, the homeroom. the classroom. the community. the home, and

the teacher. Defines character. Considers character education with reference to its
history, to modern life, recent trends, objectives, psychology, and to direct and indirect

methods of moral instruction. Includes activities for teachers and leaders of young,
people; analysis of the function of homerooms; suggestions for individual counseling;
principles underlying counseling; and organIzation of counseling in the school.

28. MYERS, GABBY C. Learning to be likable; a brief discussion of important

personal problems. Columbus, Ohio, School and college service, Station B.

1935. 128 p.

Popularised discussion of such factors as overcoming loneliness and timidity, com-
mon problems of poor mixers, persons who are liked most, good manners, health and
personality, posture. stuttering, personal neatness, and other details. Suitable for the

junior high school level.

29. MYERS, GEORGH E. Choosing a suitable vocation. Ann Arbor, University of

Michigan, Vocational education department, 1935. 3 p.

Recommends extensive, then intensive, study of occupation& Suggests 'systematic

self-study and lists specific questions to answer about possible vocations. Originally

prepared as a 10-minute radio talk, this leaflet is valuable as a skeleton plan for
individual guidance.

It.

30. MYERS, THEODoRE. Intra-family relationships and pupil adjustment the rela-

tion between certain selected factors of the home environment of junior-
senior high school pupils and the adjustment and behavior of these pupils
in schooL New York, Teacher's college, Columbia university, 1935. 115 p.

(Contributions to education no. 651)
Study to develop a measure of home factors and to discover what relation exist

between home conditions and school achievement. Findings reveal areas where signifi,
cant work with tfie home may be done by tbe school. The intra-famlly questionnaire
forms a comprehensive list of items a school can learn about tbe home life of a pupil. 1

31. Nswinax, Loris V. and Gitzmur., Ilsanr A. Tests and measurements in indus-

trial education. New York, John Wiley and sons, 1935. 253 p.

Covers tests in manual arts, industrial arts, and vocational training in continuation,
trade, and evening schools. The following chapters are especially useful to counselors :

Intelligence and aptitude teits in industrial education ; Construction and use of
informal testa; Rating and developing pernality and character traits. There are
also sections on the meaning of a test sco making tabulations, statistical interpre-
tations, and objectifying the marking plate*. Concludes with a glossary of terms
and a list of test publishers and distributors.

32. PACE, Holm S. I choose my Vocation. New York, Paee institute, 225 Broad-

ly/iv, 1935. 29 p.
General overview of the principal olice occupations, &damned to high-school tn-

dents. Suggests ways to face the alternatives of going to college, entering business,
or continuing technical study.

83. PAM, IIIIIIY C. and Orravmsscon, Gleam S. Mental health emphasis in edu-

cation ; a qualitative study. New York,. Natioial committte for Rental
hygiene, 50 W. 50th Street, 1935. 96 p.

Part 1 deals with the philosophy of mental hygiene: part 2 points out its identities
- to education; part 3 outlines the mental hygiene functions of the salool ; part 4 con-

1
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8 GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1085

Riders professional services and training, with a graph showing how the services ofvarious school specialists may overlap.
In part 3, under the heading "Guiding the child", is a detailed discussion of pupilpersonnel, guidance, and counseling. Attention is called to the variety ofotitles gisPnto peopil doing essentially the same work. Integrttion of their activities on a func.tional basis is recommended.

34. PAM', FREDERICK L. Outlines of personglity adjustment and reconstruction
. . . New York, National child welfare association, 70 Fifth avenue, 1935.
47 p.

Principles and p ctlees of personality study, for teachers and teachers in training.Detailed directions or eelf-study, with a list of personality traits to be encouragedby the teacher, an suggestions for developing them in pupils. Illustration showinga graphic method of making a case study. Bibliography._
3

35. PENNSYLVANIA. DEPAarmENT or PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. Suggestions for de-
veloping guidanpe practices in secondary schools; a handbook for guidance
teachers and counselors. Harrisburg, Pa., The Department, 1935. nO p.
(purricurum studies bulletin no. 13)

State-wide guidance program resulting from the cooperative effort of authorities inthe field. Outlines a comprehensive public-school set-up with examples, bibliographies,and instructional and illustrative material useful to classroom and homeroom teachqs.Includes certification standards for counselors. Revision of Pennsylvania's generalguidance bulletin, 1925.

38. RotEmzE, JOSEPH ; ALLEN, CHARLES F. ; and YARNELL, Doloirwr A. Basic stu-dent activities; organization and administration of homerooms, clubs, and
assemblies. New York, Silver Burdett and company, 1935. 367 p.

Holds that the basic activities of successful school administration are homer s,clubs, and assemblies, and stresses the need for the cooperation of the entire fa ty.Presebts techniques, materials, plans, procedures, and philosophy to build facultyinterest.
Analyses homerooms, clubs, and assemblies each in terms of : Function, aims, mate-rials, activities, year and semester programs, grade placement of programs, sampleprograms, posters, references. Gives foundation, major factors, and literature of theextracurriculum. The appendix lists 28 national organisations for adolescents.

87. SAMUEL, Maim E. The gateway to the future. Boston, Mass."ristopber
publishing house, 1935. 82 p.

Half-hour playlet in one act, suitable for junior high school students. A group of21 characten, representing parents, teachers, and business people, discuss opportunitiesin 10 vocations. This play was especially designed to be part of a graduation exer-cise, and is arranged tor school presentation at assemblies and other programs.
88. STZVENS, WILLIAM O. The right thing; how to be decent though modern.

Dodd, Mead & Compiny, 1935. 152 p.
Directed to young men by the headmaster of a boys school, this book covers thetypical problems faced by youth, and suggests common sense solutions in terms ofpositive conduct. Deals with moral codes, social obligations, problems in honesty andaltruism. Useful on the secondary level. Written in popular style.

89. SYMONDS, PEacwa. M. and JACKSON, Mavis E. Measurement of the person-. ality adjustments of idgb-school pupils. Ne . college,
Columbia university, 1935. 110 p.

Construction and evaluation of an adjusunent questionnaire for individual. p 11and of an identification sheet un which students rate snit identify each other. Inch'a genie of adjustment statsinents such as: What kind of a year are you havingDescribes miscellaneous methods of securing data on pupils; covers Interviewing andthe ease study; points out relations between school marks, achievement, conduct, andintelligence.
Tbe main values of

d
the instruments devised and, used in this study Ue in makingsurveys of adjustment in iambi and dime&
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40. WALKKIL, MARGARET M. Study of high-school failures. Philadelphia, Pa.,
1-1

Temple university, 1935. 113 p.
Two-year study of failing and non-failing pupils in a Phfladelphia high sethool.

Important causes of failure were found to, be low mentality. social maladjustibent,
rfinancial worry, and lack ,of a vocational incentive. Use of the case-study method

reduced failure from 42 to 25 percent in the 2-year period. Includes a survey of
previous investigations, tabulations, summary, educational implications.

41.- WHIPPLE, GUT M., ed. Educational diagnosis ; National society for the study
of education, 34th yearbook. Bloomington, Ill., Public school publishing
company, 1935. 563 p.

Writers in their respective fields review the status-of diagnosis in specific school
subjects, as well as in behavior disorders, vocational aptitude, musical talent, art,
leisure-ame activities, and creativeness. Separate chapters are devoted to physical.
Intellectual, emotional, social, environmental, and school factors as respectively asso-
elated with learning difficulty. Techniques and elements of diagnosis, characteristics
of`a satisfactory diagnosis, the psychological laboratory, and remedial principles are Li

also covered. ).1

42. WOODZING, MAIM N. and PLUMING CELILE NV. Directing study of high-
school pupils. Rev. and enl. New York, Teachers college, Coliumbia univer-
sity, 1935. 2i.53 p.

Purposeful study as an educational problem. Discusses study methods, directed
study, aids to study, remedial instruction, training in ,study procedure, diagnosis of
study -habits, use of the library, Mterviewing pupils fo improve study, home study,
the study hall, and recent trends. Three annotated bibliographies on study. Reprinted
from Teacherv college record.

410

'43. WooDwARD, EuzsacrH. Personality preferred ; how to grow up gracefully.
New York, Harper & brothers publishers, 1935. 209 p.

Social guidance for girls. Covers conduct at home and at social affairs, dress,
grooming, speech. Written in conversational style, especially adapted to the high-
school leveL

44. WRIGHT, JAMES C. and WRIGHT, DONNA 8. Home-room programs for junior
high schools. Keokuk, Ia., The Extra-curricular publishing company, 1935.
213 p.

Home-room programs and topics for seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. All activities
are described in detail and are arranged in order for discussion. Several units on
vocational guidance.

45. WYmAN, LILLIAN K. Character and citizenship through student government
Philadelphia, Pa. The John C. Winston company, 1935. 173 p.

Describes methods of. student self-government used for 20 years in the William Penn
high school. Lists good books for advisers and homeroom teachers. Treats begin-
nings of student government, elections, volunteers, the study hall, the court, installa-
tion of officers, the homeroom, student assemblies, viub activities, leadership training.
Appendix includes a conotitution,for a Itudents' association, directions for monitors,
a club charter, an honor campaign, and topics for group discussion.

48. MUMS, Thrift& C. An analpolf of certain traits of /;elected highschool
seniors interested in teachine' New York city, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1936. 87 p.

Groups of high-school boys and girls were studied as to their preferences for various
vocations. Includes forms for collecting personal information and for measuring atti-
tude toward the teaching profession. The author recommends more careful guidance
of prospective teachers, and states that ". . the candidate's leadership in
carrkular actitities should be evaluated in weighing his qualifications."
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COLLEGES

47. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNVIDISITT WOMMN, A. A. U. W. fellowships and
fellows. Washington, D. C., The association, 1634 e Street, N. W., 1935.
32

Contains the history of fellowships offered by the American association of university
women, with mention of some of their holders. Requirements, amounts, and subjocts
are stated. About a dozen A. A. U. W. scholarships are available each year, though
the number varies, some being biennial, and one triennial.

48. AII/CRIcAN STUDENTS' FouNDATION. Yearbook, 1934-1935. New York, The
Foundation, RIE0 building, Radio city, 1935. 308 p.

Directory of schools on various levels, particularly college, giving tuition costs.
Includes a classified list of available scholarships.

49. Rim, Hues M. The theory and practice of student counseling, with special
reference to the*adjustment inventory. Stanford university, Calif., Leland
Stayford university press, 1935. 138 p.

Description of the construction and validation of a personality inventory. brie
hundred and forty questions, selected froni an oilginal 400, were placed in inventory

1 form, administered, validated, and correlated for reliability in four adjustment phases,
as follows : Homae, health, social, emotional. The appendix carries a copy of each
question, giving the scoring weights for affirmative, negative, and neutral answers,
and the percentages of maladjusted responses.

50. Brinurr, Kummer E. Building your life ; adventures in self-discovery and
self-direction. New York, McGraw-Hill book company, 1935. 335 p.

College orientation in non-technical- terms, with suggestions for self-understanding
basd on accepted psychological principles. Subject matter includei such topics as :
Seeing ourselves, trailing pur conflicts and compensations, charting our mental health,
sources of happiness, the total life-plan, our vocations, oar -avocations, marriage and
home, getting along with others, conserving time and energy, extending our horizons,
developing a life philosophy. The appendix has examples of tests for aptitude, per-' sonality, and intelligence; occupational census statistics; and rankings of occupations ;
this is a popularised version of College and Life, by the ¡tame author.

51. and HAND, HADOLD C. Problems of self-discovery and self-direction.
New York, McGraw-Hill book company, Inc., 1935. -171 p.

'College students' workbook in looseleaf iorm fbr freshman orientation classes.
Developed from experience in teaching them. Arranged in units, it covers typical
college experiences, with emphasis on individual self-study and occupational analysis.

Bach unit directa/the student's attention to a basic issue, such u : Why are you
attending college? What happens when we learn? What should you know about
libraries? What should be the purposes of examinations? How do you 'picture your-
self? What are some of the ways of developing a wholesome personality? How shall
you choose and prepare for a vocation? Accompanying each unit are, questions, direc-
tions, °blank forms, and bibliographies.

Bellamy CHAUNCEY S. The Chicago college plan. Chicago, University of
Chicago press, 1935. 844 p.

Detailed study of the, administration of the 4-year junior college program in effect
at the University of Chicago since September 19111. Describes student guidance and
personnel work in a separate chapter. Summarises principal features of the plan,
Doting that advisers are all &malty members who teach part-time, and who are
relieved of some of their administrative duties.

62.

53. Blum, EMMA S. The preparation of secondary teachers In teachers col-
leges for guiding and directing extra activities. kfferson City, Mo.,
State department of education, nes. 115 p.

Measures the &mind for teachers who tin guide extrados. activities. Suggests
a detailed *drawl, -I program for a State teachers college.

544 CA3aillIE4 Wawa( G. A comparative investigation of the behavior of
:ig lints under an honor system and a proctor system in the same uni-
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versity. Los Angeles, The° university of Actuthern California press, 1935.-
95 pf (Southern California education monographs, no. 6)

Experiment using several groups of college students in Texas, testing their honesty.
tvby means of seven experiments each ffering a different opportunity for dishonesty

in getting grades. Found that there as a certain amount of cheating under both
honor and proctor systems, but that students tend to be somewhat more honest
under the honor-council plan, and apparently most honest when examinations
are most fair. The proportion of cheatersabout one-thirdremained fairly con-
sistent tinder varying conditions. Though few cheated in all situations, there was
a tendency for those guilty in one situation to be guilty in another.

55. CHAPMAN, HERMAN H. Professional
41forestry schools report, giving the,

comparative 'status of those institutions that offered instruction in pro-
fessional forestry for the school year 1934-35. Washington, D. C., Society
of American foresters, 1935. 174 p.

Contains useful educational information for those interested in forestry as a
vocation. Evaluations of leading professional forestry schools in the 'United
States. Compares about 20 institutions on the basis of curriculum, faculty, labora-
tory facilities, libraries, school forests, 'graduates employed in forestry, and other
factors. I.

56. Cola, LUELLA and Fraousorq, JEssiE M. Students' guide to efficient study ;
a manual based on the results of scientific investigation into the study
habits of college student& New York, Farrar and Rinelatiirt, 1935. 38 p.

Tells college students how to plan work, concentrate, read economically, take notes,
review, take examinations, memorise, develop correct habits, test their own ability,
and check their college preparation. Covers such essential elemental skills as writ-
ing speed, reading speed, technical vocabulary, arithmetic, simple algebra, and
English composition.

57. &law, RUTH E. and JoNrs, E. S. Value of a how to study course for
college students. Buffalo, N. Y., University of Buffilo, 1935. 46 p. (Uni-
versity of Buffalo studies, vol. 10, no. 2)

Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages -of a university course in the
techniques of study. Shows tbat the coarse benefited the poorer students most.
Indicates briefly the actual methods of instruction, and recommends further re-
search. Detailed tabulations.

58. FILABilt, BIND H. Student life department of the State teachers college . .

Trenton, N. J., State teachers college, 1985. 40 p. (Trenton studies in
edgcatIon no. 8, Febru#ry 1935.)

The dean of women &scribes the program of extnclass activities at Trenton
State teachers college. Designed to develpp social qualities necessary in teaching,
the program is coordinated by the Student life .department. This booklet includes
a staff chart, floor piing, details of counseling technique, and a table showing 45
extracurricular organisations with name, purpose, faculty sponsorship, and basis of
membership. A

59. Grammar, WALT= J. The cost of going to college. Washington, U. S.
Government printing odic*, 1934. 24 p. (II. S. Department of the Interior,
Office of education, Pamphlet no. 52)

Annual rates for an individual Attending college are tabulated separately for
each institution, in terms of : Tuition, fees, room, board, incidentals, total fresh-
man expense. . Data was secured front registrars of more than 300 colleges and
universities. in 198844, Including State, municipal, denominational, privately 'ton-
trolled, and independent technological institutions. Men's colleges, women's col-
leges, and coeducational institutions are listed separately. A general suMmary of
costs precedes the tabulations.

Kt Joss, WAvroN C. Graduate study in universities and colleges in the United
States. Washington, U. 8. Goverment printing office, 1935. 234 p. ( O. B.
Department of the Interior. Office of education, Bulletin 1984, no. 20)

Rafted survey o practices in graduate seism* giving sets reprding deirelopment,
control, Madaktratiose standards, slid requirements tor degrees. Data secured term
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abstracts of catalogs checked by college officials, and from annual and biennial reports
of the Office of education. Lists 160 institutions granting masters' degrees, and those
that granted one or more Ph. D. degrees in 1926, 1928, and 1930. The appendix name$
members of the Association of American universities ta of 1935.

1Ìrw JERSEY. STATE DEPARTIERNT or Pukic INsmuerwri. The program o

student personnel services at the New Jersey State normal. school .

Newark, New, Jersey State normal school, 1935. 59 p.
,44Describes the organization of student personnel work in the New Jersey State normal

school, as follows : Selection of students, orientation, guidance, counseling, health
service, psychiatric service, extracurricular activities, student-teaching, placément,
follow-up, reords, and research. Concludes with a tabular outline of the cumulative
record system which has been developed in the school.

62. PAMICK, JAMES G. The role of intimate groups in the personality develop-
ment of selected college men. Los Angeles, University of southern California
press, 1935. 43 p. (School of research' studies no. 6, Social' science series
no. 9.)

Study of the life histories of selected college men. Distinguishes, defines, and at-

tempts to determine the effect of intimate gçoups on personality development. Types of
groups studied are : The family, the class in school, neighborhood playmates, clubs,
fraternal organisations, and miscellaneous social groups. Suggests "situational into.
ligence" u a new term in defining social adjustment

63. PROFACE, Dom, pseud. College men; their making and unmaking. New York,
J. P. Kenedy and sons, 1935. 314 p.

A dean of college men telates his experiences with students. In a series of brief
anecdotes, he brings out his methods of helping them meet such difficulties as adjust-
ment to college, finance, social life, temperance, athletics, study habits, and other fac-
tors. Each of the 18 chapters is devoted to a particular phase of personal growth
Written in conversational style.

RAFTS:15VESOM H. E. College and university scholarships. Harrisburg, Pa.,
Dauphin publishing company, 1935. 307 p.

/ Compilation of all types of financial %id offered to students by colleges and uni-
verses 'of the United States. Includes gift scholarships, loan scholarships, loan
funds, feljowships, assistantships, research scholarships, and student self-help. Infor-
mation is given u to when and to whom to apply. Institutions are listed alpha-
betically by States, with a specially classified subject index.

65. THRELKEID, BUDA. The educational and vocational plans of college seniors,
in relation to the curiicula and the guidance programsin forty-five Pennsyl-
vania colleges. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1935.

202 p. (Contributions to education no. 639)
Survey of vocational guidance programs in 45 Pennsylvania institutes. Analyzes

tbe plans and curricular interests of 4,244 college seniors. Among the conclusions:
College seniors are a highly selected, persistent group; college plans originate largely
by the freshman year of high school ; Junior high is a time for exploration, and senior
high, for making tentative decisions:-

Determines relationships between vocational interests, curricular offerings, cultural
motives, extramural interests, favorite subjects, and other preferency ; discuses guid-
ance on the college level; describes guidance practices in Pennsylvania colleges.

66. U. S. DRPArrminer TIM INITICIII2011, OirrICE or libucAnosr. National styvey
of the education of teachers; special survey studies, vol. 5. Washington,
U. S. Government printing' ofilde, 1985. 484 v. (U. B. Department of the

,Interior, Office of education, Bulletin Mk no. 10, vol. 5).
This Is the fifth of a 9-vo1osne set. Part 8 of this volume deals with student

personnel work, p. 156-232, by Benjamin W. rrasierand Walter J. Greenleaf.
One chaptei is on orientation, guidance, and adJustinint in schools for prospective

timbers. Others cover standards of Institutions, living conditions of student&
xtracurricular activities, student advisers, sad deans.
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67. ArMAIMS, JACK EDWARD. Individualizing education by means of applied
personnel procedures.New York, John Wiley and sons, Inc., 1935. 278 p.

AB stated by the author, "Part 1 is a handbook for teachers and others who coun-
sel the individual student about his personnel and personal adjustment. Part 2 is a
description and analysis of centralised guidance bureaus. Part. 3 outlines personnel
methods which have been cured in centralised bureltus, but which can be used by
individual teachers. The methods are presented *as usable on all school levels, but.,
on the whole, are probably of most value to college workers. Many specific illustra-
tions. Selected bibliography.

68. WiliNN, C. Ginzarr, ed. University training akd vocational outlets. Stan-
ford University, Calif., Le lane Stanford junior university, 1935. 74 p.

Bulletin ". . . to assist the student in making an intelligent choice of a major
field . . . and of a vocational goal harmonious with such training." Summarises
occupational lectures to students; answers typical questions asked in discussion
periods ; and outlines trends in university study and training.

ADULT AND OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH

AMERICAN AssoeiAnoN FOR ADULT EDUCATION. Adjustment service series
reports 1-12. New York, American association for adultt education, 1935.

12 v.

The reports include the following : 1. Jerome H. Bentley ; the adjustment service
2. L S. Hawkins and Gwendolen Schneidler: Selection and training of counselors ;
3. Garret L Bergen and Raymond 8. Ward : Registration and counseling procedure ;
4. Garret L Bergen, Gwendolen Schneidler, and LeRoy Sherman; Use of tests ; 5.

L. S. Hawkins ; Development of informational resources; 6. Charles O. Flats, Medi-
cal and psychiatric services ; 7. L. 8. Hawkins, Gwenddlen Schneldler, and H. A.

White : Community agency relationship; 8. Jerome H. Bentley and Helen Kelley :
Costs of the adjustment service; 9. C. 8. Coler, John A. Fitch, Florence L. Fitch,
and Donald G. Paterson: General appraisals of the adjustment service; 10, Garret L
Bergen and John F. Murphy : Ten thousandi clients of the adjustment service;
11. Emma Seipp, Study of one hundred clients of the adjuitment service; 12. L S.
Hawkins and Harry N. Malkin : Clients' opinions of the adjustment service.

Each of the above pamphlets describes a phase of the work. Together, they form
a review of the activities of the New York Adjustment service published "in order to
make available to others the experience gained in setting up and operating tbe

Service . . ." during its existence from February 1, 1933, to May 31, 1934. Reports

are procurable separately, or in a set. See entry under author's name in this
section for annotation of each! report.

70. Amnia, Fumans. Conziete! Philadelphia, Pa., Dorrance & company, Inc.,

1935. 104 p
Addressed to girls who must earn a living witho9t the usual social and educa-

tional advantages. The opening chapters deal with securing a position, holding it,
ando conduct at work. The remainder of the book is devoted to social' etiquette.

71. BILININt CURL Job hunting and getting. Boston, L. C. Page & Co., 1935.

297 p.
Complete details of a practical job-finding campaign written from experien by a

man who was once out of work. Directed to the $2,000-and-over income class f the
business and professional men's level, it presents the mechanics, psycbol and

strategy of finding and investigating openings. Includes techniques of interviewipg, .

preparing an exIenee outline, checking contacts, follow-up, letter-writing, answer.]

ing blind ada, pIaiing daily schedules, and other problems of .tbe unemployed.

72. Nanzir, gismo= H. The adjustment service; a report of an éxperiment in

adult guida1ice. New York, American association for adult education, 1965.

61 p, (Adjustment service series report 1)

The New York Adjustment service, sponsored by the Americas association for adult

education, conducted an experiment in adult guidance during which individual

counseling was ties to more than 12,000 tow and worsen. This report, illustrated

with Boor plans, photographs, and charts, describes tbe general plan which was in
elect from Vehruary 1, 11183, to May 31, 1034. Important experiences met in organ-

ilIal and operating tir aerviter ptesonted. Methods of audio specific prolftems,
.'
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14 GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY: 1935

such as selection of staff, training of counselors, relations with clients, relations
with community agencies, costs, and methods of evaluation, are outlined. Ot hur
reports in this series take up each of these problems in detail.

73. BENTLEY, 'Timm: H. and MALEY, Maxim Costs of the adjustment service.
New York, Am Pecan association for adult education, 1935. 49 p. (Adjust-
ment service series report 8)

Complete cost analysis, of an adult guidance vogranf, including: Distribution of
operating expenses by functional divisions for 18 months ; classified man-hours for 1

month ; 22 pages of detailed fiscal taNes. One of these compares the costs of the
New York Adjustment service with unit costs for guidance in secondary schools in 9
cities, personnel work in colleges, in industrial companies, in mental clinics, in
nursing services, in employment bureaus, in parole offices, and in social agencies.

,

74. BERGEN, GARRET L. and MAMMY, Rear; F. Ten thousand clients of the
adjustment service. New York, American association for adult education,
1935. 95 p. (Adjustment service series report 10)

Descriptive and statistical study of types of adults who came to the New Tort
Adjustment Service. Part 1 gives characteristics of clients; part 2, problems pre-
sented by clients; and part 3, services rendered to clients. Problems of 'clients are,- briefly classified into 10 types, the 4 most common of which are: Adult irresolution,
vocational confirmation, threshold guidance, and jo% placement advice. Though the
services rendered differed with each client, all had interviews and one or more of
the following : Medical examination ; psychiatric interview ; suggestions as to voca-

1 6 tions, avocations, training, and placement. This study of tbe Service was con-
ducted by the Psychological corporation. , *

75. SCHNEIDLEX GWENDOLIN ; "-and SHERMAN, LE ROY. Use of tests in
the adjustment service. New York, American association for adult educa-
tion, 1935. 65- p. (Adjustment service series report 4) ,

Describes an adult testing program asp to personnel, physical set-up, scheduling
of clients, establishing rapport, !netho&of administering tests, maintaining of equip-
ment, scoring room, training of testers and scorers, costs, evaluations by authorities.
ApPendix has descriptions of 18 tests, with pen-and-ink illustrations of mechanical
equipment such as block tests and form boards.

76. and WARD, RAYMOND 8. Registration and counseling procedure 'in
the adjustment service. New York, American association for adult educa-
tiod, 1935. 164,p. (Adjustment service series report 3)

Detailed description of how adult applicants were registered and carried through
every stew or the counseling procedure. Part 1 : General outline. Part 2: Tran-
scription of the m ual of registration procedure. Part 8 : Transcription of the
manual of coun procedure. Appendix: Facsimiles of 82 forms and record
cards; a sample se-record Wiring forms in use; references to educational and

i. &vocational literature.

77. CLErrON, GLEN U. Occupational adjustment in Allegheny county; a report,
of an experiment in educational and vocational guidance of unemployed
adults. Pittsburgh, Pa., Pittsburgh personnel association, 1985. 58 p.
(Distributed b7 the Carnegie*. Institute of Technology, Schenley Park,
Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Briefly summarises the activities .of adult pkcement, guidanie, and traening
agencies in Pittsburgh. Analyses data on vocational preferences gathered in co-
operation with the Carnegie Institute of technology and tbe Pennsylvania State
employment sèrpice. Describes a project in iduit guidance ; gives details about the
groups tsted, measuring devices used, and clinical methods of occupational &Oust-,
ment Differentiates mea's vocational interests and women's vocatiOnal interests.

78. Coma, C. 8.; PITCH, JOHN A.; Tyres, ; and PATERSON, DONALD G.
General appraisals of the adjustment service. New Yorks Aznerkan asso-
elation for adult education, 1985. 95 p. (Adjustment Ionia) series
rePort .9)

Nubia*** of the Adjustment service as a tiemonstration and esperiment in adult
ituidsses by tb following oboollyorn Tbe educational director of gi large menstactur

MI.
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ing company, a member of the faculty of a school of social work, and á psychologist.

The Adjustment service was opefated in New York as a work-relief project in 1933

and 1984, and attempted to adjust unemployed white-collar adults by means of

comprehensive modern guidance procedures.

79. DAVIS, KINGLET. Youth in the depression. Chicago, Ill., The University of

Chicago press, 1935. 48 p.
Outlines youth programs in general, beginning with the early history of the CCC,

the NYA, the student aid of the FERA. and others in America. Sketches, also the
youth movement in Germany since 1871. Pictures -the young people of modern
Rued, Italy, France, and England, giving some of their characteristic activities.

80. DEARBORN, NED H. Once in a lifetime; a guide to the CCC citmp. New4

York, Charles E. Merrill company, 1935.

Primarily for boys already enrolled in the Civilian Conservation Corps, this book

briefly sketches vocational interests, touches upon 15 occupational fields, suggests

spare-time activities, and brings out the personal problems of camp life. Emphasizes

tbe opportunity to use camp 'experiences as a basis for future vocational advance-

ment. Points out the relationship of the CCC to other government activities.

81. REITZ, CHARLES CO: Medical and psychiatric service in the adjustment
serviCe. New York, AMerican aAociation for adult education, 1935. (Ad-.
justment service series report 6)

Summary of medical and psychiatric services in aniadulta-guidance clinic, ,including

organisation charts, staff, floor plans, equipment, recoids, medical functions, psychiktric

function', techniques, cooperation with other departments, and a statistical analysis.

S. Development of informational resources of the adjust-

ment service. New York, American association for adult education, 1935.

75 p. (Adjustment service series report 5)

Library resources and methods useful to guidance workers. Covers filing a

classification systems with special reference to guidance, and presents a plan

the cooperation of a guidance agency with educational organizations. Sample occupa-

tlonal analyses. Special sectionLon the duties of art, music, and recreation counsel

83. and FIALKIN, HARRY N. Clients' opinions of the adjustment service.

New York, American association for adult education, 1935. 95 p.
justment service series repört 12)

Attempt to measure the value of the adult counseling offered by the Adjustment

Service in terms of the testimony of persons receiving the service. Replies ..were

received from 80 percent of 1,938 clients who were sent questionnaires. A mtijority

of those answering felt that they had benefited in some Way ; a few criticized
appendix carries tables comparing 100 individual cases studied in detail

total group of 10,000 clients.

for

(Ad-

84. and Sonrainuat, GwEpinoizN. Selection and training of
at the adjustment service. New 'York, American association for adult
cation, 1985. 7 p. lAdjustment service Aeries report 2)

Problems encountered in setting up an adult guidance program.
plained tà aid those organising similar services. Untrained counselors
selected from among applicants eligible for, if not actitallx receiving,
training program, designed to meet a minimum of time and a maximum

is described. aghibits include diagrams, tables, and book-lists for

training.

. The
ith the

unselors
edu-

Methods ex-
had to be

relief. Tbe
of efficiency,

counselors-in-
a

85. and Warm H. A. Community agency relatlimships of the ad-

liniment service; New York, Americazi association for adult education,

1985. 80 p. (Adjustment service series report 7)

States methods used bigNye-Adult guidance clinic to secure and maintain rapport

with social apocies, employmen centers, and State education departments. Samples

Of letters, referral forms, and extracts are included as exhibits. The Adjustment

service was a demonstration of adult guidance in New York city.
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a

86 Hita, PUNIC E. The scbool in the camps ; the educational program of the
Civilian Conservation corps. New York, American #ssociation for adult
education, 60 East 42nd Street, 1935. 84 p.

Detailed description, in conversational style, of the classes taught and the counsel-ing done in the CCC camps. The author made personal visits to the camps and hasillustrated the booklet with photographs, case studies, and reproductions of actualconversations and comments of enrollees. Describes advisers, their duties, theirsalaries, their Oportunities. Tells of teaching on the Job, personttl interviews, class-rooms, and faculty.

87. MYERS, GEORGE E. Changing one's vocation in adult life° Ann Arbor, Uni-
versity of Michigan, Vocational education departmeut, 1935. 3 p.

Reprint of a 10-minute radio talk, pointing out the special problems faced by anadult who is making an occupational change. New factors in the situation requirea merciless KU-inventory.

88. SEIPP, EMMA. A gtudy of one hundred clients of the adjustment service.
New York, American association for adult education, 1935. 30 p. (Adjust-
ment sei:vice series report 11)

a.Evaluattn of the adult guidance work done by the New York adjustment servicein terms of clients' individual progress toward a goal at a given time after counsel-ing. Intensive analyses the case records of 100 climbs selected at random. Ap-praisals of three factors ; Adequacy of records, adequacy of counseling, and degreeof adjustment. The Service was found especially helpful to persons in their earlytwenties with little work expeflence, and to adults who had had difficulty in, con-centrating on a single occupational field.

89. STRATHMORE, RALPH. Planning a career through vocatiofial guidance. New
York, Strathmore guidance bureau, 119 W. 57th Street, 1935. 95 p.

Popularised explanation of the philosophy, principles, and practice of vocatinnnlguiaance. Includes a method of personal analysis, brief overviews of 15 professions,and a section touching upon serral other vocations.
90. THOILNDIKIC, EDWARD L. Adúlt interests. New York, The MacMillan com-

pany, 1935. 265 p.
-

Technical report of controlled experiments on adult interests, likes, and dislikes.Notes changes in intensity of interest; shows differences in interests and attitudes
between young adults and older adults; discusses the optimum distribution of adulteducation ; outlines methods of teaching adults. Appendices ¡gclude dát& on changesof interests with age, a provisional inventory of normal satisfiers and anriNoyers, asample intelligence test, a sample vocational interest blank, tests of ability to under-stahd lectures and readings, and other material useful to guidance workers on theadult level.

91. U. S. DEPATMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF EDUCATION. VOCATIONAL EDU-
CATION DIVISION. Vocational guidance in rehabilitation service ; a manual
of procedure for counseling and advising physically handicapped persons
and assisting them in adjusting or readjusting themselves to vocational life.
Rev., 1935. Washington, U. S. Government printing office, 1935. 56 p.
(Vocational education bulletin no. 148 -, series no. 20)

Guidance techniques used in counseling and placing the handicapped. Practical
suggestions, including initial Interview, personality survey, selection of job forwhigh to train, occiwational preparation, 'job analysis, placement, and follow-up.Includes training supervision. Gives directions for making a general survey of
employment opportunities.

ITCHNIAUES'AND PROCEDURES

92. ADVIZICAN COUNCIL ci IDDliCATION. Instructioni for use of American council
on education- brief Illative record form for public schools. Washington,
D. C.; The Vouncilt 44 Jacksctn Place. Undated. 8 p.

Pamphlet describing single-card system of recording detallsd information about
each pupil. In addition te the nasal alie.grade data, space is provided for information
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GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1935 17

on home influences and sócIal adjustment, mental and emotiónal characteristics, extra-
curricular and free-time activities, notible accomplishments, vocational experiences
and plans, and other items ivith guidance value. A sample card is furnished.

93. Amta toAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION. 'Report of the third educational confer-
ence [in] New York . . . 1934, under thè auspices of the Committees ou
personnel methods and on educational testing of the American council on
education, the Commission on the relation of svhool and college of the
progressive education association, the Cooperative test service, and the
educational records bureau. .Washington, D. C., American council on educa-
tion 941935. 162 p.

Ten reports made to 450 educators in conference on such topics as educational
measurement and guidance, the testing movement, problems of an admissions office,
accrediting of secondary schools, a college physics testinge program and its meaning
to high-school guidance, training teachers for guidance.

Describes two special projects : The character education experiment in Washington,
D. C., and the 8-rea-r- experimental study of the Progressive education association.

M. AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION. The application of research
findings to current educational practices. Washington, D. C., National
education association, 1935. 273 p.

"This is they first complete annual report oi the meetings of the American educa-
tional research association, a department of the National education association, to,Aig
published in separate bound form." Includes a section'ou problem of research in city
school systems, cc:vering individualized instruction, character education, parents' /
interest in education, and group guidance, p. 12-27.

Of special interest to. guidance workers are two artiole,6 one by Harry J. Baker,
entitled "What changes- In guidance of physiCal and mental growth of elementary
school children?" p. 152-56 ; and one by Marion L Trabue on "The bliss of ignorance
iu educational and vocational guidance", p. 254-8. The latter outlines the occupa-
tional fact-finding program of the U. S. Employment service. Many of the articles
in this bulletin deplore the failure of schoolmen to apply the findings of research
workers to actual school situations.

95. BowLER, ALIDA C. and BLOODGOOD, RUTH S. Institutional treatment of delin-
quent boys; Part 1: Treatment programs of five State institutions. Wash-
ington, U. S. Government printing office, 1935. 324 p. (U. S. Children's
bureau publication no. 228)

Study of tbe following State schooli tii.k:slelinquent boys : Whittier State school,
Whittier, Calif.; Boys' vocational' sc I. Lans-ini'llich.; State home for boys, James-
burg, N. J.; State agricultural an4 i i ultrial school, Industrn N. Y.; and Nye'
industrial school, Lancaster, Ohio. d . . . presents a general picture of each
institution ai it appeared . . . to fie14 . . ;having considerable experience
in connection with delinquency problem* and Motional life."

96. -la- institutional treatnInt of delinquent boys; Part 2 : A study
of 751 boys. Washington, U. S. Government printing office, 1935. 149 p.
(U. S. Children's bureau ¡mblication no. 280)

Analyses the results of institutional treatment .on the basis of a ". . . detailed
study of 751 boys who had been under care in 5 State institutions and had been
released 5 or more years prior to the time of the study." The relation of various
factors to successful adjustment was noted. A high proportion, 85 percent, of the
boys who were convicted of offenses after release, were poorly adjusted in employ-
ment Length of training, parole service, marital status, and affiliations w1t4 organ-
ized groups were also studied.

97, BURN', OMB K. Educational, psychological, awi personality tests of *1933

and 104. New Brunswick, N. J., Rutteli university, um& 44 p.
Firsts of a series of innual bibliographies of standard teats. Includes 257 tests,

classified and crogiteferencett as to aptitudes; subject fields, and purposes, with com-
plete data for each. A. latee (1986) edition cumulates this 1933-34 list, with the
list of tests for 19315.
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98. BYRNE, HAsairr A. Women who work in offices. Washington, U. S. Govern-ment printing office, 1935. 27 p. (U. S. Women's bureau, bulletin no. 132)
In two parts: (1) a eddy of employed women, and (2) a study of women seekingemployment. Data ¡were obtained in seven cities in 1931-82 from personnel records,pay rolls, and personal interviews, covering almost 43,000 wOmen. Found that alarge proportion of women were employed in very small offices. Information of aspecific nature was obtained as to chief occupation, age, education, training, dailyboUrs, and weekly earnings. Useful in guiding girls interested in commercial work.

99. CCNLIITE, REx B. Trends in vocational guidance. New Brunswick, N. J.,Rutgers university school of education, 1935. 52 p. (Rutgers universitystudies in education, no. 8)
Trends in guidance classified and discussed under the following five headings:Newer objectives in vo.cational guidance, occupational analysis, teaching of occupa.tons, counseling, placement and follow-up. The material on occupational analysisis especially practic!il. Includes factual reports of guidance programs in variousparts of the United States.

100. DAVIS, HELEN E. The report of the'study of work with younger girls inthe Y. W. C. A. New York, Woman's press, 1935. 24 p.
Report of a study of leisure and recreation showing that younger girls who belongto the Y. W. C. A. spend most of their spare time reading, doing housework, listeningto the radio, and participating in various types of group activity.

101. DODGE, ARTHUR F. Occupational ability patterns. New York, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1935. 97 p. (Contributions to education, no.
658)

Technique for tracing, localizing, and graphing constellations of abilities, usingdata from records of the Adjustment service, New York. Analysis of Scores of 322men representing 6 occupational groups, and 829 women representing 7 fields. Foundthat classification, vocabulary, and personality tests differentiated most dead* be-twee.n occupations; number-checking tests differl'entiated salespeople from clericalworkers; traveling salesmen differed from engineers on certain tests. Since thesedifferences were noticeable only when median scores were used, individuals cannotbe analyzed by this method.
The author states that occupational ability patterns would be more significantif based on minimum scores of successful workers rather than on median or aviragescores of unemployed persons, as was necessarily done in this study. To avoidfuture confusion in the field, he recommends that only one ability pattern, basedon single standard norms, .be presented for each occupation.

102. Dvoa.tx, BEATRICE J. Differential occupational ability patterns. Minne-
apolis, University of, Minnesota, 1935. 48. p. (Employment stikbilization

o research institute bulletin vol. 3, no. 8)
Uses the psychograpl technique to compile data secured from records of theMinnesota employment stabilization research ifistitute. Compares occupational abil-ity patterns of men clericals workers, prase mechanics, women office clerks, graduatenurses, saleswomen, Janitors, and policemen. Reveals a statistically reliablis differ-ence betWeen combined tests scores of different groups. Improves technique for

}3
`',.

pursuing the theory of unique traits. Infers that if an individual's profile, orpsychograph, matches that of successful people in a certain occupation, be is likelyto have some traits necessary for success in that field.

103. EDUCATIONAL Buitzliti. College and private school directory of the United
States. Chicago, Ill., The Bureau, 1;': North Michigan Avenue, 1985. 496 p.

This directory carries a descriptive list of universities, colleges, private schools,technical, commercial, and vocational schools in the United States. They are ar-ranged acconThig to subJect, and alphabetised according to States. One section listspublishers and other business concerns related to the educational it
.014%

104. FZDZILkillp Col7c1L ON AZT EDUCATION. Fashion tion 'as an occupa-
tion. New York city, The Council, 745 Fifth avenue [and] New London,
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Conn., Institute of women's professional relations, Research headquarters,
Connecticut college, 1935. 40 p.

Answers, for the art student, such questions as: Who does fashion illustration?
What must a fashion illustrator know? Where is the work done? Where can the
beginner get a start? What is the demand for fashion illustrators? What do they
earn? What are the disadvantages of their profession? What type of person- is
successful 1 Lists colleges and universities offering instruction in fashion illustration,
as well as professional art and vocational schools in New York city and throughout
the United States.

105. FrrcH, JOHN A. Vocational guidance in action. New York, Columbja uni
versity press, 1935. 204 p. (Job analysis series.of the American association
of social workers, no. 5)

Survey of what guidance workers actually do from day to day, described from
the viewpoint of a social worker. Part 1 is a brief overview of the guidance move-
ment ; part 2 deals with counseling in terms of duties, methods, activities, qualifica-
tions, and working conditions of counselors; Part 3 deals with placement, illustrat-
ing various types of placement offices and the methods employed in each. Tbe
appendix contains a number of individual job analyses, and several sample tools,
such as forma, letters, courses of study, placement records, and counseling forms.

106. GRzca, SAMAR. A bibliography of civil service and personnel administra-
tion. New Yorjc, McGraw-Hill Book company, 1935. 143 p. (Commission
of inquiry on public service personnel, monograph 1)

Selected list of American and foreign publications on problems of public servide
personnel in nations, States, counties, and cities. Sections on classification, salary
standardisation, appointment, reinstatement, training, promotion, discharge, discipline,
retirement, women in the civil service, and civil service systems in various countries.

107. HALL, FRED S., ed. Social work year book, 1935; a description of organized
activities in social work and in related fields, third issue. New York, Rus-
sell Sage foundation, 1935. 698 p.

Biennial directory, with details of organisation, location, and activities. Lists na-
tional and State agencies, both public and private, doing all types of social work.
Contains topical articles arranged alphabetically by subject under such headings as:
Adult edncationoys' work, child and youth protection, occupational therapy, parent
education, pernel administration, preschool children, probation, psychiatric clinics
for children, recreation, school health work, social case work, unemployment relief,
visiting teachers, vocational education, vocational guidance, youth service associatiops.
Includes Federal emergency agencies doing related work.

106. HOPKINS, Joss T., and others. The emergence of a new public employment
ervice. Albany, N. Y., J. B. Lyon company, 1935. 345 p. [Distributed by
the New York State employment service, 124 East 28th Street, New York
city.]

Decription of employment techniques and guidance procedures found useful In
tbe Rochester demonstration center. Complete instructions as to sise of staff, special
qualifications, training programs, Organisation of divisions and sections, space and
furnishings, interviewing rooms, files, forms, tests, field visits, publicity, occupa-
tional 'clanification, and methods of securing employers' orders. Special reports in
chapters by Mabel E. Crafts, Charles H. Howard,' and Willard E. Parker.

109. HOPPOCK, Ronswr. Job satisfaction. New York, Harper and brothers, 1985.
808 p.

Report of two surveys of job satisfaction using a person-to-person canvass and a
questionnaire. The first included 88 percent of the employed and unemployed resi-
dents of New Hope, Pat., revealing less thark one-third of them dissatisfied, with 86
percent finding more satisfaction in work than in recreation. Interviews with 80
persons are siren 4a dstail and are illustrated with candid camera shots of some--
of tie subjects.

Ti second .sdkvey covered 100 satisfied and 100 dies* teachers, comparing
personal factors in the lives of the satisfied with corresponding situations in those
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20 GUIDANCE BIBLIOGRAPHY : 1985

of the dissatisfied, and tabulating .their answers to 258 question& The report includes
facsimiles of all forms used.

Chapters 1 and 2, summarising and interpreting results, and chapters 6 and A,
abstracting, 82 other investigations having some bearing on job satisfaction, an.
especially valuable. Published under the auspices of the National occupational con-
ference.

110. HOWARD, FRANK E. and PATSY, FREDERICK L. Mental health ; its princi-
ples and practice, with emphasis on the treatment of mental deviations.
New York, Harper and brothers, publishers, 1935. 552 p.

A psychologist and a psychiatrist combine views ind experience in the field of
mental hygiene. After an exhaustive technical treatment of the subject, theconcluding chapters suggest methods of personality reconstruction with special
applications to tbe school situation, including the role of the classroom teachor,the pupil, and the visting teacher. Exhaustive selected bibliographies on various
phases of .mental hygiene.

111. HUTCHINSON, Gmostaz E., comp. Guidance, a list of books and pamphlets
recommended for use in secondary schools and in the upper grades of
elementary school& Albany, University of the State of New York press,
1985, 15 p.

Bibliography of practical tools for guidance workers listed as follows: Methods
of studying tbe individual, his personality, his work, his world, his leisure; occupa-
tional information for boys, girls, and women ; student texts and workbooks; literaturefor teachers on principles and techniques of guidance ; directories of colleges, privateschools, special training opportunities, and scholarships; directions for improving
library facilities for guidance.

112. I ..:4HATIONAL LABOUR Omcn Children and young persons under labour
law. Geneva, Switzerland, International labour office (League of Nations),
1935. 842 p. ( Studies and repoits, series I, no. S) [Distributed by, the
International labour office, Washington, D. C., branch, 734 Sackson Place.]

World-wide compilation of laws pertaining to child labor. Covers every kindof juvenile employment except apprenticeship. Part 1 is a general review of thesubject. Part 2 shows the details of child labor laws in tabular form, allowing
comparisons between nation& The tabulation for the United States is made accord-ing to States, giving scope of laws, ages to which applied, working hours, restIntervals required, and other detail& Part 8 is a 150-page bibliography classifiedby countries.

118. Problems of vocational guidance. Geneva, Switzerland, Interna-
tional labour office (League of Nations), 1935. 188 p. (Studies and re-
ports, series J, education, no. 4) [Distributed by the International labour
office, Washington, D. C., branch, 784 Jackson Place.]

Gives briefly the history, organisation, and legal regulations concerning guidancein France, Germany, Great Britain, Spain, Bruil, Italy, Switzerland, Russia, andthe United States. Specifies the training of vocational advisers in various countries.Considers the medical aspect of guidance, which is stressed more strongly in Europethan in America. Takes up general metho'da and specific techniques of advisorywork, placement, and occupational aalysis employed in guidance centers. P. Statesthat, "In the modern sodal system vocational guidance is a sort of connecting link
between educational and sodal work on the one hand, and economic activities onthe other." Concludes, with pertinent remarks on the limitations, probable develop-ment, and future outlook of guidance.

114. Emir, TurmAs L. Essential traits of mental life. dambridge, Mass.,
Harvard university press, 1985. 145

Mathematical methods emPleyed In studying the human mind. Tables, statisticalformulae, technical definition& Analysis of vocations as reported to the unitarytraits committee of the American council on education.
1154 MCC." MAMMA R., coop. Character education. Washington, U. S.

Government printing dike, 1985. 11 p. (U. S. Department of the Interior,
Office of education Good references bibliography no: 15, rev. ed.)

Annotated lilt of about SO publications on character education canting the Geldin general, the elementary level, the secondary level, and courses ot study.
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116. MCCABE, MARTHA R. Discussion meetings, open forums, panels, and con-
ferences. Washington, U. S. Government printing office, 1935. 9 p. (U. S.
Department of the Interior, Office of education. Gliod references bibliog-
raphy no. 30)

Selected list of literature on values and techniques of group discussion, open
forums, panels, conferences, and discussion techniques in the schools.

17. MORTON, NELSON W. Occupational abilities: a study of unemployed men.
Toronto, Canada, Oxford univ'ersit4 press, 1935. 279 p.

Report of a 4-year study of seven grolips of unemployed men in Toronto. They..
were given a wide variety of tests, and results were statistically analyzed and
tabulated. Tests, test groups, and testing conditions varied greatly, so that further
research was recommended. Includes a critical review of the literature on occupa-
tional testing, and a group of occupational case studies.

118. NATIONAL EDUCATION AsSOCIATION. REsEARCH DIVISION. Report of the
committee on social-economic goals of America ; a descriptive bibliography
of social-economic education. Washington, D, C., The Association, 1935.
93 p.

Abstracts of 265 articles describing school prog1ms and community activities,
et_ compiled by Fred J. Kelly. Includes more than 430 guidance programs, 20 extrat

curricular and recreational projects, 25 character education and mental hygiene
references, and others on rural guidance programs, atypical children, adult education,
student self-government, and school use of community resources. Arranged as an
annotated bibliography, alphabetically by States and cities.

This edition was issued for members of the Representative assembly at the
Denver convention, 1985. It is also available as the Research bulletin of the
National education association, vol. 18, DO. 8, p. 71-159, May 1935.

119. NATIONAL LEAGUE OF NURSING EDUCATION. A list of schools of nursing
meeting minimum requirements set by law in the various States. New
York, National league of nursing education, 1935: 35 p.

Tenth corrected list of ac&edited nursing schools as of January 1, 1935. Tabu-
lates about 45 items, as expense, enrollment, and entrance requirements, for each
of 1,472 schools. States having the most nursing schools: Pennsylvania, 135:
New York, 115; Illinois, 128 ; the fewest : Nevada, 0; New Mexico, 2; Wyoming,
. Other States average about 25. The number of student nurses and the number
of schools decreased between 161 and 1935.

120. Nzw Yous (Svhavv) Orrivissrm. Certification . for administrative and
supervisory service : Laws, rules, regulations, and information. Albany,
University of the State of New York press, 1935. 25 p. (Certification
bulletin no. 1)

Education and experience necessary for licensed counselors in New York State:
requirements for Jchool administrators and supervisors. Tbe information on cef-
agitation of counselors is obtainable separately in a 4-page reprint.

121. PENURY, ELIZABEI'll R. and HARTSHORNE, HUGH. Orgahizations for youth ;
leisuie-time and character building procedures. New York, McGraw-Hill
book company, 1985. 850 p.

Source book of club information. Describes 40 privately promoted non-sectarian
character education programs which are national or international in scope. Includes
11 independent societies, such as Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, 4-H Clubs, and others less
known ; 6 junior groups attached to adult service clubs and orders; 9 national plans
for schools, as the Pathfinders, the School Republic, and the Junior Red Cross; 7
plans built aronnd special interests and hobbies, such as ; 7 inter-religious
groups, including Big Brother and Big Sister federations, and the Y. M. and Y. W. ct A.
Analyses each grtup, covering purpose, history, method, use of motives and awards,
evidences of progress, addresses of leaders. Informatiod walk secured from question-
nains and interviews with active executives. Appendix lists, but does not describe,

¡about 40 additional programs tor youth, giving the headquarteip of each.
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122. PszefroN, E. C. Principles and statutory provisions relating to recreational,medical, and social welfare services of the public 'schools. New York,Teachers college, Columbia university, 1935. 106 p. (Contributions to edu-cation no. 636)
Survey of State policies and laws dealing with school activities in recreation,medicine, and social service. Reveals great variation from State to State, with mostadvanced procedures in the most populous industrial areas. Finds very little legis-lation for social welfare work through the schools.

123. PRoniTrr, MARIS M. Private, proprietary, and endowed schools giving .t radeand indUstrial courses. Washington, U. S. Government printing office, 1935.91 p. (U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of education, Bulletin no. S)Describes approximately 300 trade schools, ranging from elementary to collegpgrade, arranged alphabetically by State. A special section is Oven to schools inindustrial corporations, another covers home-study courses and correspondence schoi)).,and a third is a list of private-endowed schools of technology. Tuition fees, enroll-ment, entrance requirements, and other data are included. Information was securedfrom. State departments of education.
124. PURDUE UNIVERSITY. Proceedings of the first annual guidance conferenceOheld at Purdue university in November 1935. Lafayette, Ind., The divisionof educational reference, Purdue university, 195. 93 p. (Bulletin of Pur-due university, vol. 27, no. 4)

'Summarizes addresses and discussions of guidance workers in conference. Inclucles:Major strategy of guidance; guidance methods in a large city system, a city highschool, rural grade schools, and rural high schools; pupil personality study ; guidancefor living; use of the Indiana high-school testing service; community agew iescontributing to guidance.

125. QUAYLE, MARGARET S. A study of some aspects of satisfaction in the voca-tion of stenography. New York, Bureau- of publications, Teachers college,Columbia university, 1935. 121 p.
Comparison of satisfied and dissatisfied stenographers in an attempt to find elementsnecessary for satisfactory adjustment to stenographic work. Detailed analysis ofresults, with composite picture of happy and unhappy women stenographers. Carriessignificant implications, particularly for girls enrolling in badness courses.

126. SARGENT, Pow's. A handbook of summer camps; an annual survey. Bos-ton, Mass., The Author, 11 Beacon Street, 1935. 733 p.
An ...annual guide for parents, teachers, and camp directors. Lists, Irith criticaldescriptions of camps, all types in the United States. Gives, for each camp: Nameand experience of director ; camp activities, whether coeducational or not; topographyof surrounding region; and other data. Individual camps are listed geographicallyin the text and alphabetically in the index.

127. Selected references in education, 1934. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago,1935. 189 p. (Supplementary educational monographs, no. 42, January,1985)

Reprint of 20 monthly lists of educational literature which appeared originallyin the School review and the Illemmtory school joswnal during 1984. The followingsections are useful to guidance workers: The extracurricnhtm. p. 48-50; educationalpsychology, p. 51-57; exceptional children, p. 121-128 ; and guidance, p. 65-71. Thelatter vials published in the September 1934 issue of the School review. The entirelist coven the period from June 1983 to May 1984. ,

128.. Swim WALTER L. The development of boys' work in the United States.Nashville, Tenn., Press of Cullom and Ghertner Co., 1935. 182 p. [Dis-tributed by Informal education service, Nashville, Tenn.]
Historical and factual treatise valuable for the information it contains on organiza-tions for boys lAsts and tabulates the activities of 188 youth agencies. Analyzes48 which deal directly with boys. Traces the development of boys' work from primi-tive.times, and sketches the American background.
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129. STRANG, RUTH M. The role of the teacher in personnel work. Rev. and enl.
New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1935. 332 p.

Clarifies the teacher's position as a guidance worker, particularly on the higher
secondary and college levels. After outlining needs and philosophy, section 1 answers

,such questions as: Who is doing personnel work? What does the classroom teacher
contribute to individual guidance? . . . the homeroom teacher? . . . tbe club
SI onsor? Section 2 deals with student adjustment, fie nature, common problems of

tional guidance, factors in maladjustment, delinquency, and discipline problems.
tion 3, techniques of personnel work are treated under the following heads :

se stud4, interview, standardized tests, rating techniques, observation, and daily
schedules. The latter are contributed as an added source of information about an
indiyidual student, and are in reality brief diary records detailing a day's activities.

130. DEAD, ORDWAY. The art of leadership. New York, Whittlesey house, Mc-
Graw-Hill book conlpany, Inc., 1935. 308 p.

Emphasizes the psychology of leadership, discusses the common problems faced by
group leaders, analyses some of the intangible aspects of leadership, and concludes
with a chapter on how to train leaders. Chapter 9, on methods and manners of
leading, is especially applicable to the problems ofh classroom teachers and group
guidance workers.

131. THORNDIKE. EDWARD L. The psychology of wants, interests, and attitudel
New York, D. Appleton-Century company, 1141 301 p.

Technical study of the modes operandi of hum.. desires. Describes experiments on
the respective influences of punishment and rewards, unconscious learning, satisfying
and dissatisfying after-effects, differential rewards, differential punishments, intrinsic
and extrinsic interests. Significant conclusions with reference to the learning process
and present teaching methods.

s

132. U. S. DEPARTMENT OW THE INTERIOR. °wick or EDUCATION. Educational
directory, 1985. Washington, U. S. Government printing office, 1965. (U. S.
Department of the Interior, Office of education, Bulletin 1933, no. 1)

In four parts: Part 1, Principal State and county school officers; part 2, principal
city school officers; part 8, colleges and universities, including all institutions of
higher education; part 4, educational associations and directories. Issued annually.
Each part is available separately as soon as the information becomes available.

133.-- VOCATIONAL iDUCATION DIVISION. Manual for instructors in
Civilian conservatión corps camps. Washington, U. S. Government printing
office, 1985. 95 p. (Civilian conservation corps vocational series)

Practical group guidance manual intended for use with a set 'of 15 occupational
instruction pamphlets. Designed to meet the special conditions of voluntary enroll-
ment in non-compulsory classes. Covers the learning process, classroom procedyres,
and teaching efficiency. Suggests techniques of handling groups of young adults.
PrePared for educationig advisers of CCC camps.

The 15 instructional pamphlets are as follows: Agriculture, automobile repairing,
automotive electricity, carpentry, concrete construction, conservation of natural
resources, foreltry, house wiring, elementary masonry, and bricklaying, mechanical
drawing, photography, radio servicing, soil conservation, and plane surveying.

134. U. S. EMPLOYMENT SWIM. Interviewing applicants in public employment
offices. U. S. Government printing office, 1935. 36 p. (U. S. Employment
office manual series, sectio6 1)

Practical suggestions on interviewing, including the office setting, the interviewer's
preparation, steps in the interview, and accuracy of data based on interviews.
Biblioraphy.

185. VAN WAGgiEN, Nam B. The stability of self-description tests of personal*.
adjustment. New York city, Columbia university, 1985. & p.

Study of variations in methods of administering a peisonality test, and of the
effect of such variations on group scores. Subjects were 480 junior high school
pupils in Brooklyn and Manhattan. The test used was found to be fairly stable.
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136. VOCATIONAL Blame ITS JUNIORS. Directory of opportunities for vocationaltraining in New York city. New York, The Service, 122 East 25th Street,1935. 104 p.
New York City's training centers, particularly for occupations below the profeR-atonal level.

137. WAuIN, JOHN E. W. Personality maladjustments and mental hygiene.New York, McGraw-Hill botk company, 1965. 511 p.
An introduction to mental hygiene for educators, counselors, and psychologists'.Combines principles and practices of psychology, psychiatry, and education. Casestudies, specific examples, definitions of technical terms.
Discusses such topics as procrastination, shifting the blame, rationalization, evad-', ing responsibility, temper tantrums, insomnia, physical defects, stage fright, sub-limation, and substitution. Presents the mentally healthy personality as a positiveconcept ; shows symptoms of maladjustment as deviations, and as inadequate responsesto life's difficulties; suggests specific remedies.

138. WARD, CARLO8 EDGAR. Organized camping and progressive education. Nash-ville, Tenn., Informal education service, 1935. 180 p.
Notes educational aspects of camping; describes the actual activities carried anin a successftil camp; covers self-government, cumulative records of campers, casestudies, information sheets for parents, behavior scales, daily programs, activities

fr

of counselors. Notes problems, lags, and trends of the modern camp ernent ;suggests relationships to State and national parks, the CCC, and other de ments;points out the educational aspects and possibilities of organized camping.
139. WooD, BEN D. The major strategy of guidance. Washington, D. C., Amer-ican council on education, 1935. 28 p.,

Report conibining articles from the Educational record and Occupations, stressingthe need for adequate cumulative records, suggesting techniques for maintaining them,emphastsing personal and social guidance as the major opportunity of the schools,and explaining an anecdotal method of keeping individual records.
140. WOOD, THomAs D. and Latvia°, MARION O. The bealthy personality. Bloom-ington, Ill., Public school publishing company, 1985. 40 p.

Reprint from a health education series for teachers, with emphasis on physicalwell-being. Attention is given to such considerations as extracurricular activities,mental hygiene, tbe growing personality, causes of mental disorders, the curriculum,( discipline, and pupil placement Includes a teacher's outline for classroom analysisof personality problems.

141. YOUNG, PAULINE V. Interviewing in social work ; a sociological analysis.New York, McGraw-Hill book company, Inc., 1935. 416 p.
Exhaustive treatment of interviewing techniques. Includes objectives, content ofthe interview, special situations, ethical standards, personality problems in inter-viewing, and methods of recording interviews. Analyzes psychological factors, suchas illusions, inaccurate memory, and timidity ; and sociological factors, such asclashes of interest, language barriers, and differences in social philosophy. Recom-mends special treatment of the following types of interviewees: The immigrant, theNegro, tbe executive, the employer, the new poor, the timid, the hostile, the hesi-tating, the nervous, the cunning, and the positive. Reproduces numerals interViewsand case histories. Analyses each. Bibliography.

,

PERIODICAL REFERENCES

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

142. Luau, W. PAUL. A character education program. Educational method, 14:.891-92, April 1935.
Twelve-Point program for character 6evelopment Mr a Cleveland elementary school.Each point covers a specific activity, such as a child study group, him. visits,professional reading for teachers, special classes for retarded children, and slingstion of the traditional type of report card.
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143. BALL I. Glum, and others. A cooperative report card. California Journal
of elementary education, 4: 42-46, August 1935.

Fifth- and sixth-grade pupils worked with their teachers to evolve fair evaluations
of their aptitudes, interests, and efficiency in school work, in such terms ns: How
good am I at finding facts? what have I accomplished? llow well do I get along with
other children? Includes facsimiles of the records, and descriptions of the classroom
methods used.

144. BIsHoP, Louis F., Jr. Hobby guidance for pildren with handicapped
hearts. Occupations 14 : 233-37, December 1935.

A doctor suggests a variety of hobbles for children suffering from cardiac ailments.
Tropical fish, story-writing, pets, play directing, and other activities for convalescents;
constructive amusement, within both physical and financial limits, for those who must
remain in bed.

145. GROVEL CHARLES C. Gifted children in elementary school. Nation's
schools, 16: 12-16, July 1935.

Guidance and adjustment of gifted children in the elementary school through
curriculum enrichment, acceleration, ability grouping, and special classes. A review
of these provisions is followed by a suggestion for combining them with acceleration
for those planning to attend college.

146, HARDY, MARTHA C. The out-of-school activities of well-adjusted and poorly
adjusted elementary school pupils. Journal of educational psychology, 26:
455-67, September 1935.

Reports a series of observational studies of a group of elementary school pupils.
Includes data on behavior with reference to special traits as shown by their out-of-
school activities. The most outstanding difference between well-adjusted and
maladjusted .chikdren was the higher general intelligence of the former. The only
other instances in which significant variations appeared were tbe following: The
maladjusted had smaller play groups, preferred -more vigorous play, and attended
the movies oftener than did the well-adjusted.

Alms,

147. POLSTIIS, ARTHuR H. Counseling in the elementary school. California
journal of elementary education, 4: 51-54, August 1935.

Status of guidance on the elementary level. Includes illustrations of organized
counseling services and general suggestions for developing guidance in the early grades.

148. SCHIMISIZ, F. F. Study and treatment of maladjustment of elementary and
high school pupils. Wisconsin journal of education, 67 : 280-70, February
1935.

Faculty cooperation in the study and treatment of maladjusted pupils II; Algoma,
Wis. A survey of the whole school system, including the elementary level, was made
using an inventory scale ou maladjustment prepared at the University of Wisconsin
by T. L. Torgerson. Methods of diagnosis Lind treatment are described.

149. WoopHousic, Agra. CHASM GOING, Vocational guidance in the elementary
school. National elementary principal, 15: 83-84, December 1935.

Recommends a wider conception of vocational guidance beginning in the elementary
grades. Such a program would include arousing interest in fields of work, inculcating
good social attitudes toward honest labor, and ". . . eliminating false' soCial evalu-
ations of different kinds of wort."

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

150. ALVILT, Ewa" Jr. Integrating guidance in the revised curriculum. Vir-
ginia journal of education, 28: 256-00, March 1935.

Suggestions to teachers foe incorporating vocational Odium In social studies
courses, language arts dames, and other school activities. Includes a general treat-.
went of guidance with a brief explanation of the reysised cynical!. in Virginia.
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151. Asuaus, ETHEL P. Building a guidance program, Occupations, 13: 7814)0,June 1935.
Describes the growth of guidance as an integral function of the Lincoln high school,Los Angeles, Calif. Complete details of the program are given. Obtainable a aseparate pamphlet in reprint form.

152. Biccrium, ELSA G. The objectives of guidance in secondary schools. Highschool quarterly, 23: 167-172, April 1935.
Presents various views of guidance; shows that secondary school population nut*Aqguidance necessary ; states objectives of guidance ;. outlines a centralized guiditveprogram for a secondary school.

153. BELLEAU', Wilma') E. Factors 1nfliigvocatIona1 choice. Industrialeducation magazine; 37: 152-53, May 1935.
Questionnaire study of occupational choices of 200 pupils in the Boys' technic:11high school, Milwaukee, Wis. Tabulations are briefly analyzed.

154. BROCKMAN, L O. Guidance through doing; tryout experiences for high-school students. Occupations, 13: )113-16, February 1935.
Lewistón, Mont., population 6,000, offers vocational guidance to Its high-schoolstudents by the tryout method. School credit is allowed for shop, store, and cactiexperience.

155. CARRINGTON, ELAINE S. Working with handsand brains ; a boy considersthe pefisibillties of plumbing. Occupations, 13: 6944, April 1935.
Radio playlet showing the advantages of entering a trade in contrast to the diffi-culties and crowded conditions in the professions. Suitable for school presentation.

156. CARTER, H. D.; PYIZ8, M. K. and BarrNALL, M. P. A comparative study offactors in vocational interest scores of high school boys. Journal of educa-tional psychology, 28,L 81-98; February 1935.
Comparison of data on Vocational interests of 183 high-school boys who filled outthe Strong vocational interest blanki6 with similar data on college men compiled by,Thurstone. Multiple factor analysis indicates the presence of three, possibly four,interest factors.

157. Characteristics of a sound guidance program in a secondary whool ; asymposium. California journal of secondary education, 10: 857-90, May1935.
lIne articles on guidance, as follows : George C. J . Why have guidancP?Harold C. Hand and Verna A. Carley. When shall we ve a sound guidance pro-gram in the secondary schools? Virgil E. Dickson. A gull ce program for second-ary schools; Virginia Lee Block. Thé place of mental hygiene in the guidance pro-gram [and] The length of assignment as a factor in mental health ; Mardele Robin-son. Guidance and the curriculum; Herman A. Spendt and Leo B. Hart. Counselibgin the secondary schools; Albert D. Graves. The mental hygiene emphasis in guid-ance; J. O. McLaughlin. A vocational guidance technique.

158. OMEN, I. DAVID. Vocational guidance in our schools. High points, 17: 5-11, October, 1985.
Description of the guidance program in the Brooklyn boys' vocational high school. a%it has developed during a 16-year period. Summary lists 14 elements of a good guid-ance program.

159. COLANGELO, ROBERT C. Guidance in boys' club. Industrial arts and voca-tional education, 24: 110-11, April 1935.
Experiences in guiding members of the Worcester, Mask, boys' club. The programincluded a guidance card, interviews, Saturday visits to industries, ease studies, andoccupational classes.

100. OONWILL, AGNES E. Futility of commercial education without guidance.Education, 55: 414-20, March 1965.
Vocational guidance in busineu training. Considers the nature and importance ofguidance, oCcupational analyses, personality adjustments, requirements of counpeling,
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and the responsibility of commrcial teachers. Suggests division of a guidance pro-
gram for commercial education into four periods: (1) The general period; (2) the
pre-vocational period; (8) the early vocational: and (4) the early employment
period.

161. Coox, F. M. Guidance in the Fairfield, Alabama, high school. High school
quarterly, 23: 274-6, Jilly 1935.

Guidance plan in a small high school, administere,* by the principal and two
counselors, with emphasis on guidance through the regular subjects. A number of
faculty meetings were held before launching the plan.

1G11. Como-, F. BYRON B. Graduates appraise extracurriculum activities. Schobl
review, 43 : 672.-82, November 1935.

Questionnaires from 266 former high-school pupils reporting that ". . . many of
the activities which are maintained in high school are of little use in later years.
More practical and useful activities should be provided."

163. Counseling and guidance. Secondary education. 4 : =4-26, September 1935.
Article prepared by the research division of the National education associhtion as .a

basis for discussion in faculty meetings and other professional groups. Incrudes a
statement of the high-school guidance problem, 'topics for group and 4ndividual in-
vestigation, and a selected bibliography.

164. CUNNIN9HAM, S. DONALD. The vocational plans of a select group of high-
school seniors. School review, 48: 281-6, April 1935.

Study of _108 boys and 109 girls from Jefferson county, Ohio, who participated in
the Ohio general scholarship test during the 4-year period 1930-1933, inclusive, and
who indicated their vocational choices. Found that 83.4 percent had chosen a life-
work and that boys selected a greater variety of vocatrons than did girls. Fi rst
choice was engineering for the boys, reaching for the girls.

16.1. DENNINO, RUTH O. Guidance through the homeroom. Junior-senior high
school clearing house, 10: 100-3, October 1935.

Guidance suggestions to homeroom and classroom teachers. Holds that a 'sincere
personal interest on the part of the teacher is more important than are "hard and fast
rules" for homeroom gpidance.

166. FREMMKS, MABEL F. EVscurricular activities in music. Education, 56:
97-100, October 1935.

Suggested list of 10 types of muMcal activities for high-school groups, with aims,
objectives, and methods for each. Arranged according to the degree of musicianship
required, they are : Composers club, bands and orchestras, informal music, glee clubs,
creative instruments, music science, banjo, harmonica, and stunt song clubs. '

167. GOODMAN, HELEN C. IQ in relation to graduation after failure. Journal
of educational psychology, 26: 195-205, March 1935.

Records of 1,873 high-school pupils we& studied to determine what part ". . . the
IQ rating should play in advice to pupils continuing or discontinuing school." Com-
pares IQ and chronological age, IQ and sex differences, IQ and course of study, IQ and
subject failed, IQ and employment. Found such similarities between iraduates and
nongraduates as to indicate tbat " the determining influence of IQ on graduation
after failure is relatively small as compared with other factors which, though still
largely unclassiAed, must be powerful."

168. Guidance in southern schools. High school gilarterly, 23 : 202-71, July 1935.
Brief descriptions of guidance activities in tbe following States: Alabami,

Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and
Virginia. Includes schools in large and small cities.

169. Guidance propani for a secondary who& University high school jpnrnal,
vol. 14, no. 1, p. 1-61, June 1935.

This entire issue is devotedeto aigh-school guidance.
Contents: lielmrt R. Stoll. A good guidance program for a secondary school ;

G. A. Riceand Paul Fleming. The administration of guidance ; Marion Brown. Train-
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ing teachers and student teachers as personnel workers in guidance; Marion Brow'and Vibella Martin. Techniques used in guidance at (talifornia) university highschool ; Grace InmanKane and Vibella Martin. Guidance in the social program; VeraD. Miller and Berni4 B. Hargrove. Tbe teacher in guidance.
170. ELOLIJIAN, EIZANOlit. Case of the incorrigible pupil. Nebraska educationaljournal, 15: 151-53, APril 1935.

A high-school principal suggests 12 techniques for dealing with a problem chilli,including private conferences, study of his home conditions, case history, and discov-ery of his interests.

171. HAWK, HERBERT C. The personal record file. Junior-senior high schoolclearing house, 9: 296-300, January 1935.
Intergration of pupil records for better guidance and placement at the Winfield,Hans., high school. Describes records as to ,sise and physical make-up, methods offiling, facts obtained, and uses made'of tOn.

1721 HENDON, CLARICPCE C. Guidance in the' Isidore Newman school. High
school quarterly, 24: 8-11, October 1935.

Describes the guidance program in an endowed, coeducational, college-preparatoryschool in New Orleans, La.

173. HEWES, AMY. ;Why pupils leave high-school. School review, 43 : 287-94,'April 1935..
Survey of iiigh-school drop-outs in Holyoke, Mass., including home visits and schoolrecords. Found that about one-fourth of those who entered never completedhigh school; that the largest number Af those who left did so because their familiescould not afford to keep them in school ; and that high-school pupils who left school forwork did not find permanently satisfactory occupational adjustment in their first jobs.

174. HINDICEMAN, ROY A. A four-square program; guidance aims and methodsin a university high school. Occupations, 13 : 791-04. June 1924.
Describes four special guidance features of the high-school niaintained by the Uni-versity of Wisconsin, namely, Curriculum modification, homeroom advisemeni, voca-tional information >rough regular school subjects, and weekly/ radio dramas onoccupations. .

175. HOPPOCIII, ROBERT. Starting a guidance program. Occupations, 13: 344-7,
Jahpary 1935.

Step-by-step procedure for a school principal to follow in initiating a guidanceprogram. Answers this request : "I am the principal of a small schooL We cannotafford a full-time counselor and we do not have much money to spend on books. Pleasetell me what I can do to start a guidance program." This article has been reprintedand is available from tile National occupational conference.
176. JORDAN, A. M. Occupations of Negro high-school graduates in North Caro-lina. High school journal, 18: 24-27, January 1965.

Negro high-school graduates during the yean 1931-1984 and 'their vocations. Infor-mation obtained from principals of 11- schools on the records of 1,095 pupils. Foundthat, "Aside from teaching and nursing very few occupations are entesed.by Negroeswhich utilise the type of training received by them in high school." Detailedtabulations.

177. JORDAN, EDWARD B. The philosophy of guidanci. Catholic educationalreview, 33: 835-48, June 1981
Discusses basic questions, techniques, and philosophy of high-school guidance.Presents %yaws= of educational -guidance for the junior and vocational guidancefor the senlbr.

178. liEmscrum, E. L. Guidance and extracurricular activities. Illinois teicher,28: 33041, June 1935.
Questionnaire study of the practices of 18 technical high schools in Illinois havingan enrollment of more than 1,000. Data on number of deans, vocational advisersand counselors, dames 4n occupation', eztracarricukr activities, extent of pupilparticipation, and club emphasis on vocations.
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179. KING, WILLIAM A. Guidance in a junior high school. Juniór-senior high
school clearing house, 10: 214-16, December 1935.

Guidance as a phase of the homeroom program in the James Monroe high school,
Seattle, Wash; Activities include school clubs with vocational *aspects, community
projects, exploratory experiences, a course in occupations, special counseling, and
group conferences.

180. Kamm, Rogow and Lourrrr, C. M. The influences of father's occupation
on the vocational choices of high-school boys. Journal of applied psychology,
19: 203-12, August 1935,

Information dn rkational cHoices of 4,548 boys in 4 Indianapolis high schools
secured in 1932. "The data support the statement that a very small number of
boys while in high sihool desire to follow their fathers' occupations. In fact the
iarger percentage choose an occupation at a higher level than that of their father . . .

Nearly 70 percent want to engage in work that is represented by only 85 percent of the
present gainfully employed population. On the other band, only 1 percent want
to engage in laboring occupations which are represented by 80 percent of the popula-
tion and by 11 percent of their own fathers."

181. Liz, C. E. Boys looking for jobs; volunteer counselors in Cincinnati high
schools. Occupations, 14: 12$-4, November 1935.

Cooperating with the public schools, the Cincinnati Y. M. C. A. arranges interviews
for eleventh- and twelfth-grade boys with business and professional men. Initial
interviews are held at the schools on counseling day, when 60 or 70 business m'en
volunteer their services.

182. LINCOLN, MILDRED E. Infbrmation the drama Way ; suggestions for teachers
of classes in occupations. Occupations, 14: 3116, October 1935.

A variety of suggestions and references on dramatization as an aid in imparting
occupational information. Sample playlet on aviation.

o

183. LIM* Mort A. A guidance prqgtam for small high schools in Georgia.
High school quarterly, 24: 4-8, October 1935.

Pburteen guidance activities which can be carried oh in small secondary schools.

184. Mcl3m, MARIAN. Mental hygiene clinic in high sch 1. an evaluation of
the problems, methods, and results In the cases of studenfs. Mental
hygiene, 19: 238-80, April 1985.

Five-year study of 828 cases in a demonstration child-guidance clinic at the Lake
View high school, Chicago, Ill., staffed with three full-time and two part-time workers.
Detailed analyses of data ; descriptions of techniques; case histories. Recommends
child-guidance methods which are practicable in a school clinic.

185. Mnama, L. HoRTENBE. A homeroom and counseling plan involves character-
building activities. junior-senlor high school clearing house, 10: 165-70,
November 114

Recounts the homeroom plan at Northeast kinior high school, Kansas City, Mo.,
which has 1,250 pupils in 29 homerooms. A complete outline of all activities, meet--
ings, committees, and teachers' duties is given.

186. MIAMI. Prognostic vgue of intelligence tests. Journal of edn-
`cti:21641research, 28: 57741, April 1935..

Analysis of Intelligence test scores of a tOtal of 1,146 pupils entering high school
during a 10-year period from 1921 to 1981. Gives statistics on the number admitted
and the number of Orop-outa at each IQ level. Concludes that iitelligence tests can
te used for prognosis of general high-school success, as well as for prediction in algebra
and linglIsb. 6

187. MoaanoN, Rooms H. Major themes for home-room guidance in the sec-
ondary school. High school teacher, 11: 151-53, May 1935. 41t,

SPecille activities for howetooms, psdes 742., Grade T : Adjustment and orienta-
tion in higb school. Grade 8: Choice of life occupations. Grade 9 : Selecting an
institution for training beyond the high school. Grade 10: Interpreting community
institution& Grade 11 : Development of personality traits. Grads 12 : Guiding prin.
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ciples for djustment after high-school graduation. Includes a summary, selectedbIblIograph, minimum time allotment, principles of individual and group guidani-p.partictotton of the homeroom in general school affairs.

188. NicwHALL, Parmiwic A. , Students speak out on guidance. New York State
educatiOn, 22: 688-91+, June 1935.

Results of a questionnaire on guidance filled out by 200 high-school seniors in Olt,Madison high school, Rocheiter, N. Y. A copy of the questionnaire with total studentrespQnses is given, showing types of guidance servkes desired by pupils.
189. PARSONS, A. REBECCA. Homeroom activities. Education 56: 82-85, Octobcr

1935.
Activities in the Paul Revere junior high school, Revere, Mass. Student commi!.tees on scholarship. Itpusekeeping, parliamentary procedure, programs, thrift, juni-raid, and others.. For example, the housekeeping committee arranges its work asfollows: Monday, exhibit of written work; Tuesday, libiiry day Wednesday, loyaltyday ; Thursday, bulletin board; Friday, graphs and special work.

190. PERSING, C. L. and 4.4.TTLEY, H. R. Discovering the reading i te ests of
maladjusted students. Bulletin of the American library a ation,
13-23. January 1935, part 1.

Report of a 8-year program In New Trier township high school, Winnetka, ILLadjusting 115 retardird pupils to school. and. in a few cases. to work. Encouragementof reading interests played a large part. Specific corrective mAtsures are describ+A
191. RAMSEY, W. M. Vocational guidance day. Journal of business education.11: 19-20, November 41935.

System and results of a siiecial program for girls in the Roosevelt senior highschool. Los Angeles, Calif. Vocational guidance day included a reception and lunchefolfor guest speakers, homeroom activities, and group conferences on vocational choiceiA vocational day for boys is also held annually.
192. RICHARDSON, H. D. The hitelligence quotient and secondary-school guid-ance. School review, 43 49-59, January 1935.

Retests of 193 high-school Juniors who had taken tbe same intelligence test a;eighth-graders. Fbuild inconstancy 'of intejligence quotients, particularly for yoting-b .ht and older-dull pupili of tbe secondary level. Recommends a modification or.8 : ncé practices based on results id group intelligence tests. ,

193. RunmAN, BARrirr. Guidance. School and society, 41 : 645-47, May 11, 193.1
Critique, in general terms, of tbe philosophy underlying vocational and non-voca-tional guidance in American secondary schools.

194. SANDERSON, VIRGINIA S. A school's coupseling services. Progressive educa-tion, 12: 110-13, February 1935.
Principles and philosophy underlying a program of individual)! counseling. Recom-mends a central committee of counselors to carry ozi individual, group, and parentguidance. Suggests methods of organiging counseling services in a high school.

195. SPAN,ABEL, Elam E., ed. Effectike pupil guidance. Business education*orld, 16: 21-25,131-84, 295-99; September, October, December 1935.
Series of articles on vocational guidance through classriom activities in commercialgeography, business arithmetic, makanuinahlP, and other commercial subjects. Amongthe authors are Zoe A. Thralls, E. P. Barnes,. and Ernest A. Zelliott.

196, STEIN, LUCY, and BARR, ro Causes of maladjastment ot some probleniboys in a juniór high California jouinal -of secondary education,10: 306-12, April 1935.
Research showing that reading disability is one ot the causative factors in behaviordifficulties. States that " . . . the arithmetie-reading-age ratio is a more validbasis ot classification in the junior high school than the mental ageschronological ageratio
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19rNItTR3BEL, Jo.sEnt R. Vitalizing the P. T. A. through thefiOmeroom. Junior-
sOior high school clearing house, 10: 206-9, December 1935.

.i\n Shaker Heights. Ohio. the junior high school has 930 students in 36 homerooms.
Parents are enlisted to help the school by organizing Ahem into small groups, each
haring a specific project.

1:1S. THAYER, V. T. Guidance in the Fieldston plan : orientationb to life as a
function of education. Occupations, 13: 677-86, May 1935.

Details of the educational program in the high-school department of the 'Ethical
culture schools of New York City.- Children representing various social levvls study
side by side. Instruction is'organised around major interests having vocational and
economic possibilities. Also published as a separate reprtnt by the National occupa-
tional conference.

199. TINSLEY, S. B. The guidance program in the Louisville, Dicky, high
school. High school quarterly, 23: 272-44.. July 1935.

The guidance promm of the Louisville. Ky., girls' high ool is centered around
the hoTheroom, with the tbooripation of the principal, teachers and student council,
advisers. Homéroom periods aLly, with a group kuidance period weekly.

200. TOWNKR, MARION W. Do you like to work outdoors? A guidance play.
Occupatio 13: 492-95, March 1935.

Radio playlet showing possibilities for life-work open to boys wb s o be outdoors.
Suitable for school presentation.

201. Tann.Err, RICHARD J. Interest o commercial gvdents. Journal of ab-
notìnál and social .- holo. ! 409-14. January 1933.

A group of 375 coinmerci dents in high school were found to have high economic.
low esthetic, and high'religious interests. "No sipificant correlations werekfound
betwetn the several interests and ability to do clerical work."

202. Visiting speaker. Oevupations, 13: 445-46, February 1935.
The 'Baltimore schools tactfully instruct theirvislting speakers by issuing a printed

pamphlet outlining points to be covered in occupational talk§ to higb-school pupils.
The pamphlet is reproduced in Oils article.

203. WAGNca, MA= E. and STRABEL. EUNICE Teachrng high-school pupils how
to 4tudy. School review, 43: 577-89, October 1935.

Statistical evaluation of a how-to-study course in 'some Buffalo secondary schools.
1in terms of credits earned and average marks on the New York State Regents' exami-

nation. The experimental group did academic work which was somewhat superior to
thaf of the unlrained Control group.

204. Warm, BRUCE. The causes of non-performance among high-school srudents.
Educational adfillnistration and supervision, 21: 132-6, February 1935.

q. Data on uto seniorsarom 40 high schools in the State of Washingtod, showing that
two important causes of non-performance in school subjects are lack of educational,
influences in tbe home, and possession of interests not satisfied in schpol.

wniumsoN, E. G. and DAaLEY, J. G. Trends in the occupational choices
of high-school seniors. Journal of. applied psychology% 19: 361-70, August
1935.

Analysis of tocations chosen by Minnesota high-school seniors for the years 1928
19118. Tabulations ts year, sex, occupational level, and number selecting specific voca-
tions. The total chagm in choices over a period of years reflect, indirectly, the effect
of vocational guidance programs In high schools, but "concentration of choices An a few
traditional categpries contindes 'to exist, in spUe of the fact that such concentration
Al not in agrtenient with known facts about corresponding distributions of abliitieg,
Materests, and opPortarkitles."

I .7

206. WINSTON', WAN. An experiment with high-school senior vocational inter-
views. Journal of educational fiociology, 9: 195-99, December 1935.

A.. feature of Ile guidance program in the Broughton high school of Raleigii, N. C.,
is a series of voluntary vocational interviews which seniors may have with business
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people. Tile part-time director of guidance arranges them, and, in the article, describestechniques and Outcomes.

COLLEGES
207. ACHILLES, PAUL S. Vocational motives in college ; extent and significanceof career decisions. Occupations, -13 : 624-28, April 1935.

Report of a Psychological corporation survey of 50 colleges and universities to dp-termine to what extent college students are.vdelitionally motivated. Found that thosewho had decided on careers were generally better adjusted and had higher grades thanundecided students. Only 12 percent of 4,527 undergraduates reported themselves a..ttotally undecided as to choice of work. The greater the indecision, the greater was theneed and conscious desire for guidance.
208. Antioch graduates hold their Jobs., Personnel journal, 14: 60-63, June 19:i5An appraisal and description of personnel and placement work at Antioch collpg.,where the cooperative work-study plan is in effect.
209. Barn FRANK E. Program of guidance for teacher-educating institutions.Educational administration and supervision, 21 : 657-71, December 1935.Describes tbe piogram of guidance at the Milwaukee State teachers college, whichincludes six steps : Guidance through selective admission ; in the freshman period:in the Junior college; in admission. to the senior college; through pre-practice assign-ments; and during practice teaching. All counseling and related activities aredescribed, with facsimiles of forms and records used.
210. BREntrcs, H. D. Effects of a "bow to study" course. Journal of highereducation, 6: 195-202, April 1935.

Study of twoiequated groups of students at Ohio State university differing in thatone group had enrolled in a "bow to study" course and the other had not. In general,students in the latter group had lower achievement records than the former.
211. BELL, Htion M. College students' interest in personal development. Jour-nal of educational research, 518-23, March 1936.

Study of vocational and pertional interests of freshmen at Chico State College,Calif. Analyzes experiences contributing to their personal and social development.
212. BINGHAM, WALTER V. Engineering aptitudes. Occupations, 14 : 197-202,December 1935.

States that about 62 percent of students entering enginiering colleges drop out.Lists five engineering aptitudes ; suggests and evaluates several instruments formeasuring them ; pncludes that measurements help to form total patterns of person-ality, which may be useful to a counselor, and are mot valuable when a number ofmeasures are need.
21& Box NEIL, HUBERT. Personnel work at Ironwood Junior college. Junior rol-lege journal, 6: 117-21, December 1935.

General organizatIqn of the student personnel department in the junior collegeat Ironwood, Mich. Emphasis is on educational guidance, with special attentionto failing students and problem cases. A test construction project is also carried on214. BRADSHAW, FRANCIS F. The scope and aim of a personnel program. Bulle-tin of the American :4:-. dation 6f collegiate registrars, 11 : 41-49, October1935.
General review and explanation of policies, principles, practices, and aims of per-sonnel work -on the college level.

215. Brims, RuTH K. and lirrimox, V. A. C. Entrance requirements and collegesuccess. School and society, 41 : 101-4, January 19, 1985.Foreign languages and mathematics u college-entrance requirementS. Investigationased on the high-school records, psychological test ratings, and college achievement'of 687 seniors in tbe University. of Wisconsin. Conclusion: "The facts seem toshow that foreign languages and mathematics do not develop a student's capacityfor successful college work."
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216. 13Thrts, RUTH K. and HENzigoN, V. A. C. Long-range prediction of college
achievement School and society, 41: 877-80, June 29, 1935.

Fourteen-year study of the records of 250 University of Wiscasin students who
were given Intelligence testa in 1920, when they were freshmen in the Madison public
school& Indicates that college achievement can be predicted approximately as well
from intelligence test scores 3ecured in the freshman yr in high school, or even
earlier, as from similar data secured at the time of graduation.

TrT. CAMPBELL, DOAK S. comp. Directory of the junior college, 1933. Junior
college Journal, 5: 209.-23, January 1935.

Tabulates data ol; 532 junior colleges. Includes location, control, date organized,
number of instructors, whether coeducational or_not, type of organization, enrollment,
and other faits.

218. CANADT, HERMAN G. Individual differences among freshmen at West Vir-
ginia State college. Journal of Negro education, 4: 2441-58, April 1935.

Testing during 1931-83 at the West Virginia State college for Negroes to determine
individual differences as a basis for guidance. The following tests were administered
to from 300 to 500 entering freshmen : Achievement tests in English and arithmetic,
psychological examination, a socio-economic status scale,- and a vocational interest
questionnaire. Tabulations show individual and group differences.

219. CLEICION, Glum U. Clinical treatment df maladjusted college students.
Journal of engineering education, 25: 405-10, February 1935.

Problems and procedures of adjusting college students, particularly those with
schcltstic failures and emotional difficulties. Holds that punitive measures such as
repeat courses, warnings, and probation should be replaced by- clinical procedures such
as intelligence testing and study training. Results of pertinent investigations are
summarised. One showed that "all scholastic difficulty cases do not rate low on
intelligence examinations", and another that "about one-fourth of college students
read less effectively than the.average eighth-grade child."

220. CoLLIGAN, EUGENE A. Training teachers for guidance. Educational record,
16: 132-44, January 1935:

Report of an address clarifying concepts of guidance and presenting the educational
guidance plan in operation at Hunter college, New York.

221. COWLEY, WILLIAM H.. Student discontent and job placement. Persotmel
journal, 14 :'146-50, October 1935.

Reviews the unémployment situation with reference to college graduates in Ger-
many,' Italy, England, and the United States; recommends beiter college-placement
bureaus; outlines the system in effect at Ohio State university.

222. Cuma, BENJAMIN F. When students choose careers. Personnel journal,
14: 64-70, June 19115.

Study of 158 Stanford university students indicating that those who are certain
about their occupational choices and who are directly interested in a specific voca-
tion ". . . are more definitely oriented with respect to their futures than those
whose interests are derived . . . The largest percentage . . . selected vocational
fields while seniors in high school, and specific occupations when juniors in college."

223. DowNs, MARTHA. Personnel research in a normal school. Personnel Jour-
nal, 18: 28G-88, rebruary 1935.

Six ways in whici.research and guidance are functioning at tbe Newark, N. J.,
State normal school.

224. DuNCAN, H. G., and DUNCAN, WINNIE L. Attitudes of college students
toviard professions. Journal of educational sociology, 9: 200-4, December
1985.

Summary of the vocational choices áf 182 men and 92 women in colleges in. North
Carolina and California, and New England. Preferred occupations were medicine,
law, business, and teaci4ng, but many related professions were ignored. A large
.number 'of students hid no definite plans ; "indefiniteness and lack of reasoning"
chuacterined the reasons for their vocational choices.

e.
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225. EcxEsT, RUTH E. Analyzing the superior college student. School andsociety, 41: OD-72, January 12, 1985.
Study of superior men students at the University of Buffalo, showing "that thesuperior college student hu been the superior high-school student" and indicatingtbe need for early guidance of the gifted. Data on vocational choices sboe ibatindecision as to life work does not prevent superior achievement in college.This study is reported with complete tabular results in chapters 2 and 8, Universityof Buffalo studies, volume 9, 1934, by E. S. Jones and others.

226. Euis, WALTER C. Certification requirements for junior college instructors.Bulletin of the American association of university professors, 21 : 473-6.October 1935.
Occupational information for prospective teachers. Lists the 11 States having themost junior high schools, and gives the requirement for teaching in each.

227. and RErrz. MAmuez G. Personnel study of prospective engineorsamong California junior college students. Jouinal of engineering educa-

.

tion, 25: 524-35, April 1935.
Report of the California Junior college mental-educational survey showing that1.040 men, or 20 percent, chose engineering vocations, though less than one-half of1 percent of the United liKates male population are engineers. Other data havingimplications for guidance workers are as follows: Information on mental ability:scholastic achievement (in which chemical, mechanical, and mining engineeringdivisions had the highest scores) ; pattern of high-school preparation, especially =the.mattes and science; institutional preference, and time of occupational choice.

228. FEDIEN4 DANIZL D. An evaluation of some problems in the prediction ofachievement at the college level. Journal of educational psychology, 26°.597-603, November 1935.
Prediction of college success as an aid to guidance. Study showing that " . . . thebest basis for prediction is the student's previous record of achievement" ; and thatspecific ptognostic tests ". . . ;have more power for . . . prediction than do testsof general ability."

229. FILETCHiR, H. F. Selection of students at the college level for the study oflaw. School and society, 41 : 686-88, May 18, 1935./
Testing program, for freshman pre-legal students iethe University of Illinois.

_230. GUM, LOUISE. Evaluating a conference. Occupations, 13: 546, March 193.").Skidmore college's 3-day vocational cOnference evaluated and found successful interms of student outcomes. Women representing nine different fields gave talks andinterviews, Organization of the conference is described briefly.
281. HALE, WYATT W. The registrar's part in coordinating personnel work. Bul-letin of the American association of collegiate registrars, 10: 842-47, July1935.

Holds that the registrar, by reason of his central position, should be responsible,first, for all student records before and after college entrance; and, second, he shouldact as a liaison officer between the student and those in charge of the following type,df guidance: Personal, vocational, curricular, and extracurricular.
232. HILTON, MARTHA E. Dean of women ; a growingofession in coeducationalcolleges. Occupations, 18: 7014 May 1985.

Comparison of the status and duties of deans of women tif 'white coedlicationaljunior colleges in 1926-26 and 1931-32.
233. Joins, Groom A. A. and Itaurrr, H. R. The Prediction of scholastic successin college. Journal of educational research, 29: 266-71, December 1935.Prediction of amens in college by the ue f a formula based on high-school aver-age and a psychological test score. Analyses ãd compares three prediction formulaedevised, respectively, by Jones, Dvorak, and Taylor. States that "the high-schoolcomposite mark is the best single criterion for the prediction of college scholasticsuccess."
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234. MALorr, JAMEs L. Relation of intelligence to success in college studies.
Wisconsin Journal of educe" 87: 271-72, February 1935.

Comparison of intelligence test scores with school records of 907 students in the
State teachers college at River Falls, Wis. Among other findings was "a positive
relation between intelligence and success iii college studies."

235. Moss, F. A. Report of the committee on aptitude tests for medical students.
Journal of the association of American medical colleges, 10: 23-45, January'
1985.

An aptitude test is administered annually to more than 9,000 prospective medical
students in more than 600 colleges. Methods of preparing, mailing, and'marking the
tests ap described, with information as to their predictive value. Use is made of
them *the admissions offices of medical schools.

236. NEEL, mARY O. and MATHEWS, C. O. Needs of superior students. Journal of
higher education, 6: 29-34, January 1935.

Problems and traits of superior college students who were succeeding in their
courses, as compared with those who were not. Discloses personal problems, indi-
cates a lack of adjustment to college, and points out the need for counseling.

237. PARKER, ROBERT J. A plan of guidance for a junior college. California
journal óf secondary education, 10: 496-502, November 1935.

Guidance program for a junior college, including staff. Methods of putting the
program into operation, arrangement of student programs, orientation courses, guid-
ance research, placement, and follow-up.

238. PATSY, FREDERICK L. What the college student should know about present-
day mental hygiene. Journal 1/4-of abnormal and social psychology, 30 : 4-16,
April-June 1935.

Advice addressed to college students with reference to personal development, self-
control, habit formation, vocational adjustment, and mental hygiene.

239. Personnel programs. Bulletin of the Associatioli of American colleges, 21:
115-37, March 1935.

A Panel discussion, as follows: Eugenie A. Leonard and Anna Y. Reed. If guidance
is inherent 12 higher education, who shall guide?; J. Hillis Miller. The allocation of
guidance linctons ; Esther A. Gaw. A guidance prógram as administered adt the
Ohio State university.

240. PIPER, R. F. Fr4shmen preferences ; studies ix ollege orientation. School
and society 41: 374-76, March 16, 1935.

Freshmen in Syracuse university indicated their favorite subjects, which were
psychology, astronomy, and philosophy. Their two most urgent requests were for
guidance in choosing a vocation, and a more thorough discussion of science and
religion.

241: Profsssional status and employment of graduates. Journal of engineering
education, 26: 165-288, November, 1935.

Fire reports and a discussion of college personnel and placement methods, as fol-
lows: Ralph M. Barnes. Study of the methods used by engineering colleges in aiding
their graduates to secure employment; J. E. Walters. Obtaining engineering em-
ployment; M. M. Boring. College-gradua_Wpkeerientsurvey ; H. L Davis, Prepara-
tion for seeking employment; C. H. asberg. Employment in small industries; dia-
cusaion. ,

242. Rime, Wrimui. Forecasting marks of new plan students at the University
of Chicago. School review, 43: 84-48, January 1935.

Under the changed conditions of tbe new plan at the University of Chicago college
success cannot be predicted as well by tbe usual methods, I. e., rank in high-school
class and average high-school mark. Tbe Chicago college plan replaces the credit-
point-hour ratio with percentile ranks on seven comprehensive examinations, and
abandons course-by-course progress for progress at the student's own rate. A psycho-
logical examination appeared to be the best single predictor of marks on the compre-
bendy, examination'.
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243. Siam V. T. Occupational adjustment of college graduates as affected byscholarship in their undergraduate majors. School and society, 41: 237-3S,February 16, 1935.
Questionnaire investigation of occupational activities of 816 University ofgraduates as related to their undergraduate activities. No casual relationship wafound, though graduates with high scholarship records more often followed vocation:in their undergraduate fields than did those with low records.

244. SONTAG, CONSTANCE G. Antioch's cooperative plan. Occupations, 13: 496-502, March 1935.
Evaluation of the cooperative work-study plan at Antioch college ir° terms of thevocstional adjustment of its graduates.% Data secured from questionnaires sent toalumni of the Department of education.

245. STRAiEL, EUNICE E. What about warned students? School and society.42: 581-41 October 26, 1935.
Evaluation of guidance in terms of the effectiveness of interviews with Universityof Bugalo students whose mid-seilester grades indicated unsatisfactory work. Ofthe warned students who did not report to the personnel director, 50 percent failedone subject, and 25 percent failed two or more. Of tbe interviewed students only28 percent failed one subject, and 18 percent failed two or more. The groups wereequated on several bases.

246. STRONG, EDWARD K. Predictive value of the vocational interest test. Jour-nal of educational psychology, 26: 331-49, May 1935.
Responses of 138 senior men at Stanford university to the Strong vocational interestinventory in 1927, and follow-up of occupations in which they were engaged in 1932Found that one-half of them changed their occupations within 5 yetrs after gradu-ation, and that : "Men continuing in an occupation obtain a higher scare in it on theinterest test than in any other occupation."

247. STURTEVANT, SARAH M. and SPALDING, EUGENIA K. Suggestion toward vo-cational guidance within the school of nursing. American jonrnal of uurs-,ing, 35: 67-69, January 1985.
Changes in the nursing profession require vocational guidance after, as well asbefore, school entrance. A complete counseling plan is outlined, together with aguide for preParing 2,000-word theme on a specific nursing occupation. Thoughintended for student nurses, the theme outline is applicable to the analyses of otheroccupa tions.

248. THOMPSON, C. H. Vocational guidance of Negroes, Occupations, 14: 44-7,October 1835.
Describes forms of guidance existing for college-trained Negroes, and includes anabstract of an article from the January 1985 issue of the Journal of Negro educationon employment of college graduates.

4249. TOWNSEND, M. E. Administrative phases of a student personnel program:a description of staffing, materials, and organisations as found át the NewJersey State teachers college at Newark. 'Educational administration andsupervision, 21: 641-56, December 1935.
Detailed report of the administrative methods used to carry on personnel servicesat the New Jersey State teachers college. Lists the teaching staff members whodo counseling, -.describes their selection, and explains the following faculty groupsthrough which guidance work is carried on: The personnel cabinet; counselors'group; class and club advisers; and integration board. Lists a total of 25 records,explaining each, and dividing them into the following groups : General, guidance,student-teaching, administrative research, and disciplinary records. a250. Thum, A. M. Relation of personality to scholarship. Junior softege, journal, 5: 855-57, April ¡MM.
Study of the scholarship and character traits 178 students in the junior collegeat Puadepa11:al1f. Found low correlations of .
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personality inventory scores, and high correlations of scholarship averages with
instructors' ratings of character traits. Suggests the presence of "halo effect." Notes
a ". . . tendency for the correlatfon to be positive between the introvert score and
academic scholarship, and negative for the skill suPjects."

251. TYLER, HARRY E. Student personnel work at Sacramento. Junior college
Journal, 5: 346-51, April 1935.

Organization of the Division of student personnel at the Sacramento Junior college.
Includes original aims, counseling services, and a summary of student opinions on
guidance.

252. UHRBOOK, R. S. Jobs for college men. Occupations, 13 : 318-23, January
1935.

What college-placement bureaus ought to,know about employers. What employers
want to know about college graduates. What college soelbrs can do about it., Avail-
able in reprint form from the National occupational conference.

253. WAGNER, MAZIE E. and Mills, HENRY C. College credit in advance; antici-
patory examinations as an articulation device. Occupations, 14: 245-50,
December 1935.

The University of Buffalo allows brilliant high-school seniors to take junior college
courses for credit, by means of a special examination system which includes a program
of interviews and group meetings. Also issued as a reprint by the National occupa-
tional conference.

254. and STEAM., EUNICE E. Predicting success and failure in college
ancient and modern foreign languages. Modern language Journal, 19 : 285-93,
January 1935.

. Among the findings of this study of 646 University of Buffalo students during the
years 1925-1929, is the following statement: ". . . At this university the languages
are more easily predicted than any other field of college endeavor." Also, that ". . .

the Regents' average is the best general index to college success and to success in any
specific language."

255. WILLIAMSON, E. G. ;TLONOSTAFT, H. P.; and EDMUNDS, J. M. Counseling arts
college students. Journal of applied psychology, 19 : 111-24, April 1935.

Clinical procedures in counseling; development of the student counseling program
at the University of Minnesota since 1923; survey of procedures in 1933-34 ; analysis
of types of students, number of interviews, amount of case-study data collected by
counselors, campus agencies involved, problems handled, and problems requiring the
most case work. One tabulation classifies the particular things that counselors do for
specijic types of students.

258. WOOD, BEN D. Information for guidance; the Anecdotal method of personal
analysis. Occupations,. 13: 795-803, June 1935.

Explains the use of recorded observations of specific conduct as a counseling tech-
nique at the Rochester atheneum and mechanics institute, Rochester, N. Y. This
article has been reprinted and is available from the National occupatiohal conference.

257. WRENN, C. GILBERT. Aiding the fit ; guidance for students of high intel-
ligence in a college personnel program. Journal of higher education, 6: 357--
63, October 1935.

Summarises three studies of above-average students at Stanford university; formu-
likes a program of guiding those of high intelligence to their true ability level.

258. -----. Intelligence and the vocational choices of college students. Edu-
cational record, 16: 217-19, April 1935.

Study of two groups of junior college men, their intelligence and their vocational
chokes. Tbe data secured ". . . all point to the greater consistency, permanence, and
suitability of the vocational choices of students high in academic intelligence . . . as
(=Pared with students low in such intelligeace."
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ADUTJT AND OUT-Or-SCHOOL YOUTH
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259. Adjustment service, redivivus [and] Adjustment service, Jr. Occupations,
14: 68-70, October 1935.

Continuation by otber agencies of some of the activities of the former adult Adjust-ment service of New York city. "Adjustment service, jr." is the Junior consultation
service, a joint project of the junior disasion of the New York State employment serviceand the Vocational service for juniors.

260. BINGHAM, WALTER V. Classifying and testing for clerical jobs. Personnel
journal, 14: 163-72, November 1935.

Classifies 14 grades of clerical work, from office lkoy to actuary, showing levels ofdifficulty and salary range for each. Describes a nuiriber of tests for clerical aptitude.
261. Briass., HARoLD H. The Junior placement office, a community institution.

Employment service news, 2: 8-9, May 1935.
Cooperation of public schools and public employment offices in Atlanta, Ga., in theplacement of juniors, particularly recent high-school graduates.

BuRairr, OLIN H. Vocations open to blind people. Occupational therttpy
and rehabilitation, 14 19-27, February 1935.

Mental, as well as manual occupations are open to blind people. Amo the possi.bilities are insurance underwriting, osteopathy, selling magazine SUbs5fptionS, musicstore operation, poultry husbandry, stand concessions, typing, stenography, law, theministry, and teaching. This article briefly sketches possibilities, and names successfulblind men in business and in the professions.

263. CLEETON, GLEN U. and MASON, CHARLES. Measuring executive ability.
Personnel journal, 13: 277-79, February 1935.

Experime iesearch, using the findings of eight objective:tests, showing thatexecutive a is a composite quality. tates that execntives have "above-averagestanding on ivge number of traits t t can be rated . . ." Those measured inthis study were cofisistently high in b th and drive, judgmenti of fact, reaction tohuman qualities, and leadership.

264. DUNBAR, H. W. Skill may soon be scarce. Factory management and main-.
tenance, 93: 238-39, June 1935.

A post-depression inventory of personnel in a manufacturing concern revealed alack of skilled machinists and foremen. An 18months' training brogram is describedin detail, with methods of selecting apprentices, costs, time allowance, pay schedules,and lecture subjects.

265. Employment among former members of Civilian conservation corps. Monthly
labor review, 40: 45-47, January 1935.

Survey conducted* by tbe Federal emergency relief administration, tracing 110,000former CCC enrollees in 1933-34. About 36.4 percent or 4(026. had secured jobs.Most of the others were unemployed, though some had re-enrolled, and a few hadenlisted in military seffice.

266. Ficrega, Runt. The world is laying for you. Progressive education, 12:
51841, December 1985.

Girls who have been graduated from high school and have not found work are indanger of Wing their morale and becoming unemployable. Presents typical capes,bringing sout the dangers of enforced leisure and suggesting methods of adjustment.
267. Fowas, Crum. The Youth ticket,. New outlook, 165 : 39-42, January 1935.

Psychology of mIsemployed college graduates whose work is below the level of theirspecial training, and whose Aiscontent may become a serious social problem. Showsthat European countries do not have this Situation bftause of their restrictions sur-rounding higher education.

288. Firm% Jr..iNrrri G. Place of vocational adjustment in a family society,
Family, 15: 837-41, February 1935.

How two young men were helped to solve their unemployment problems by the Voca-tional adJustment bureau of the Family welfare association in Boston. Includes inter-
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viewing techniques, tests, interpretation of results, vocational profile, itep fñ finding
the work desired.( General statement relating vocational guidance rnofamily case work.

269. HANNA, Josiam V. Job stability and earning power of- emotionally mal-
adjusted as otAhpared with emotionally adjusted workers. Journal of ab-
normal and social psychology, 30 : 155-63, July-September 1935.

Work histories of 61 well-adjusted individuals compared with case studies of 61
maladjusted workers. Comparisons with respect to age, intelligence, education, aver-
age time spent on jobs held, and average weekly salary revealed slight differences in
favor of the adjusted group, but allowance had t'o be made for a 2-year difference in
average ages (lithe groups studied.

270. HARRIMAN, PinuP L. An objective technique for beginning the interview
with certain types of adults. Journal of applied psychology, 19 : 717-24,
December 1935.

Use of pictures as an intermediary in establishing rapport in the initial stages
adult interviewing. Forty subjects in a State home tor delinquent women were inter'-
viewed by this method, with stenographic reports and analyses of 10 cases.

271. HATES, MARY H. S. Guidance and the /NYA; plans for disseminating occupa-
tional information. Occupations. 14: 240-3, December 1935.

Plans for the National youth administration for counseling out-of-school youth.

272. HOOPINCIARNER, NEWMAN L. Why men failor succeed. Occupations, 14 :

105-11, November 1935.
Describes a credit course for normal adults in personality improvement and voca-

tional orientation which has been offered for 11 years at New York university.
Includes general-, analytic, and diagnostic procedures, with directions for an individual
survey of personality traits. Available as a reprint from the Natiopti occupational
conference.

273. HOWARD, CHARLES H. Helping the applicant to help himself. Employment
service news, 2: 3-7, December 1935.

Daily opportunities for service encountered by interviewers. Preparation for counsel-
ing; techniques of improving interviewing methods ; pooling vocational information ;
special aids to applicant&

274. ICILATZ, JOHN A. Rehabilitation and placement of the physically disabled
Employment service news, 2: 3-5, August 1935.

Rehabilitation through Federal aid; outline of program and procedures. "Rehabili-
tation workers agree that . . . guidance and placement represent the high points of
the rehabilitation process."

275. LEWIS, CLARE L. An employment servitie for younger boys and girls. Em-
ployment service news, 2 : 7-10, June 1935.

*arty history and typical daily procedure in the division of junior placement of
the New York State department of labor.

276. *MANLY, CHARLES A. College graduates face the future. Journal of higher
education, 6: 371-75, October 1935.

Survey of the employment of college graduates O months after graduation from 231
colleges and universities. Found thet one in every four graduates had not secured
work. Gives comparative data4on percentages securing work in various parts of the
country, and in various fields.

277. MninT, VIRGITIA C. A Junior counseling service in the D. C. publi
ployment center. Employment service news, 2 : 6-7, May 1935.

Methods of registration, counseling, placement,' cooperation with schools, and other
services to juniors in the employment center of the District of Columbia.

Ng. ?amour, Essaurr. What can a hard-of-hearing person do/ Volta re-
view, 87 : 748-46, December 1935.

Eisisples of deaf persona who have accomplished vocational rehabilitation ; sng-
gslitions for training deaf children and readjusting deaf adults ; methods of over-
001,i Pgrebological handicaps such as fear and loss of self-confidence.
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279. MYERS, GEORGE E. What of unemployed youth? Education, 55: 468-71,
April 1935.

Recommends a 4-part program to maintain the morale of unemployed youth: Gen-eral educatiou, vocational preparation, wholesome recreation, and participation incommunity services. Gives details and states that ". . . counseling in its bestsense . . . should permeate the whole program."
280. PALMER, GLADYS L Characteristics of the Jobless. Personnel journal, 14 :222-24, December 1935.

Analysis of new applicants at the Philadelphia State employment office as to : Age,sex, occupational grouping, duration of unemployment, and percent born in theUnited States. "The peolSle placed with least difficulty have been found to be womenunder 25 and men around the ages of 35 and 89."
281. PATTERSON, Wr.nsulf F. ,The Federal-State apprentice-training program.Industrial education magazine, 37 : 232-4, November 1935.

Early history, principles of operation, and basic standards of the Fedeial committeeQn apprentice training.
282. PLEBS, MARIE A. The plight of the hard-of-hearing. Occupations, 14: 237-39, December 1935.

Describes activities in New York city in behalf of the deaf. Calls attention to theprevalence of hearing difficulties, and to the lack of adequate vocational guidance forthe deaf. Suggests specific procedures.
283. Rom, NORMAN L. Guidance in the evening school. Industrial arts and vo-cational education, 24 : 14, January 1935.

Guidance needs of 1,186 evening high-school students in Pittsburgh, Pa. Found8Z, percent of the men enrolled were over 18 yearg of age, an& in great need of vo-cational and educational counseling. They stated that ". . . day-school courses andextracurricular activities (had) not served as guides to occupations." Other landingsshow that less than one-fourth lost their jobs due to the depression ; that they tooktheir first jobs because they were the only ones available; and that workers do notbecome permanently adjusted early in their working careers. About 86 percent re-quested assembly talks on occupations, and 04 percent wanted personal counseling.
284. SIELTOMAN, HERBERT J. Recreation for the young job-hunter. Better times,16: 19+, January 7, 1935.

Supervised study and recreation for unemployed youth to supplant the "dismalwaiting around" at an employment office. The program incluees classes, discussions,demonstrations of application interviews, and studies of job specifications.
285. SHUMAN, JOHN T. Helping our graduates find work. Industrial arts andvocational education, 24: 283-85, October 1935.

Functions of a public-achool employment *tyke for youth; guidance, morale-building, placement, follow-up, employer interviews. Recommends that the schoolcoordinator be Placed on public employment and personnel committees, and thatguidance and employment services operate theyear round. Gives 10 placement techniques.
286. SMITH, SWIM& Treni: in the ages of gainful workers, by occupation,1910-1930. American s tical association journal, WI: 678-87, December1985.

Occupational trends,
Though the percent
". the actual nu
in percentages, ".

died in terms of the changes In age groups in 58 occupations.of gainfully employed workers has decreased from 1910,of gainful workers has steadily increased." Predicts that,the aging of the working population *ill continue . . for atleast two decades , ." By 1960 or 1970, the age of gainful workers win be closerto the upper limit of efficiency, if recent trends are not interrupted. These and otherfindings are based on census data and birth-rate statistics. Details for a number ofoccupations are giten.
821nioniam, JoirN W. Planning a permanent program for youth. Nationalparent-teacher magasine, 80: 22, December 1935.

Points out tbe serious national problem of three million unemployed youth. Recom-mends youth guidance-content forums, part-time apprenticeship In sonic* organisa-tions, conferences with okier persons, and other measures.
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TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

41

288. AnaN, WnittonD M. Purposes of the eight-year experimental study. Educa-
tional record, 16: 107-20, January 1935.

dp.

Experimental study sponsored by the Progressive education association to effect
better coordination of high-school and college work. "In brief the plan provides that
a small group of secondary schools be set free by the colleges to engage in experi-
mental study . . and the colleges agree to accept students from these schools for a
period of 5 years, beginning in 1936, without regard to course requirements . . and
without further examination."

Serving the needs of youth. Occupations, 14: 11244, November

Guidance implications of the 8-year experimental study of the Progressive education
association. For 5 years. beginning in 1936, 30 high schools are freed by 250 colleges
from traditional entrance requirements. Each high schbol conducts special experi-
mental research during this period.

290. ALLEN, RICHARD D. New frontiers of guidance. Occupations, 14 : 273-75,
December 1935.

This book review of Trends in Vocational Guidance by Rex. B. Cunliffe expands
into a survey of .developments in guidance, with an explanation of the class-counselor
type of organization in effect at the Hartford, Conn., 'rand Aovidence, R. I., schools.

291. Art of interviewing, by a staff member, Illinois reemployment service. Em-
et.

ployment service news, 2: 3-4, June 1935.
_Suggestions for develQping skill in interviewing.

292. BAUMGARTEN, FZANZISKA. leproOth in taking tests ; a technique for study-
ing the examinee's behavior. Occupations, 14 : 115-22, November 1935.

Reproduction of detailed observation (sheet for noting reactions of persons taking
tests, and interpreting their behavior during the test period. Includes such points u
manner of starting, concentration, distraction, expression, movements of the body,
work tempo, movements of the hands, manner of handling tools, order and quality of
work, conduct toward difficulties, manner of accepting help, attitude toward own
performance, conduct after completing task. Limitations : Observations are subjective
and are- not relatively weighted.

293. BEctraz, ELSA G. The school turns parent. High points, 17: 5-8, March
1935.

Presentation, to parents, of the problems and methods of vocational guidance.
Explains what counselors do. Points out the need for financial provision for guidance
in the schools. Originally delivered as a radio address.

294. BRADSHAW, FRANCIS F. Minimum essentials in guidance. High school
journal, 18: 195-96, October 1935.

Individual guidance presented as an educational necessity. Principles and philoso-
phy of guidance. "The school is signing its own death warrant when it says that we
gannot deal with children individually."

295. BErwsz, JOHN M. Individual development and guidancedefinition and
scope. Harvard teachers record, 5! .164-71, June 1935.

Philosophy of guidance; guidance as a special service; two approaches to vocational
guidance; harmonising guidance services; clarifying terminology, such as "personnel",
"dean", "counselor", and "orientation"; educational guidance as the starting point
for a school guidance program.

CAzanzT, Mena. A. An attempt to determine the consistency of judgments
regarding the adjustment status of children examined by a child guidance
clinic. JoUrnal of juvenile research, 19 : 75-02, April 1985.

Technique of evaluating child guidance work by having each child's adjustment
status rated by four individuals: The parent, the teacher, the local worker, and a
stair member of the California bureau of juvenile research.
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I.

297. Coon's, LEwIs B. The guidance movement. Texas outlook, 19: 33-34,October 1935.
Data on guidance in Texas gathered by the Guidance section of the Texas Stateteachers association. Programs functioned through the following five activities, inorder of frequency : Home-rooms, clubs, athletics, class assemblies, and case-studyConferences.

298. Cony, STEPHEN M. Neglected aspect of vocational guidance. School andsociety, 42 : 404-6, September 121, 1935.
Stated that "We have placed too little emphasis tpon actual job placement akagaingtpreference and training."

299. Counselor certification. Occupations, 14: 152-53, November1935.
Revision of reqrrements for a counselor's certificate in New York State effective Sep-tember 1, 1985. Gives qualifications for both provisional and permanent certificates.

300. DAVIDSON, MARION. The relationship of adjustment status of child guidanceclinic cases to age, mental capacity, and school placement. Journal of juve-nile research, 19 : 160-70, July 1935.
Investigation of the records of 200 children who had been studied under the 5-yearprogram, 1929-1934, of the California bureau of juvenile research. Attempts to showrelationships between degree of adjustment and the following : Chronological age,mental age, intelligence quotient, school placement and school status. Concludes that". . . the following groups of children are apparently more likely to adjust well . . ."after clinical guidance: The group as a whole; children below 15 years of age; thosementally aged O to 12; those of normal or superior intelligence ; those below grade 7in school.

301. DAVIS, EDWIN W. Aids to occupational research ; a guide to available sourcematerials. Occupations, 13: 503-13, March 1935.
hicludes source material and key references to occupations, personnel pork, occur*.tional research. Lists bibliographies, special sources, abetracts, I s s, book reviews,terminology, directories, history; editorial comment, book proiessional organiza-tions, and specialised periodicals on guidance. A e in reprint form from theNational occupational conference.

302. DEMarrir., AMELIA. Mental hygiene of the deaf child. Volta review, *37:224-25 +, April 1935.
The special problems' of deaf childrin are not due to deafness alone, but ". . . comeas a result of the manner in which [they have] been trained at home." Suggestsmetbixis of giving them a sense of security in their school life.

303. DEWEY, JOHN. Character training for youth. Recreation, 29 : 139-42June 1935.
Shows that character formation isr more a matter of total experience than of directmoral instruction. "Character . . . is something that is formed rather than somethingthat can be taught as geography and arithmetic are taught." Points out a number ofinfluences on young people such as the movies, economic conditions, and home condi-tions. Suggests policies, including parent education and reorganisation of reboots ona social basis.

304. DvoRAK, BrAfrsicr J. Occupational testing in the public 'employment service.Employment service news, 2: 6-7, November 1935.
Testing project under the auspices of the Division of standards and research of theU. B. Illmployment service. Gives background of,the project, techniques, guidanCe con-ferences, types of service rendered, testing for vocational fitness, and special servicesto juniors.

305. GAY, RUTH. Mental hygiene clinics in schools for° the deaf. Volta review,37: 741 +, December 1985.
Lists bask swills of deaf children. Notes changed conceptions of what the physicalplant in a scam& for tbs deaf should be, and recommends needed changes in psycho.approach:
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306. GILES, G. R. _Moving forward in Australia. Occupations, 13 : 596-4301, Argil

1935.
Guidance activities in New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and other sec-

. tions. Programs center around educational institutions; ail are in'the early stages of
growth.

307. Guidance across the seas; a symposium. Occupations, 13: 581-604, April
1935.

Five articles describing. organised guidance in Germany, Hawaii, Australia, Japan,
and India. as follows: Else Ulich-Beil. A national system in the Reich. C. C. Robin-
son. Youth and jobs ifi the mid-P4ific; G. R. Giles. Moving forward in Australia;
Yolti Ueno. A rising sun in Japan ; and India's awakening interest [from the London
Times].

306. HART, HJIBERT N. Student adjustment through personal consultation. High
points, 17: 20-25, March 1935.

A counselor describes his interviewing procedure.

309. Hum, ARCH O. Pupil-personnel services in the public schools. Educational
research bulletin (Ohio State university.), 14: 57-61 ; 98-102; 155-61 ; 182-
90; 214-16; March, April, September, October, November 1935.

Series of five articles in a factual survey of guidance and personnel work in 92
of tbe 98 cities in the United States with populations of 100,000 or more. Covers
the years 1930, 1932-1934. Gives data on size of attendance and personnel staff in
various cities. Shows the increasetsi emphasis on psychology, chil^tudy, mental hy-
giene, and guidance in dealing with truant and problem eases. Notes the development
of pupil personnel bureaus. Compares the functions of counselors, attendance officers,
visiting teachers, and personnel workerti in the sch9ols. 4

The articles are as hollows: Pupil-personnel services . . .; Development of various
pupil-personnel services; Recent changes in public-school personnel service; Pupil-
personnel staffs in 1934; AdMinistrative organisation.

310. ,HICKs, J. ALLAN. Preparing teachers for guidance. Education, 56:4234-
. 88; December 1935.

Description of the training program at Albany in the New York State college for
teachert with special reference to their preparation for guidance work.

311. Hru., Arrutni S. A statistical analysis of significant factors in pupil nal-
adjustment. Journal of educational sociology, 9: 219-30, December 1985.1

Comparison of *Unguent and non-delinquent children by computing critical ratios
for each of 55 nabs relating to their familka, material environment, school records,
personal factors, and development records. The cases studied had been referred to
the Department of pupil adjustment of the Des Moines, Iowa, public schools. Findings
indicate "that delinquent causal factors tend to appear as groups . . . rather than
singly . . ." A standardized scale of items was used in place of the usual narrative
form of case study.

312. HursoN, Pziervm. W., oomp. Selected references on guidance. School re-
view, 43: 540-46, September 1935.

Overview of guidance literature from September 1934 to September 1935, in an
annotated bibliography of 48 titles.

313.- Testing the guidance program. Nation's schools, 15: 21-23, June
1935.

Evaluation of guidance program by studying the success of its distributive and
adjustive phases, States that the former can be measured in terms of suitability of
student choices of college and occupation ; the latter phase is concern* with specific
adjustive techniques such as diagnostic tests, adjustment inventories, and interviewing.

'814. KiirLia, FiLiNKLIN J. Grappling with the youth problem; occupational ad-
justment in Great Britain. Occupations, 18: 298-817, January 1985.

Britain's national program for the occupational adjustment of youth outlined Against
the English socio-economic scene. Four guidance agencies are analysed : Juvenile em-
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ploytnent exchanges and bureaus, junior instruction centers, bead masters' and mk-tresses' employment committees, the "public" schools. Methods of individual anaI-SIS, occupVional information, and professional journals as they exist in Englad an.described. Critical appreciation in terms of values for Anierica.
315. KILPATRICK, WILLIAM H. Character and thé- new society. Occupations, 13:395-98, February 1935.

Authorised report of address before the American vocational association presentinga philosophy of guidance which would work toward equalization of opportunity andwould make young people adaptable to swift occupational changes.
316. KrrsoN, H. D. Mistaken ideas concerning y9cational guidance. Nation'sschools, 15: 36-38, April 1935.

Clarifies concepts of guidance ; distinguishes vocktional education from vocationalguidance; and restates guidance principles. Illustrated with photographs of counselingactivities.

317 The odcupation of vocational counselor. Occupations, 13: 515-19,.zMarch.1935.
Appraisal and abstract of available material on vocational guidance as an occupa-tion% Includes a "brief job-analysis of counseling; institutions employing counselors;duties, qualifications, salaries, how to VNIMPIN. position, number in the field, andliterature on the subject. This article isiprocurable as a separate pamphlet.

318. LINCOLN, EDWARD A. Methods and results in the Harvard growth study.Harvard teachers record, 5: 24-33, February 19k.Data on the physical and mental measurements of more than 1,000 children gatheredduring a 12-year period by the Harvard Psycho-educational clinic: Measurementtechniqfies and some tentative findings are given in this article. .

319. Louoni.trq, JOHN M. Guidance. at work in the depression. %Occupations,13: 488-92, March 1935.
Radio address on guidance -by a New York city high school principal. Stressesneed for individual attention to pupils in a time of mass education, and recommends acentral full-time staff of specially equipped worked.

320. LUND, JOHN. The general aim of guidance. School executives mag4e,54: 134-36, January 1935.
Iuterpretation of the scope of -guidance on Various levels, including elementary,junior high, senior -high, and trade schools; outline of some guidance procedures in thepublic schools of Newton, Mass.

321. MAcDoNALD, CHARLES E. Counseling the deaf. American annals of thedeaf, 80: 95-104, March 1985.
Organised procedure for counseling in a school for the deaf. Presents staff organi-sation, the face-te-face interview, and methods of meeting educational and vocationaladjustment problems. This plan is suggested to replace the common practice ofmaking decisions for deaf pupils.

410322, MORGAN, Agratra E. Guidance for rural youth ; vocational guidance in thesouthern uplands. Occupations, 13: 773-80, June 1935.
Deplores the lack of guidance in rural areas and small towns. Suggests new occupa-tional possibilities such as erosion.prevention, terracing surveyor, forest management,forest laborer, management of farmers' ,cooperitives, fishing cooperativeit fertilizer 4cooperatives, raising game birds, rural electrification, community refrigetta spe-cigised agriculture, home hospitals, rural government, supervision or rural Hod.'

8213. limas, Goyim E. Coordinated guidance ; some suggestions for a programof pupil personnel work. Occupations? 13 8014, June 1935.Lists activities which may be included *der pupq personnel work. Gives reasonsfor and methods of coordinating guidance through school organisation.
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324. Nationab organizations interested in vocational guidance. Occupationfi,

1
938-70, March 1935.

List of more than 40 national organizations prepared by the research division of
the National education association. Gives headquarters address, name and titles of
person to contact, and a brief statement of the guidance activities of each agency.

, The National occupational conference issues this article as a separate reprint. I

325. Negroes and occupational life: Recent contribÚtions to the study of voca-
tional problems. Occupations, 14: 44-55, October 1935.

Three articles on guitance for Negroes, the first of which is by Charles II. Thotnpson.
The second is a recapitulation of a report by Charles S. Johnson in the Journal pf
Negro education for January 1935 on employment of Negro college graduates. The
third is on guidance through social agencies, and is a summary oi an unpublished
stud¡ on Negro guidance begun in 1933 by the National vocational guidance associa-
tion. Additional material appears in Occupations, vol. 14, no. 2, p. 168-69, November
1935.

Nirrz, JOHN A. The depression and the social status of occupaticinsf Ele-
mentary school journal, 35: 454-61, February 1935.

Three groups of high-school seniors rated 40 occupations as to social stitus in 1928,
1982, 1934. These rankings were compareil with a similar study made by Counts in
1925. In both studies, there were very few changes in rank during the 10-year period,
and Most of. these were in the middle 20 occupations. "No marked changes occur
among the highest 10 or the lowest 10. . . . Apparently the depression- has not
affected the social status of occupations as much as might have \Peen expected."

327. One hundred books; a library on occupational adjustme*. OCcuptitionif,
13: 417-21, February 1935. 16

Sèlected, annotated bibliography useful to guidance workers. Includes sources of
occupational information, vocational self-guidance, high-school texts, teachers' texts on
guidance principles, college orientation texts.

328. PECK, LEIGH. Teachers' reports of ¡he problems of unadjusted school chil-
dreu. Journal of educational psychology, 25: 123-38, February 1935.

Summarizes literature on teachers' attitudes toward behavior digorders ; analyzes
175 case studies of maladjusted children written by teachers enrolled in child-psychology,
classes, 1932-34.

I.

329. PENor, EDITH E. Social trends and vocatio\ial guidance; occupational con-
&sequences of social and economic treads. 'Occupations, 14: 139-46, No em-
ber 1935.

Analysis of social trends in 21 statements gleaned from authoritative wr1ers.
Statements of -their effect on employment, such as decrease of factory awl farm labor,
increase in housing activities, research, recreation, and other fields.

r,

330. PETRovisku, NELLIE M. Personality and placement. Employment 'service
news, 2: 5-7, June 1935.

Qualifications of a good ititerviciver, techniques and psychology of interviewing,
and importance 9f friendliness.

331. PRocqua, WILLIAM M. Intelligence and length of schooling in relation to
occupational levels. School and society, 42: 783-86, December 74 1935.

Relationships between -siores on intelligence tests and later occupational status
were found to be positive in this 13-year study of 1,500 individuals4who were tested
as secondary school pupils in 1917-18. Summarizes, tabulates, and indicates th
bearing of these data on guidance in secondary schools. A positive relationship was
found between intelligence allefifth of schooling.

332. ----- Trends in pupil guldi(re. California journal of secondary educa-
tion, 10: 113-17, January 1635.

Calls attentioir to social changes exemplified by the fact that in 191.0 the first
junior high school in Berkeley was a terminal institution for 30 percent of its pupils,
while in 1684 there was almost no dropout between the ninth and tenth grades Iii
California. Vocational guidance in theOttnior high school haigiven place to other
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phases, such as health, and avocational guidance. Vocational courses arebeing "relegated" the eleventh and twelfth grades of the senior high schooL Onthe adult level. technological developments demand training for two or more jobs, anitretraining of those workers displaced by machines. Other trends are toward moreleisure and more interest In social. engineering.

333. Professional requirements in France. Occupations, 13: 646-49, April 1935.
Outline of the Frenclf.course fbr counselors, or "orienters", translated from theBulletin of the national institute of professional orientation of France. The courseincludes physiology. psychology, pathology. psYchiatry. pediatrics. political and socialeconomy, and technical information on occupation&

334. Psychological bulletin [Educationa; psychology number), vol. 32, no. 7, July
1935, p. 453-523. ,

This number is entirely devoted to reviews of tests and test research appearing in1934.
Contents: Rudolf Pintner. Intelligence tests; Vernon Jones and Robert,II. BrownEducational tests; J. B. Mailer. Character and personality tests.

335. Psychological tests. Review of educational resear"ch, vol. 5, no. 3, June 1935.
p. 185-331.

Summary of literature and research on testing covering the period 1932-34. pro.pared by tbe Committee on psychological tests of the American educatIonA researchassociation.
Fields of psychological measurement include: Intelligence. aptitude, character, per-sonality, emotional adjustment, and social attitudes tests. Techniques include: Testconstruction, ittattlitkal interpretation. and measurement of personality and char-meter.through conduct and information. Concludes with a bibliography of 1,033 titles"This issue revises and brings down to date tbe issues of the Review of etiocationalresearch for June 1932, entitled Tests of personality and character, and for October1932 entitled Tests of .intelligence and aptitude."

336. Publicity. Practical suggestions from the workshop of experience. Occupaltions, 13: 644, April 1935.
Seven suggestions for enlisting support and securing publicity for a school-guidanceprogram.

337. Mecumn, PATRICIA. Summarizing the parent interview in a child guidance
clinic. Journal of Juvenile research, 19: 146-59, July 1935.

Presents a 5 by 8 record card for summarising an interview with a parent about aproblem child. Thts study ..was made in collaboration with Norman Fenton. Theforms were developed through experimental use and revised in the light of criticalsuggestions from psych.ologists, school counselorg, administrators, nurses, social work-ers, and others who interview parents. Includes facsimiles of forms.
338. Rourcsorqf Baum B. Place of the child-guidance clinic in mental hygiene.Educational method, 14-18o-s3, January 1935.

11.

Discussion of the services of a.child-gradnate clinic, and suggestions as to how theeducator and the clinician may cooperate.

339. Social maturity: Year-by-yeat tests. Literary digest, 126: 14, November 2.
. 1935.

Brief editorial description of the Vineland social maturity scale. Lists a series ofgraded accomplishments from babyhood tò adulthood, such as standing alone auringfirst year of life, and performing expert work 'during the highadult stage. Abilitiesare given for each year of life from 1 to 9, and grouped for the fears 11-14, 15-17,18-20, 20-30, and over 30.

340. STRANG, Ruin( M. Research on technics used in the study of individuals.Teachers college record, 37: 100-10, November 1935.
Discussion of the status of basic research on the following guidance techniques:Tests, records, persoial observation, rating scales, interviewing, and case studies.
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341. SULLENGER, T. EARL. Some social factors In school non-attendance. School
and society, 41: 238-40, February 16, 1935.

Study of the reasonslor truancy_ in tbe Omaha publit schoc0 Data from attend-
ance records in 1931-32; general analyses of 1,741 pupils ; details "of 130 cases; per-
sonal interviews with parents, teachers, principals. and others. Concludes that the
chief cause of n9n-attendance in Omaha was non-cooperation of the parents.

342. Survival strateu. Occupations, 14: 269-71, December 1935.
Negro workers in 10 fields : Medicine. nursing. law. the ministry, engineering, ar-

cbitecture, -social work, library work, teaching, and business.

343. SurroN, Willis A. Guidance is featured in Atlanta schools. School man-
agement, 4:106; February 1935.

,Brief exposition of guidance activities in Atlanta, Ga.

a44. MEACT, JOHN P. Educattonal and vocational guidance. Catholic school
journal, 35: 256-57, October 1935.

Historical survey, recent developments, significant quotations, and selected refer-
ences on guidance. Includes a brief chronological summary of important steps in the
guidance movement from 1905 to 1935.

345. TURNER, MARIE R. Guidance in Breathitt county, Kentucky. Occupations.
13: 712-15, May 1935.

First report of the guidance program in Breathitt county. Ky.. made by the county
superintendent at the 1935 convention of the National Vocational Guidance associa-
tion. The June 1936, issue of Occupations, Section 2, gives the complete story.

346. Vocational guidance in Great Britain. International labor review, 31:
714-19, May 1935.

Guidance in Great nritain, giving: Historical survey, methods of advisement, school
reports, psycfrological tests, guidance in rural areas, qualifications for vocational
guidance oflice..rs.

347. Vocational. guidance in the Museo social Argentino. Bulletin of the Pan-
American union, 69: 959-60, December 1935.

Briefly sketches vocational guidance activipes in Argentina.

348. Vocatiolnal guidance [in Switzerland]. Bulletin of the international bu-
reau of education, 9: 9-10, Ist quarter 1935.

Brief announcement of the fact that "The Swiss Society for vocational guidance and
the protection of apprentices, under the patonage of the Federal office of industrial
arts and crafts and labour, is organizing courses for the training of vocational ad-
visers in Switze'rland." The Swiss Department of public instruction cooperates by
making a yearly survey of the vocational preferences of pupils of legal school-leaving
age.

349. Vocational guidance of Negroes. Jüì1 of Negro education, vol. 4, no. 1,
January 1935, p. 1-147.

. The entire issue is devoted to the rocs ional guidance of 'Negroes.
Contents: Charles S. Johnson. The Negro college graduate and where he is em-

ployed; T. Arnold HIlL 'Education and guiding Negro youth for occupational effi-
ciency ; H. A. Callis. The need and training of Negro physicians ; Estelle G. Massey.
Riddle. The trilning and placement of Negro nurses; Charles H. Houston. The
need for Negro lawyers; Miles M. Fisher. Negroes as Christian ministers; Lewis K.
Downing. The Negro in the professions of engineering and Aarchitecture; Paul K.
Edwards. The need and education of Negro business men; Forrester B. Washington.
The need and 'education of Negro social workers; Florence Risipg Curtis. Librarian-
ship as a profession for Negroes Ambrose Caliver. Some problems in the educa-
tion and placement of Negro teachers.

o. Vkational guidancetoward what? Child study, vol. 12, no. 6, March 1935.
163-88.

This entire issue is devoted to vocational guidance. Contents: Franklin J. Keller.
aditprial) ; Benjamin C. amen:, :hrg. Work and lelsurea changing outlook ; Lula

'
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Wright Childeen and work; Sigmund Adler. The childhis parents and his school:Donald G. Paterson. Vocational testing; Gerthe Goodkind and Zilpha C. FranklIriParents' attitudes and the child's future; Josette Frank. Vocational guidance bybook.

351. WALKER, BOYD R. Camp counselors are not born. Junior senior high sells lullclearing house, 10: 477-79, April 19354
Camp counseling as a specialized procedure; qualifications of camp counselor,:phases of camp programs which need emphasis.

352. WAstnyugNE CARLETON. The challenge 6f childhood ; the educator's rt--spouse. Mental hygiene, 19 : 47-58, January 1935.
Outlines the advisory and psychiatric services of the Department of education.dcounsel in Winnetka, Ill., and briefly sketches its history.

353. Mental hygiene in the school. Educational method, 14 : 167-71,January 1935.
Briefly outlines ". . . what the Winnetka schools are attempting to do in proviktinzfor the mental health of their children." Describes the organization of the Depan-ment of educational counsel.

354. Waning, DAVID E. Guidance in a large city. Occupations, 14 : 10-2n,October 1935.
Baltimore's guidance program. continuous since 1923, described by the Emperintenlit nzof schools in terms of administration. aims, qualified personnel, individual guidant...group guidance, placement and follow-up, 'the Baltimore packet system of record-.publicity, information, research, visiting speakers, guidance on the elementary level,adult guidance, occupational adjustment, and rehabilitation.

355. WOILLNEIR, Row= C. Home and school in helping young people to findthemselves vocationally. American school board journal, 90: 19+, April1930.
A discussion of vocational counseling activities, addressed to school administrator..CoveN value of counseling, selecting a vocation, and securing information. Suggestsan erpanded conception of vocational life.

356. WYLAND, MAST JANE. Intfrneship in guidance, Occupations, 13: 851-52.June 1935.
Student teachers In Pennsylvania are given practice and responsibility in homeroommanagement.

357. YOUNG, PAULINE V. The application interview in emergency relief. Sociol-ogy and social research, 19 : 435-51, May-June 1935.
How to conduct a ill)ccenf ul first interview with a reticent or difficult subject.
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SUBJECT AND AUTAOR INDEX

Each item in this index has been listed under several headings, with a view to

comprehensiveness rather than brevity. The cross-references, which are self-

explanatory, have been made as copious as possible.

An alphabetized, indented outline form has been used In place of the usual
paragraph arrangement. As with the cross-references. the operation of this
system should be self-explanatory when in use. However, a brief explanation

of the principles followed in organizing it may be in order.
The index as a whole contains three classes of items : Names of authors, names

of organizations, and subject headings. The subject headings, which comprise a

large proportion of the index, have been* organized into three groups : Major

topics, minor topics, and sub-topics. The left marginal column carries the main

topics. One indention represents divisions of the main topics into minor topics.

Another indention indicates division of the minor topics into sub-topics. Iu

reading each sub-topic, the listing should be mentally preceded by the word used

in the related major and minor topics. For exampfe, under the major topic
"College" will be found the minor topic "Graduate", and under "Graduat", the
sub-topic "Placement." In a cross-reference, this sub-topic reads "College gradu-

ate, placement"
It is the hope of the authors that this typographical arrangement of major

topics, minor topics, and sub-topics will contribute to ease in locating material

quickly, accurately, and comprehensively.

A

Ability
Art, 18.
Executive, 263.
Grouping, 145.
Occupational, 101, 102, 117, 205.
Patterns, 102.
Profile, 102.
Testing, 117.
See also Aptitude.

Acceleration
College, 225.
Elementary, 145.
High school, 18.

Accreditation, secondary schools, 93.
Achilles, Paul 8., 207.
Activities

Elementary school, 7. 9.
Extracurricular, 7, 9, 20, 27. 36, 44, 45,

56, 58, 66, 118, 121, 127. 140, 162,
166, 178.

Homeroom; 86, 187.
Music, 166.
Secondary school, 86.

Adjustive phase, guidance, 818.
Adjustment

Adult, 88, 259, 288. See also Adjust-
ment Service, New York.

AdjustmentConaued
Clinic. Sce Adjustment Service, New

York City ; Child clinics.
College, 50, 51, 57, 210, 219.
Delinquent boys, 95, 96.
Elementary school, 145. 146.
Emotional, workers, 269.
Evaluation, 296.
Family, 30.
Handicapped persons, 91.
Home and school, 80.
Incorrigible pupil, 170.
Inventory, 39, 49.
Measurement, 39, 296.
Occupational, 77. 109, 125, 243.
Out-of-school activities, 146.
Personality, 34, 39.
Procedures, 219.
Psychology, 109.
Pupil, 30, 39, 146, 148, 170.
Questionnaire, 89.
Scale, 148.
Secondary level, 308.
Stenographers, 125.
Teachers attitudes, 328.
Vocational. Bee Adustment,

tional; Satisfaction, job.
Adjustment Service, New York City,

73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84,
259.

49

a

69, 72,
85, 88,
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Adler, Sigmund, 350.
Administration, guidance. 175, 290, 307, 809,

314, 323, 845, 854. Bee also Orgi;nization,
guidance. I

Admiésion, college, 253.
Adult

Change of vocation, 87.
Guidance, 69, 72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78,31,

83, 84, 85, 88, 288.
Interests, 90.

s Interviewing, 270.
Advancement, occupational. 71.
Advisement. See *Counseling; Educational

guidance ; Interviewing; Vocational guid-
ance.

Advisers. See Counselors; Deans ; Inter-
viewer&

Age trends, workers', 286.
Agencies, out-of-school, 5, 20, 27, 69, 82, 85.

107, 118, 121, 124, 128, 159, 181, 202, 230,
809, 324, 325.

Aid, student, 64, 79. Bee also Scholarships.
Aikln, Wilford M., 288, 289.
Aim, guidance, 320. Bee also Philosophy,

guida nee.
Allegheny County, 77.
Allen, Charles F., 86.
Allen: Richard D., 1, 290.
Allen, W. Paul, 142.
Alvey, Edward, Jr., 150.
American Association for Adult Education,

69, 72, 78, 74, 75, 76, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84,
85, 86, 88.

American Association of Collegiate 'Regis-
trars, 214.

American Association of Social Workers, 105.
American Association of University Women,

47.
American Council on Education, 2, 92, 98,

139, 288.
American Educational Research Association,

94.
American Students' Foundation, 48.
Analysis

Counseilng work, 105, 129, 317.
Interests, 131, 156.
Maladjustment, 148, 311.
Multiple factor, 156.
Occupations, 99, 114.
Personality, 114, 139, 140, 256.
Wants, human, 131.
Bee also Diagnosis.

Anderson, A. Cletus, 11.
Andrus, Ethel P., 151.
Anecdotal records, 189, 256.
Angell, Frances, 70.
Antioch College, 208, 244.
Application, position, 70, 71, 252, 278.
Appraisal, Adjustment Service, 78, 88.
Apprenticeship

Federal Committee, 281.
History, 281.
Industrial, 264.
Standards, 281.
Training, 264, 281.

Aptitude
Clerical, 260
Engineering, 212.
Executive, 263.
Medical, 285.

Argentina, guidance, 847.
Art

Ability, 18.
Career, 104.
Counselor, 76, 82.
Diagnosis, 41.
Directory, schools, 104.
Federatid Council, 104.
Fashion illustration, 104.
Guidance, 17, 82, 104.

Assembly programs, 12, 36, 37, 45, 202.
Associated Academic Principali, New York

State. Same as Associated Principals ofthe High Schools and Academies of the
State of ,New York, 12.

Association of First Assistants in the High
Scbpols of the City of New York, 18.

Associations, guidance, 824.
Atlanta, Ga., guidance, 261, 343.
Attendance, school, 173, 809, 341.
Attitudes

Behavior, 328.
Psychology, 131.
Teachers', 46, 328.
Vocations, 46.

Australia, guidance, 306, 307.
Aviation, playlet, 182.

Baker, Frank E., 209.
Baker, Harry J., 8, 94.
Ball, I. Grace, 143.
Baltimore. Md., guidance, 202, 354.
Barnes, E. P., 195.
Barnes, Ralph M., 241.
Barry, May D., 196.
Baumgapten, Franziska, 292
Becker, Elsa a, 13, 152, 293.
Behavior

Attitudes, 828.
Classroom, 6.
Detroit scale, 3.
Difficultjes, 8, 41.
Elementary school, 6,
Problems, 4, 828.

Behrens, H. D, 210.
Belden, Clark, 71.
Bell, Hugh M., 40, 211.
Belleau,
Bennett,
Bentley,
Bergen,

Wilfred E., 153.
Margaret E., 50, 51.
Jerome H., 69, 72, 73.
Qarrett L., 69, 74, 75, 76,

Berry, Charles S., 4.
Bibliography

Biographies, 24.
Character education, 115.
Character tests, 89, 97, 884.
Civil service, 106.
Education, 127.
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BibliographyContinued
Exceptional children, 127.
Group discussion, 116.
Guidance, 111, 118, 127, 312, 327.
Mental hygiene, 34.
Occupational information, 111, 301, 312,

327.
Personnel administratton, 106.
Tests, 97, 334, 335.
See al8o References.

Bingham, Walter V., 212, 260.
Biography, occupations, 24.
Bishop, Louis F., Jr., 144.
Biller, Harold H., 261.
Blind, vocations, 262.
Block, Virginia Lee, 157.
Bloodgood, Ruth S., 95, 96.
Bonner, Hubert, 213.
Boring, M. M., 241.
Boucher, Chauncey S., 52.
Bowler, Alida C., 95, 96.
Bowman, LeRoy E., 5.

Boys
Clubs, 128, 159.
Daily life, 16.

4pelinquent, 4)5, 96, 196.
Etiquette, 16, 25, 38.
Extracurricular activities, 159.
Family relationships, 16.
Guidance, 25, 158, 159, 178.
Occupational choices, 25, 153, 180.
Personal develoOment, 16, 25.
Problem behavior, 196. -

Social guidance, 25, 38.
Youth agencies, 128.

Bradshaw, Francis F., 214, 294.
Brasil, guidance, 113.
Breathitt County, Ky., guidance, 345.
Bretnall, M. P., 156.
Brewer, John M., 14, 15, 295.
Briggs, Eugene S., 53,
Brockman, L O., 154.
Brooklyn Boys' Vocational High School, 158.
Brown, Marion, 169.
Brown, Robert H., 334.
Buffalo, University credit plan, 253.
Bureau of education. See U. S. Department

of the Interior Office of Education.
Bureau of Special and Adult Education,

Ohio, 4.
Burnham, Helen A., 16.
Buros, Oscar K., 97.
Burritt, Olin H., 262.
Business occupations, 15, 32, 70, 98, 125,

195.
Byrne,,Harriet A., 98.
Byrns, Ruth K., 215, 216.

California Bureau of Juvenile Research, 296.
300.

Caliver, Ambrose, 349.
Cain', H. A., 349.
Campbell, Doak S., 217.
Campbell, Nellie M., 6.
Campbell, William G., 54.

51

Camps
CCC, 80.
Counselors, 351.
Educational aspects, 138.
Summer, 126, 138.

Canaday, Herman G., 218.
Carberry, Mabel A., 296.
Cardiac ailments, 144.
Career

Biography, 24.
Choice, 89, 207, 222, 227. See also

Choi* vocation.
Carley, Verna A., 157.
Carnegie Institute of Technology, 77.
Carrington, Elaine S., 155.
Carter, H. D., 156.
Casberg, C. H., 241.
Case study method, 34, 40, 96, 268, 312.
Caseman, Juvenilia, 15.
CCC. See Civilian Conservation Corps
Certification, counselors, 120, 299, 333.
Champaign, Ill., Senior High School guid-

ance charts, 17.
Changes, social and occuational. See

Trends.
Changing one's vocatio», 87.
Chapman, Herman H., 55.
Character building agencies, 121.
Character development, 8, 14, 27, 38, 115.

118, 121, 142, 185, 303.
Character education. Bee Character de-

velopment.
Character Education Experiment,

ton, D. C., 93.
Character tests, 3. 971 384,
Charts

PChampaign
ance, 17.

Providence
nel, 1.

Chicago college plan, 52, 242.
Child

Accelerated, 18.
Clinics, 184, 296, 300, 338.
Deaf, 302, 305.
Delinquent, 4.
Gifted, 18, 145.
Guidance, 10, 350. See also Child

clinics.
Labor laws, 112.
Problem, 8, 4.

Child Study Association, 5.
Choices, vocation, 22, 29, 32, .65. 68, 77, 87,

89, 153, 156, 164, 180, 205, 207, 211, 218,
222, 224, 227, 246, 258, 355.

City guidance programs, 13, 85, 118, 124,

168 1, 309, 843, 354.
biblidgraiihy, 106.

Conservation Corps, 79, 80, 86.
183, 265.

Class survey chart, 1.
Classes, occupations. See Occupations

courses.
Classification, clerical jobs, 260.
Classroam behavior, 6.
Clissroom guidance, 1, 17, 160, 195.
Cleeton, Glen U.,,77, 219, 263.

Washing-

Senior High School Guid-

Elementary Class Person-

,
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Clerical aptitude, 260.
Clerical work. See Office work.
Clients, Adjustment Service, 83, 88.
Clinics, child guidance. See Child clinics.
Clubs

Boys', 128.
College, 62.
Elementary, 9.
Gifted pupils, 18.
Music, 166.
National, 121.
Organisation and administration, 36.
Secondary, 26, 45.
See also Extracurricular activities.

Cohen, Helen L., 18.
Cohen, I. David, 158.
Colangelo, Robert C., 159.
Cole, Luella, 56.
Co ler, C. S., 69, 78.
College

Adjustment, 63, 218.
Admission, 253.
Antioch, work-study plan. 208.
Choice, vocation, 65, 68, 222, 227, 258.
Cost, 59.
Counseling, 63, 245, 255.
Directories, 48, 103, 132, 217.
Engineering, 212.
Graduates

Employment, 208, 241, 243, 276.
Foreign, 221.
Negro, 349.
Occupational adjustment, 243.
Placement, 68, 221, 252, 349.
Unemployment, 221, 267.

Guidance. See Personnel ;
Counseling, colleges.

Honor system, 54.
Interests, 65.
Intimate groups, 62:
Medical aptitude, 235.
Mental hygiene, 238.
Negro students, 218, 849.
Orientation, 50, 51, 68, 240.
Personnel, 50, 52, 58, 61, 63, 65, 66, 67,

129, 209, 213, 214, 223, 231, - 237.
239, 249, 251, 257.

Physics, guidance, 93.
Prediction of success, .215, 216. 228,233, 284, 242, 254.
Programs, guidance. See Personnel, col-

lege.
Requirements, 215, 226.
Scholarships, 64.
Study methods, 42, 56, 57. See also

How-to-study courses.
Superior student, 225, 336.
Undergraduate major, 243.

Colligan, Eugene A., 220.
Columbia Univeisity, 30, 105, 135. See alsoTeachers College, Columbia University.
Commercial students, interests, 201.
Commercial subjects, guidance, 100, 195.See also Business occupations; Officework.
Commission of Inquiry on Public Service

Personnel, 106.

college ;

Community agencies, 5, 20, 27, 69, 85, 1117118, 124, 325. See also Agencies, out-.4.school ; Cooperating agencies.
Community, problem children, 4.
Conduct, girls, 43, 70.
Conference

Occupational. See National
tional Conference.

Personal, 308. See also Interview.
Vocational, 230.

Conwell, Agnes E., 160.
Cook, F. M., 161.
Coope, Jessie, 19.
Cooper, Lewis B., 297.
Cooperating agencies, 82, 121, 159, :iii(1

See also Agencies, out-of-schooL
°operative Test Service, 93.
°operative work-study plan

College, 208, 244.
High school, 154.

Coordination, school services, 323.
Corey, Stephen M., 298.
Cory, F. Byron, B., 162.
Coryell, Na,n_sy G., 18.
Cost

College, 48, 59.
Guidance program, 69, 73.

Counseling
Adults, 76, 88, 268. Bee also Adj stment Service, New York.
CCC camps, 86.
College, 58, 63. 67, 209. 249.
Conference day, 181. 191. 230.
Deaf, 321. See also, Deaf, clinic...
Elementary, 147.
Group. See Group guidance.
Handicapped, 91.
Homeroom, 185. Bee alto Guidance,

home-room.
Individual, 29.
Job-analysis, 105, 129, 817.
Juniors, 277.
Secondary, 27, 194. See also High-school guidance.
Staff, 84, 352, 353.
Techniques, 63, 69, 76, 105. 139, 236

308. See also Intervie*ing.
Trends, 99.

Counselors
Adult, 69.
Art, 82.
Camp, 86, 126, 351.
CCC, 86.
Certification, 35, 299, 333.
Dean, women, 232.
Duties, 105, 129, 317.
France, 833.
Handbook, 85. Bee also Manuals.
Illinois, 178.
Music, 82.
New York State, 120.
Qualifications, Bee Counselors, cer-

tification ; Counselors, requirements.
Recreation, 76, 82.
Requirements, 105, 120, 299, 833
Selection, 84.

Ocetip:i
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CounselorsContinued
Training, 84, 105, 113, 120, 220, 310,

356. See also Teacher training,
guidance.

Vocational, 299, 317, 333.
Volunteer, 181. See also Visiting

speakers.
See also Deans; Interviewers.

Courses
How-to-study. See How-to-study courses.
Octupations. See Occupations courses.
Orientation. See Orientation courses.

Cowley, William H., 221.
Crafts, Mabel E., 108.
Creative ability, diagnosis, 41.
Culver, Benjamin F., 222.
Cumulative record, 2, 92.
Cunliffe, Rez B., 99, 290.
Cunningham, S. Donald. 164.
Curriculdm, Virginia, 150.
Custis, Florence Rising, 349.

Daily life, boys', 16.
Darley. J. G.. 205.
Davidson, Marion, 300.
Davis, Edwin W., 301.
Davis, Helen E., 100.
Davis, H. L., 241.
Davis, King ley, 79.
Day, vocational 181, .191, 230.
Deaf

Activtties for, 282.
Child, in school, 802.
Clinics, 805.
Counseling, 821.
Mental hygiene, 302, 305.
Occupations, 278.
Rehabilitation, 278.

Deans
Dutks, 282.
Men, 63.
Women, 58, 232.

Dearborn, Ned H., 80.
Delinquency

Boys, 95, 96.
Elementary school, 4.
Treatment, 95, 96.
DeMotte, Amelia, 802.
Denning, Ruth O., 165.
Department of education. See U. S.

Department of the Interior, Office
of Education.

Department of Elementary School
Principals, National Education Asso-
elation, 7.

Depression, effect of, 79, 826.
Detroit Behavior Scale, 3.
Dewey, John, 803.
Diagnosis educational, 8, 41.

Dickson, Virgil E., 157.
Directories

Art schools, 104.
Boys' °rani:talons, 128.
Colleges, 48, 59, 103, 182.
Educational, 48, 64, 123, 182.

MID

DirectoriesContinued
Fashion illustration 104.
Forestry schools, 55.
Graduate schools, 60.
Guidance organizations, 324.
Junior colleges, 217.
National organizations, 167, 333, 324.
Negro schools, 28.
New York City training centers, 136.
Nursing schools, 119.
Private schools, 103, 123.
Scholarships, 47, 4S. 64.
School officers, State, county, and city,

133.
Social agencies, 107.
Summer camps. 126.
Technical schools, 103, 123.'
Tests. See Bibliography, tests.
Trade and industrial schools, 123.
Universities. See Directories, colleges.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Office

of Education, 1'42.
Youth organizations, 121.

Discipline, elementary school. 6.
Discussion, group, 116. See olao Group

guidance.
Distributive phase, guidance. 313.
District of Columbia Employment Service,

277.
Division of Educational Reference, Purdue

University, 124.
Dodge, Arthur F., 101.
Dom Proface, pseud., 63.
Downing, Lewis H., 349.
Downs, Martha, 223.
Drama tics

Guidance playlet, 37, 155, 182, 200.
Vocational guidance, 17, 182.

Drop-outs, high school, 173.
Dunbar, H. W., 264.
Duncan, Fit G., 224.
Duncan, Winnie L., 224.
Dvorak, Beatrice J., 102, 304.

Eckert, Ruth E., 57, 225.
Edmunds, J. M., 255.
Education

Adult, 84.
CCC Camps, 86.
Character, 8, 14, 27, 38, 115, 118, 121,

142, 185.
Commercial, 160.
Industrial, 17, 81, 103, 123, 134.
Negro, 23.
Superior students, 18.

Educational Bureau, 103.
Educational directories, 48, 64, 128, 132.
Educational guidance

Adjustment, 30, 145, 210, 828.
Boys, 16.
Business, 15.
CCC, 183.'
Charts, 17.
City programs, 18, 119, 124, 261, 809,

343, 854.

;
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Educational guidanceContinued
College, 50, 51, 52, 56, 57, 58, 65, 67,

239, 255.
Conferences, 93, 04.
Coordination, 823.
Diagnosis, 1, 3, 41.
Elementary, 7, 147.
High school. Bee. Secondary schools,

guidance.
Homeroom, 12, 86, 44, 165, 187, 309.
How-to-study courses, 42, 56, 57, 203,

210.
Junior college, 213, 226, 237, 251.
Milwaukee State Teachers College, 209.
New Jersey State Normal School, 61,

228.
Newspaper stories, 14.
Principles. Bee Philosophy, guidance.
Records, 2, 92, 143.
p.eferences, 111, 312. See also .Bibliog-

1 raptly, gul
subjects 17, 18, 150, 161, 195.

Secondary s; 1, 12, 18, 19, 26, 35,
44, 118, 1U 151, 152, 157, 158, 160,
168, 169, 171, 177, 178, 179, 183, 17,
194, 198, 199, 203, 309, 317.

Small school, 183.
Social-economic goals, 118.
Socialising exiieriences, 7, 149.
Southern schools, 168.
Study. Bee How-to-study courses.

Educational Records Bureau, 93.
Edwards, Paul H., 349.
Bells, Walter C., 226, 227.
Eight-year Experimental Study, 288, 289.
Elementary school

Adjustment, 146.
Belavoir problems, 6.
Character education, 142.
Class survey, 1.
Clubs, 9.
Counseling, 147.
Diagnosis, 41.
Guidance, 147, 149.
Problein child, 4.
Records,. 2, 148.
Socialising experiences, 7, 9, 149.

Emotional factors, diagnosis, 41. Bee also
Adjustment ; Maladjustment.

Employment
Age trends, 286.
Applicants, 278, 284.
Application 70, 71, 252, 273.
CCC enrollees, 265.
College I uates, 241, 252, 276.
Center, ;- ester, N. Y., 108.
Engineering graduates: 241.
Handicapped, 274.
Interviews, 134, 273,_ 291, 830.
Juniors, 261, 275, 277, 1104.
Negroes, 176, 842.
(Aces, 85, 182, 273, 277, 285, 304, 830-

Bee oleo U. S. Employment, service.
Preferences. Bee Choices, vocational
School placement, 261, 285.
Testing. Bee Occupational testa.
Training, applicants, 284.

EmploymentContinued
Women, 22, 98.
Bee also Placement.

Employment Service, U. S.
ployment Service.

See U. S. En).

Employment Stabilization Research
tute, 102.

Engineering aptitude, 212.
Engineers, prospective, 227.
England, youth program, 79, 314. SeP fiTo)Great Britain, guidance.
English, guidance through, 17, 18.
Entrance requirements, 8-year experinit.nt.

289.
Environment, 30, 41.
Ethical guidance, 14, 25, 38.
Etiquette

Boys, 16, 25, 38.
Girls, 43, 70.

Evaluation
Adjustment techniques, 296.
Extracurricular activities, 162.
Guidance, 69. 78. 83. 296, 313.
How-to-study course, 203.

Evening school, guidance, 283.
Exceptional child

Cardiac, 144.
Deaf, 282, 302, 305.
Problem, 3, 4, 170, 196.
Superior, 18.
Bee also Acceleration ; Gifted child

Handicapped ; Superior student.
Executive ability, 263.
Expense, college, 59.
Experience outline, 71.
Experiment, eight-year, Progressive Educa-tion Assoc1atio4, 93, 288, 289.
Exploratory experOnces, 154.
Extracurricular activities

Administration, 36, 118.
Assemblies, 36.
Bibliography, 127.
Character development, 27.
College, 58, 66.
Community programs, 118.
Elementary, 7, 9.
Faculty, 36, 53, 66,
Health, 140.
Home-room, 36, 44; See also Guidance.

home-room.
Illinois, 178.
Junior high, 20.
Music, 166.
Organization, 36; 118.
Secondary, level, 118, 162, 178.
Socialising, 7, 9.
Student government, 45.
Teacher-training, 53, 66.
Youthorganizations, 121.

Factors, statistical analysis, 156, 311.
Failure

College, 245.
High school, 10. 167.
Junior college, 218.
Relation to IQ, 167.
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Family relationships, 16, 30, 62. See also
Home relationships.

Fashion illustrator, 104.
Father's occupation, 180.
Fedder, Ruth, 266.
Feder, Daniel, 228.
Federal aid, youth. flee National programs,

youth. 4t,

Federal Committee on Apprentice Traininw
281.

Federal office of education. See U. S. De-
partment of the Interior, Office of Educa-
tion.

Federated Council on Art Education, 104.
Feeney, Charlotte, 20.
Fellowships, 47. See also Scholarships.
Fenton, Norman, 337.
Ferguson, Jessie M., 56.
Fialkin, Harry L, 69, 83.
Fieldston School, 198.
Fiertz, Charles O., 69, 81.
Financial aid, students, 64.
Finding a job, 70, 71. 'See also Applica-

tion, posi n ; Placement.
Fisher, Mil " 349.
Fitch, Florence L, 69, 78.
Fitch, John A., 69, 78, 105.
Fleming, Paul, 169.
Flemming, Cecile W., 42.
Fletcher, H. C., 229.
Follow-up, 99.
Forecasting school success. See Prediction,

eollege success.
Foreign

Child labor laws, 112.
College graduates, 221.
Guidance programs

Argentina, 347.
Australia, 306, 307.
Brazil, 113.
France, 113.
Germany,. 113, 307.,
'Great Britain, 113, 314, 346.

India, 807.
Italy, 113.
Japan, 307.
Russia, 113.
Spain, 113.
Switzerland, 113, 348.

Languages, 17, 215.
Youth programs, 79, 314.

Foresters, American Society, 55.
Forestry schools, directory, 55.
norms, guidance, 2, 92, 105, 108. See also

Records.
Foundation, American Students', 48.
Fowler, Cedric, 267.
France

Guidance, 113.
Youth peogram, 79, 850.

Frank, Josette, 350.
Franklin, Zilpha C., 350.
Prager, Bird H., 58.
Fraterniq, 62.
Frazier, Benjamin W., 66.
Fremmer, Mabel P., 106

Freshman orientation, 50, 57, 240.
Friend, Jeanette G., 268.
Friends, effect on personality, 62.

Gaw, Esther A., 239.
Gay, Ruth, 305.
Germany

Guidance, 113, 307.
Youth program, 79.

Gibb, Louise, 230.
Gifted child, 18, 145.
Giles, G. R., 306, 307.
Girls

Etiquette, 43, 70.
Guidance, 22, 70, 191. 199, 230.
Recreation, 100.
Vocational day, 191.
unemployed, 266.
Vocations, 22.

Glidden. Charles H., 14.
Goodkind, Gerthe, 350.
Goodman, Helen C., 167. D.

Government, student. See Student govern-
ment.

Graduate schools, survey, M.
Graduates

College, placement, 241.
High-school, placement, 285.

Graves: Albert D., 157.
Great Britain

Guiance, 113, 314, 346.
Youth programs, 79, 314.

Greene, Harry A., 31.
Greenleaf, Walter J., 59, 66.
Greer, Sarah, 106.
Gregg, Abel J., 20.
Group guidance

Bibliography. 116.
Boys, 16, 25, 88.
College orientation, 51. See also Ori-

entation courses.
Discussion meetings, 1 16, 130.
Elementary, 9, 149.
Girls, 22, 70, 191.
Junior high, 1 1, 14, 20.
Leadership, 180, 138.
Retarded pupils, 190. 4

Unemployed, 284.
Grover, Charles C., 145.
Growth study, Harvard, 318.
Gruenberg, Benjamin C., 350.
Guidance

Adjustive phase, 813.
Adult, 69, 71, 72, 74, 76, 77, 78, 83.

See also Adjustment Service, New
York City.

Boys, 16, 25, 38,
Appraisal, 78, 88.
Assembly programs, 12, 86, 87, 45, 202.
Associations, 824.
Baltimore, Md., 854.
Bibliography, 111, 118, 127, 312, 3274
Boys, le, 25, 88, 128, 153, 159, 178, 180.
Brasil, 113.
Bureaus, 57, 89, 119, 287, 809.
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GuidanceContinued
Charts, 17.
Child, 10, 838. See also Child clinics.
City programs, 13, 119, 124, 261. 309,

843, 354.
College. See Counseling, college; Per-

sonnel, college.-
Conference, Purdue university,..124.
Cost, 73.
Counselors, 105. See also Teacher

training, guidance.
Criteria, 264.
Critique, 198.
Distributive phase, 313.
Educatiolial. Bee Educational guidance.
Elementary, 94, 147, 149.
England, 113, 314.
Evaluation, 78, 83, 88, 264.
Evening school, 283.
Foreign programs, 113, 306, 307, 314,

333, 346, 347, 348.
France, 113.
Germany, 113.,
Girls, 22, 70, 191, 199, 230. Bee also

Occupations, women.
Group, 9, 11, 14, 16, 20, 25, 38, 51, 116,

130, 133, 149.
High schools. See Guidance, secondary

schools.
History, 344.
Home-room, 12, 36, 44, ;65, 187, 309.
Individual. Bee Counseling; Interview-

ing.
Italy. 113.
Library, 82.
Mental hygiene, 33.
Moral, 14.
National Youth Administration, 271.
Negroes, 248, 325, 349.
New York city, 13.
Objectives. See Guidance philosophy.
Organisations, 324.
Philosophy, 12, 89, 99, 152, 157, 143,

177, 193, 290, 293, 294, 295,- 297,
: 298, 303, 315, 316, 319, 320, 323, 344.
Principles. See Guidance Philosoph-y.
Problems. See Guidance Philosophy.
Procedures, 105. See also Counseling

Educational guidante t Group guid-
ance; Interviewing; Testihg; Voca-
tional guidancces

Programs.
Adult. See Adjustment, adult.
City, 18, 119, 124, 261, 309, 843,

854.
College. See Counseling, college ;

Personnel, college.
post, 78.
Elementary, 147, 149.
Foreign countries. See Guidance,

foreign.
Organisation, 18, 52, 67, 69, 78, 84,

89, 113, 151, 161, 168, 169, 174,
175, 177: 187, 198, 190, 232,
249, 290, 39, 809, 814,
845, 854.

O

GuidanceContWued
Personnel, mule..., ntInued

Secondary. Bee Guidance, second.
ary schools.

United States, 99, 105, 309.
Publicity, 336.
Rehabilitation, 91. See lso fin ndi.

capped.
Research, 94, 340.
Rural, 119, 124, 322, 345.
Russia, 113.
Secondary schools, 12, 13, 19. 26. 35. 44

118, 124, 151, 152, 154, 157, 170
160, 168, 169, 174, 178, 179, 1
194, 199, 203, 309, 817.

Spain, 113.
Superior students, 18.
Switzerland, 113, 348.
Techniques, 340. See also Counseling :

Diagnosis; Grpup guidance; Inter.
viewing; ; Records; Test.
ing; Placement.

Terminology, 295.
Testing. See Tests.
Training. Bee Counselors, training;

Teapber training, guidance.
Trends, 99,-290, 329, 382.
Vocational. Bee Vocational guidance.

Hale, Wiatt W., 231.
Hall, Fred 8., 107.
Halo effect, 250.
Hand, Harold C., 51, 157.
Handbook

CCC Instructors',- 184.
Junior Hi-Y, 20.
Pennsylvania, 35.
Summer camps, 126.

Handicapped
Adult, 91, 214-.
Blind, 262.
Cardiac,. 144.
Child, 144, 282.
Deaf, 278, 282! 302, 305, 321.
Hobbies, 144.
Placement, 274.
Rehabilitation, 91, 274.

Hanni, Joseph V., 269.
liarajian, Eleanore, 170.
Hard-of-hearing. See Deaf.
Hardy, Martha C., 146.
Hirgrove, Bernice B., 169:
Harriman, Philip L., 270.
Hart, Hubert N., 308.
Hart, Leo B., 157.
Hartshorne, Hugh, 121.
Harvard growth study, 818.
Harvard university, 114.
Hathaway, Georgiana' W., 21.
Hawaii, guidance, 307.
Hawk, Herbert C., 17,1.
Hawkips, L. &, 69, 83, 84, 85.
Hayesi,Mary H. B.,
Health guidance. See Mental hygiene; Phys-

ical hygiene.
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Heck, Arch O., 809.
Henmon, V. A. C., 215, 216.
Henson, Clarence C., 172.
Hewes, Amy. .173. 1

Hicks. J. Allan, 310.
High ;chools

Attendance, 173. 309.
Guidance. 12, 13, 19, 26, 35, 44, 1 18,

124, 151, 157, 158, 160, 168, 169,
174. 178, 179, 183, 187, 194, 198,
199, 203, 309, 317.

How-to-study, 42.
Negro, 23.
Non-performance, 204.
Personality adjustment. 39.
Pupil record, 92.
Vocational choicv, 164.

Hill. Arthur S., 311.
Hill, Frank E., 86.
Hill, T. Arnold, 349.
Hilton. Martha E., 282.
Hinderman, Roy A., 174.
History

Boys' organizations, 128.
Guidance movement, 105, 113. 344.

History and civics, guidance, 17, 1$.
Hi-r manual, 20.
Hobbies, 121, 144. Bee aim) Clubs , Cooper-

sting agencies.
Hoerle, Helen C., 22.
Home economics, guidance, 17, 18.
Home relationships, 4, 16, 26, 27, 30, 62.
Homerooia

Activities, 44, 45, 185, 189.
Functions, 27, 36.
Guidance, 12, 36, 165, 187, 309.
Junior high, 44, 185, 189.
Management, 36, 856.
Parent contacts, 197.
Practice teaching, 356.
Programs, 36, 44, 185, 189, 199.

Honor system, college, 54.
Hoopingarner, Newman L, 272.
Hopkins, Jess T., 108.
Hoppock, Robert, 109, 175.
Houston, Charles H., 849.
Howard, Charles H., 273, 108.
Howard, Frank Ev.110.
How-to-study courses

College. 56, 210.
Evaluation, 57, 208, 210.
High school, 42.

Hudnall, Gladys F., 25.
Hurlbut, Floyd, As.
Hutcherson, George E., 111.
Hutson, Percival W., 312, 313.
Hygiene, mental. See Adjustment ; Charac-

ter development ; Mental .hygiene.
Hygiene, physical, 18, 41.

ON,

If you are consbiering . .
pamphlet series, 21.

Illinois, guidance, 178.
Illustrator, fashion, 104,
Inconstancy, IQ, 192.

Vocational

Incorrigible pupil. 170.
India, guidance, 307.
Individual guidance. See Case-study method;

Counseling; Interviewing.
Individualized education, 67.
Industrial education

CCC camps, 134.
Guidance through, 17.
Tests and measurements, 31.
Trade and techQical schools, 103, 123.

Informal Education Service, 128, 138.
Information, occupational, 11, 12, 15, 21, 22,

24, 68, 80, 82, 111, 133, 155, 182, 200, 202,
327, 829, 355.

Informational resources, Adjustment Serv
ice, 812.

Inman-Bane, Grace, 169.
Institut* for Women's Professional Rela-

tions, 104.
Institutions, delinquent boys. 95, 96.
Instruction. See Educational guidance; flow-

to-study courses ; InduStrial education ;

Manuals; Occupations courses ; Orienta-
tron courses; Workbooks.

Integration, guidance, 150.
Intelligence

Relation
College success, 234.
Graduation, high-school, 167.
Guidance, high-school, 192.
Length of schooling, 331.
Occupations, 331.
Vocational choices. 258.

Tests, 31, 186, 192, 284, 334, 335. See
also Bibliography, tests; Prediction,
college success.

Interests
Adult, 90.
Analysis. 131, 156.
College students, 156, 211..
Commercial students, 201.
High-school boys, 156.
Psychology, 181.
Vocational. See Occupation, choice.

International Labour Office, 112, 113.
Interpretation, test scores, 31i/
Interviewees, problems, 71, 14 .

Interviewers, qualificatAis, 291, 330. See
also Counselors, requirements; Counselors,
certification ; Requirements, counselors.

Interviewing techniques, 134, 141, 245, 27Q,
273, 291, 330, 357. See also Counseling.

Interviews
Adults, 270.
Arranging, 230.
BUsiness people, 206, 230.
CCC camps, 86.
College student?, 643, 245.
Content, 141.
Employment Seryice, 273.
Failing students; 245.
High-school st4dents, 206, 308.
Initial, 270, 357.
Parent, 887.
Psychology, 141.
Records, 141.
Social wort, 141.
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Interviews-Continued
Standards, 141.

Vocational, 206.
Intimate groups, 62.
Inventory, personality, 89, 49. ,

IQ. Bee intelligence.
Irvine, Paul, Pl.
Italy, youth guidance, 79, 113..

Jackson, Claude E., 39.
Japan, guidance, 307.
Jensen, George C., 157.
Job a

Finding, 70. 71.. Bee also Employment
Placement.

Satisfaction, 109, 125..
Stability, 269.

Jobless. Bee Unemployed.
John F. Slater Fund., 23.
John, Walton C., 60.
Johnson, Charles S., 325, 849.
Jcnes1 E. 8., 57, 225.
Jones, Evelyn, 16. -
Joves, George A. A., 238.
Jones, Vernon, 834.
Jordan;A. M., 176.
Jiirdan, Edward B., 177.
Journalism, guidance, 17.
Junior

41.

College, 213, 217, 22* 237, 251.
Counseling, 261, 277.
Employnient Service, 304.
High-school, 44, 79, 185, 187, .189.
M-Y manual,
Placement, 261, 75, 277.
Testing, 304.
Training, 136, 284.

Kadu, Elsie, 9.
Keller, Franklin J., 314, 350.
Kelley, Helen, 69, 78.
Kelley, Truman L., 114.
Kelly, Fred J., 118,
Kerchner, E. L., 178.
Kilpatrick, Wm. H., 815.
King, William A., 179.
Kitson, Harry D., 316, 317.
Kraft, John A., 274.
Kroger, Robert, 180.

Labor, child, 112.
/ages, predicting success, 254.

Lasiett, H. R., 233.
lAtin, guidance through, 18.
lAws, schools, 112, 113, 122.
Leadership, 130. Bee also Group guidance.
League of Nations, 112, 118.
Lee, C. E., 181.
Leisure

Behavior, 41.
Boys, 128.
'Elementary, 146.
Girls, 100.

Leinire----Continued
Organizatiods, 121.
Summer, 5, 138.
Trends, 350.
Unemployed, 284.
Bee also Agencies, out-of-school.

Leland Stanford. Bee Stanford University.
Leonard, Eugenie A., 239.
Letrigo, Marion O., 140.
Letter, application, 71.
Lewis, Clare L., 275.
Library, guidance, 82.
Lincoln, Edward A., 318.
Lincoln, Mildred B., 182.
Little, Harry A. 183.
Logie, Iona, M. R., 24.
Longstaff, H. P. 2554
Loughran, John M., 319.
Louisville, Ky., guidance, 199.
Lotittitt, C. M., 180.
Lund, John, 320. ,
Lyster, Alba Margaret, 25.

MacDonald, Charles E., 321.
McAndrew, William, 26.
McBee, Marian, 184.
McCabe, Martha 8, 115, 116.
McKinley High School, 19.%
MeKown, Harry C., 27.
McLaughlin, J. O., 157.
Maladjustment

Analysis, 148, 811.
Causes,. 196, 311.
Elementaify, 148.
Emotional, 269.
Junior plea, 148, 196.
Psychology, 137.
Pupil, 148, 311.
Reading, 190.
Scale, 148.
Workers, 269,-
See also Adjustment.

MAller, J. B., 334..
Malott, James L, 234.
Maney, Charles A., 276.
Manuals

CCC instructors', 134.
College, 51.
High-school, 11.
Interviewing, 182.
Junior HfY, 20.

O Pennsylvania guidance, 35.
.Marks, forecasting. Bee Prediction, college

success.
Marlin, Vibella, 169.
Mason, Charles; 268.
Massey-Riddle, Estelle 0., 349.
Mathematics, guldat4ce, 17, 18.
Mathews, C. O., 2
Measurement. Bee tests.
Mechanics Institute, Rochegter. N. Y. See

Rochester Athenaeum and Meths.! In-
stitute.

o

Medical
Aptitude tests, 235.

- Provisions, schools, 122.
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Bee. also Mental hygiene; Physical by-
giene ; Psychiatric sevice.

Meetings, bibliography, 116.
Men. employment, 71. See also Unemployed.
Mental hygiene

Bibliography, 110?
Classroom, isjo.
Clinics, 'See Child clinics.
College, 238.
Deaf, 302, 305.
Educational diagnosis, 33, 34, 41.
Personality adjustment, 110, 137. See

also Adjustment ; Maladjustment.
Practices, 118. See also Child clinics;

Psychiatric service.
Pribcfples, 34, 110, 137.
School. 38, 34, 41, 110. 119, 140, 157,

184, 353.
Winnetka, Ill., 353.

Montal tests, bibliography, 97.
Merritt, Virginia C., 277.
Michigan university. See Utiversitz? of

Michigan.
Miller, J. Hillis, 239.
Miller, L Hortense, 185.
Miller, Vera D., 169.
Mills, Henry C., 253.
Minnésota Employment Stabilisation Re-
.. search Institute, 102.
Misconceptions. guidance, 316.
Missouri State. Department of Education, 53.
Mitchell, Claude, 186.
Modern foreign languages, 17, 18, 215.
Moore, Margaret W., 2.
Montague, Harriet, 278.
Moral guidance, 14, 25, 38..
Morgan, Arthur E., 322.
More , IL, 187.
Morto In W., 117.
Mon, F. A., 35.
Motive, life-carper, 207.
Multiple factor analysis, 156.
Murphy, John F., 69, 74.
Music

Clubs, high school, 166.
Counselor, 82.
Gitidance, 17, 18. .

Talent, diagnosis, 41.
Myers, Garry C., 281
Myers, George E., 201 87, 279, 823.
Myers, Theodore, 30.

11 41Ig'

National Child Welfare Association, 9, 34.
National Committee for Mentat Hygiene, 33.
National Education Association,-7, 94, 118,

At 163, 324.
'National liesgue of Nursing Education, 119.
' National Occupational Conference,. 109, 175,

198, 252, 253, 256, 272, 301, 324,
National organisations, guidance, 324.

-- (National programs, youth, 79, 271, 314.
National Society for the Study of Education,

National Youth Administration. 271.
Need, guidance, 163, 319.-
Neel, Mary O., 236.
Negro

Busiizess men, 349.
Coll.egeiiNdents, 176. 218.
Employment. 176, n49.
Guidance programs, 218, 248, 825, 849.
tligh-school graduates, 176.
Individual differences, 218.
Occupations, 176, 325, 342.
Placement, graduates, 176, 349.
Professional workers, 349.
Secondary schools, 23.
Workers, 342, 349.

Newark, N. J., 'State Normal School, 61.
Newhall, Frederick A., 188.
New Jersey State Department of Public In-

struction, 8.
New Jersey State Nornitil School, Newark,

°N. J., 61, 223.
New Jersey State Teachert &liege, Trenton,

N. J., 58.
New Trier Township High School, 190,-
Newkirk, Louis V., 31.
Newspaper stories, guidance, 14.
New York City

Adjustment Service, 69, 72, 73, 74. 75,
76, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 88, 259.

Association of First Assistants in the
High Schools of the City of New
York, 18.

Board of Education, 13.
Guidance, 13.
Superior children, 18.
Vocational training, 136.

New York State
Associated Academic Principals [Same

as Associated Principals of the High
Schools and Academies of thé State
of New York], 12.

Certification Counselors, 120.
Employment Service, 108, 275.

erGuidance, 12.
Teachers Aisociation, *

University of the State of New York,
120.

Nietz, John A., 326.
Non-compulsory classes, 133.
Non-instructional services, 122.
Non-performance, high school, 204.
Nursing

Education League, 119.
Guidance, 247.
School director, 119.

59

,

Objectives, guidance. *0 Bee Guidce phil-
osophy.

Qccupational
Ability patterns, 101, 102, 117.
Adjustment, 77,109, 125, 243, 268, 327.
Atta lye* 82, 99, 247.
Information, 11, 12, 15, 21, 2Z 24, 68,

80, 82, 111, 133, 155, 182, 200, a02,
827, 829, 855. Bee also !_.!. ties,
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Occupa t ionalCont in tied
Informivion---flontinued

guidance playlet ; School subjects,
guidance.

Interests. See Occupations, choke.
Test8:101. 1912. 117. 304.
Therapy, 144.
Trends, 64, 265, 286, 329, 332.

Occupations
Attitudes toward, 46.
Bibliography, 111, 301. 327.
Change. 87.
Choke, 22. 29, 32, 65, 68, 77, ST, 89.

15.3. 156. 164, 1$0. 205, 207, 211,
222, 224. 217, 246, 258, 355. Ste ahlo
InterestA

College graduates, 243.
Commercial, 15, 32.
Courses, 11, 99, 133, 182.
Deaf, 278.
Father's.- 180, 227.
Negroes, 176, .325, 342, 349.
New, 322.
Nursing, 247.
Relation to intelligence, 331.
Rural. 32k2.
Social status, 326.
Women, 24 70, 98. See also Guidance.

girls.
Office of Education. Bee U. S. Department'

of the Interior,- Office of education.
Office work, 15. 32, 70;.- 98. 125, 195.
Ohio State\University, 239, 309.
Organization, guidance, 13, 52, 67, 69, 73,

84, 89, 113. 151, 161, 168, 169, 174, 175,
177, 187, 198, 199, 232, 249, 290, 307, .309,
314, 323, 345, 354.

Organizations
Boys 128.
Camping, 138.
Educational, 182.
Extracurricular, 128.
Guidance, 324:
Social. 107.
Youth, 121.
See also Agencies, out-of-school

munitx agencies; Directories.
Orientation courses

College, SO. 51, 57, 68, 240.
High-school, 26, 187.
Vocational, 272. See also ,Occupational

adjustment.
Out-of-school agencies. 5, 20, 27, 69, 82, 85,

107. 118, 121, 1244, 128, 159, 181, 202, 230,
309, 324, 325.

Com-

Paee, Homer S., 32.
Palmer, Gladys 4, 280.
Panels, bibliography, 116.
Pannell, Henry C., 11.
Parker, Willard E., 108.
Parent

Attitudes, '187, 341, ,41,50.
Education, b03..
Interview, 837.

-

Parent---Continned
Problem child, II.
School contacts, 197.

Parker, Robert J.. 237.
Pai.sons, A. Rebecca, 189.
Paterson, Donald G., 69, 78, 350.
Patey, Henry C., 33.
Patrick, James G.. 62).
Patri., Frederick L.. 34. 110. 238.
Patterns, occupational ability, 101 lv
Patterson, William F., 2S1.
Peck, Leigh. 328.
Pence, Edith E., 329.
Pendry, Elizabeth R., 121.
Pennsylvania Department of Publi,

struction,
Persing, C. L., 190.
Personal consultation, 308.
Personality

Adjustment, 34, &q. 137.
,Analysis, 114: 189. 140. 256.
Beinreuter inientory, 250.
College contacts. G.
Development, 28, 43, 51, 62, 272.
Problems, 140.
Questionnaire, 39.
Rating, 31, 250.
Relation-to scholarship. 250.
Study, 34, 124.
Testa, 39, 97.

Personnel
Administration, 67, 106, 309, 323.
Chart, 1.
College, 50. 52. 58. 61, 65, 66, 67. 129

209, 213. 214, 223. 231, 237.
249, 251, 257.

Pupil, 309. 323.
Registrar's 'Contribution, 231.
Research, 223, 340.

Petrowski, Neue Nr., 330.
Philosophy. guidance. 12. R9. SO, 152. 157

163. 177, ;93, 290 -293. 294. 295,
298, 303, J15, 316, 3n, 320, 323,

_350. 355.
Physical hygiene. 18, 41.
Physically handicapped, 91.
Physics, 16.
Pintner, Rudolph, 334.
Piper, R. P., 240.
Pittsburgh Personnel Association, 77.
Placement

Adult, 77.
Atlanta, Ga., 261.
College, 68, 221, 208, 241-, 252.
Handicapped, 274.
High school, 285.
Junior, 261, 275.
Negro, 176, 349.
New York State, 275.
Meer, 105.
Pennsylvania, 77.
Prindples, 99.
Public schools, 261, 285. 369.
Techniques, 1108, 285.
Unemplored, 280

Play *tools, summer, 5.
Playlets, guidance, 17, 37, 155, 182, 200.
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1

Ilep. Marie A.. 282..
}bolster. Arthur H.. 147.
Position. application, 70, 71. 252, 273.

aLko Employment.
Practice teaching. guidance, 269. See

Teacher training, guidance.
Prediction. college success, 215. 216.

2:13. 234. 242. 254.
Predictive value, vocational interest

246.
Pri'forences, occupational. Bee

cational:
Preston. E. C.. 122.
Principles. guidance, 152. 157. 1 63,

294. 295, 315. 316. 320. 344. 355.
Guidance philosophy.

Problem pupil. 3. 4. 170. 196. See
Adjustment: Child clinics. Mental hy-
giene.

Problems, guidance. Sec Guidance philoso-
phy.

Proctor system, 54.
Proctor. William M.. 331. 332.
Proface, Dom. pseud., 63.
Profession, choice. See Occupation. choke.

otrofessianal training. 113.
Proffitt. Maris M. 123.
Profile, Occupation bility. 102.
Prognosis. See iction. college success.

Choices.

177. 193.
Sw also

See

also

228.

test,

To-

Programs-Continued
Guidance-Continned

Junior college. 213, 217. 226. 237,
251.

Junior WO. 44. 179, 17. 189.
New Toil State. 12.
Organizing. 175.
Pennsylvanip, 35.
PrPparatory school, 172.
PublicItt 336.
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Rural. 11'8. 124, 322. 345.
Small Cb0.019, 1S3
Southern States, 168.
Texas, 297.
Trends, 99, 290. 329. 332.
Winnetka. Ill.. 190. 352. :13

olio Home-room. 35.6. 165, 183, 1S9, 197,
199. See a/go Homeroom.

Lleisure-time. See Leisure.
Personnel. See Personnel. rollegP pro-

grams: College, guidance; Registrar.
Publicity, 336.
Research, 223.
Social economic education, 119.
Student activities, 35.
Summer play schools. 5.

Programs ,
Appre ce, 264. 281.
A -.fsbly, 12, 36, 37, 45. 202.

meter education, 8, 142. See alito
Elementary school.

Community, 118. See also Community
agencies.

Extra-curricular, 44, 58. 118. 178.
also Extra-curricular activitier.

Guidance

See

Adult,- 69, 283. See also Adjust-
ment Service. New York City.

Atlanta, Ga.. 343.
Australia. 306, 307...
eity. 13. 35. 118, 124. 168. 261,

309, 343; 354.
College, 50, 52. 58, 61. 65, 66. 67.

209, 214, 223, 231, 237, 239. 249.
251. 257.

Commercial education, 160.
Cost, 73.
Deaf, 321. See alAo Deaf, mental

hygiene.
Elementary school. 147. 149. See

Guidance, elementary.
England. *See Great Britain.

guidance..
Evaluatiop. 313.
Evening school. 283.
Foreign, 113, 306, 307, 314, 346.

347, 348, See Also Foteign
guidanv progt:ams.

Girls, 19W.
High school, 12. 13. 19, 26, 35, 44,

118, 124, 151, 152. 157, ',158, 160,
168, 169, 174, 177, 178, 179, 183,
187, 194, 198, 199, 203, 309, 317.

Superior students, 257.
Teacher training. guidance, 53, S. 93.

120, 169. 209. 220. 223. 310, 356.
See also Counselors, training.

University guidance. See Personnel,
college.

Vocational talks, 191. 202, 230.
otIth. Sre Youtb programs.

Progressive Education Association, 93, 288.
2S9.

Providence personnel chart, 1.
Psychiatric service, 81. See also Mental

hygiene.
'Psychiatry, principles, 137. .

Psychdgripfl, 102.
Psychological tests. 97, 334, 335. Ste also

Testa.
Psychálogy

Adjustment, 50.
Attitudes and interests, 131.
Educational. 41, 127.
Principles, 110, 114. 137.

Publicity, guidance. 336.
Publishers. educational, 103.
Pupil personnel, 33. 309. 323. See

Personnel; Programs, ¡uldance.
Pupil record. 2. 92.
Purdue uniyersity. 124.
Pyles, M. K., 156.

cd)

A

Qualifications
Counselors, 35. 105, 120, 209
Interviewer. 291.
Leadership, 130.

Quayle. Margaret S., 125.
Questionnaire

Adjustment, 39, 49.
Home factors, 30.
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Radio playlet, 155, 200. See also Dramatics.
Raffensperger, H. E., 64.
Ramsey, W. M., 19).
-Ratings, instructors', 250.
Records, 2, 8, 61, 76, 88, 92, 105, 108. 141,

143, 171, 249, 256, 337.
Recreation

Community projects, 118.
Counselor, 82.
Elementary, 146.
Girls, 100.
Legal provisions, 122.
Unemployed youth, 284.
Vseation schools, 5.
Y. W. C. A. study, 100.
See. also Leisure; Cooperating agencies;

camps, au mme r .

Redford, Helen D., 16.
Reed, Anna Y., 289.
Reets. Maurice G., 227.
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Character education, 115.
Civil service, 106.
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Education selected, 127.
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Exceptional children, 127.
Extra-curriculum, 127.
Graduate study, 60.
Group discussion, 116.
Guidance, 111, 118, 127, 312, 327.
Occupations. 301, 327.
Personnel administration, 106,
Schalarships. 47, 48, 64.
Tests, 97, 334, 335.
Bee also Bibliography.

Registrar, college, 214, 231.
Registration, Adjustment Service, 76.
Rehabilitation, 91, 274. Bee also Handi-

capped.
Reits, Wilhelm, 242.
Remedial work, education, 41.
Report card. See Records.
Requirements

College entrance, 289.
- Counselors, 35, 105, 120, 299, 333.

Research, guidance, 94. 340.
Retailing, guidance, 21.
Repirdation. Bee Failure.
Ricciardi, Patricia, 337.
Rice, G. A., 169.
Richardson, H. D., 192.
Robinson, Bruce B., 338.
Robinson, C C., 307.
Robinson, Mardele, 151.
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Rochester Employment Center, 108.
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Samuel J. Tilden High School, 13.
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Sargent, Porter, 126.
Satisfaction, job, 109, 125.
Sattley, W R., 190.
Scale, behavior, 3. See

Questionnaire.
Schlosser, F. F., 148.
Schneldler, Gwendolen L., 69, 75. 84, 8r)
Scholarship. relation to personality, 250.
Scholarship% 47, 48, 64.
Scholastic suCcess, prediction. See Predie.

tion, college success.
School subjects, guidance, 17, 18, 150, 181,
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Schools

Attendance, 309.
Diagnostic methods, 41.
Law, 122.
Management, 7.
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160, 168, 169, 174, 178, 179, 183, 194,
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Service, vocational adjustment
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Sherman, Le Roy, 69, 75.
Shuman, John T., 285.
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Slater fund. See John F. Slater Fund.
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Social
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boys ; Etiquette, girls.

Factors, personality diagnosis, 41.
Maturity scale, 339.
Problems, high-school boy, 25.
Services, schools, 122.
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Trends, 329.
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'Sontag, Constance G., 244.
South America, guidance. 113, 347.
Spain. guidance, 113.
spalding, Eugenie K., 247.
Spanabel, Elmer E., 195.
Speech classes, guidance, 17, 18.
Speech disorders, 41.
Spindt, Herman A., 157.
Stability, job, 269.
Staff, counseling, 84, 105. Bee also Coun-

selors, requirements.
Stanford University, 49, 68, 257.
Statistical analysis. Bre Analysts. multiple

factor.
Stein, Lucy,, 196,
Stenographic work. Bee Business occupa-
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Stenography, satisfaction, 125.
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Stevenson, George S., 33.
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Strong, Edward IL, 246.
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Student
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Associations, 45.
College, 58, 61, 66, 67, 68, 221, 255.
Committees, 189.
Flailing, 213. Bee also Failure.
Government, 45, 54, 11 St.
Opinions, guidance, 188.
Personnel. Bee College personnel.

Study
Eight-year Experiment, 289.
Graduate, 60.
Techniques. 42, 56, 57. 'See also

to-study courses.
Sturtevant, Sarah M., 247.
Subjects, school. Bee School subjects,

ance.
Success, prediction. Bee Prediction,

sUCCe881.

Sallenger, T. Earl, 841.
Summer camps, 126, 138.
Superior student

College, 225, 236, 257.
Elementary, 145.
High school, 18.

Sutton, Willis A., 843.
Switzerland, guidance, 113. 348.
Symonds, Percival M., 39.
Symposium, guidance, 3494 350.
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How-

guid-

college

Teacher
Job satisfaction, 109.
Manual, CCC, 1St
Prospective, 46.
Role, personnel work, 129.
Training, guidance, 53, 58, 93, 120,

209, 220, 223, 810, 356. See
Counselors, training.,

Traits, 46.
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Teachers College, Columbia University, 6, 39,
42, 46 65, 101, 122, 125, 129.

Teachers colleges. guidance, 66, 209. Bee
also Personnel, college.

Tead, Ordway, 130.
Techniques

Guidance. Bee Administration, guid-
ance; Counseling techniques; How-to-
'study courses ; Interviewing; Occupa-,
tional information; Placement ; Rec-

.. ords; Tests.
Research in guidance, 340.

Temple University, 40.
Terminology, guidance, 295, 316.
Testing

Elementary grades, 1.
Examinee's behavior, 292.
Guidance implications, 93.
Juniors, 304.
Vocational, 350.

Tests
Adjustment service, 75.
Administering, 292.
Adults, 75, 90.
Bibliography, 97, 334. 335.
Character, 31, 39, 334, 335.
Clerical aptitude-, 260.
Construction, 31.
Educational, 334.
Employment service, 304.
Engineering aptitude, 212.
Executive ability, 263.
Industrial education, 31.
Intelligence, 31. 186, 192, 234, 334. 335.
Limitations, 192,
Medical aptitude, 235.
Occupational, 101, 102, 117, 304.
Personality, 49; 135, 334, 335.
Predictive value, 186, 192, 228, 246.
Pre-:legal, 229.
Psychological, 97, 334, 335.
Reactions to. 292.
Research, 384.
Social maturity, 389.
Summary for 1984, 334.
Trade, 101.
Vocational interest, 246.

Texas, guidance, 297.
Thayer, V. T., 198.
Thompson, Charles H., 248, 325.
Thorndike, Edward L., 90, 131.
Thralls, Zoe A., 195.
Threlkeld, Hilda, 65.
Thurstone, L. L., 156.
Tilden High School guidance, 13.
Tinsley, 8. B., 199.
Torgerson Maladjustment Scale, 148.
Towner, Marion W., 200.
Townsend, M. E., 249.
Trabue, Marion R., 94.
Trade courses. 128.
Training, counselors, 84, 105. 113, 120, 220,

310, 356. See also Teacher training.
guidance.

Traphagen, Virginia, 8.
Treacy, John P., 844.
Treatment, delinquency, 95, 96.
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Guidance, 99, 290, 329, 382.
Leisure, 350.
Occupational, 264, 265, 286, 329., 332.
Social, 329.
Vocational choices, 180, 205.

Trenton State Teachers College, 58.
Triplett, Richard J., 201.
Truancy, causes, 341.
Tryout experiences, 154, 244.
Tuition, college, 48, 59. See also Direc-

tories, colleges.
Turner, Marie R., 345.
Turrell, A. M., 250.
Tyler, Harry E., 251.

Ueno, Yolti, 307.
Uhrbock, R.' 8.. 252.
Ulich-Bell, Else, 307.
Unemployed

Adults, 77.
Characteristics, 74, 280.
College graduates, 267.
Men, 117.
Women, 98.
Youth, 266, 279, 287.

enitary traits, 114.
Universities. See Directories, Colleges.
University

sonnel, college.
University
University
University
University
University
University

120.
University of Southern California, 54, 62.
University scholarships. See Scholarships.
University training, 68.
U. S. Children's bureau, 95, 96.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of

Education, 59, 60, 66, 91, 115, 116, 123,
132, 133.

U. S. Employment service, 134, 273, 277,
304, .330.

U. S. Women's Bureau, 98.

guidance programs. See Per-

of Buffalo, 57.
of Chicago, 52, 79, 127, 242.
of Illinois, 229.
of Michigan, 29, 87.
of Minnesota, 102.
of the State of New York, 111,_

\Vacation
\ Camps, 126. 138.
\ *itools, 5.

Vai Wagenen, Noel B., 135.
Vineland Social Maturity Scale, 339.
Visii4ng speaker, 202, 230.
Visiting teacher, 110.
Vocat n, choice, 22, 29, 32, 65, 68, 77, 87,

89, 153, 156, 164, 180, 205, 207, 211, 218,
222, 224, 227 246, 258, 355.

Vocational
Adjustment. Bee Occupational adjust-

ment.
Aptitude, 41. Sete also Ability Occu-

pational ability patterns; Test&
Choke& See Vocation, choice.

V

VocationalContinued
Classes, 133.
Conference, 124, 181, 191, 280.
Counselor, 299, 317, 333.
Education. See Industrial education.
Guidance

Adult. See Adjustment, adult
Boys, 25, 158, 159, 178.
College. See Personnel, college.
Coordination, 323.
Elementary school, 149.
Evening school, 283.
Girls, 22, 70, 191, 199, 230.
Handicapped, 91. Bee also Re

habilitation.
High school. See Secdtdary schools.

guidance.
History, 105, 113, 344.
Home-room, 12, 36, 165, 187, 309
Junior college, 237.
Legal regulations, 113. Flee (11,0

Counselor certification ;
schools.

Misconceptions, 316.
Negroes, 218, 325.

Organizations, 107, 324.
Principles. See Philosophy, ;mid

ance.
Problems, 113. See also PhIl»n.

phy, guidance.
Procedures, 105. See also l'

grams, guidance.
References, 111, 312. See

Bibliography, guidance.
Rehabilitation, 91. See also Handi.

capped.
Treads. See Trends, guidance.

Information. See Occupational infor-
mation.

Interests. See OccupatiQns, cholcv.
Life, concept, 355.
Motives, 207.
Orientation, 87, 272. See also Occu.

pational adjustment; Orientatiln
courses.

Satisfaction,. 109, 125.
Pests. See Occupational tests.
Theme-writing, 247.
Training centers, 136.

Vocational Education Divisiol, U. S. De-
partment of the Interior, Office of Edu-
cation, 91, 134.

Vocational Service for Juniors, 136,
Vocations

Analysis, 114.
Attitudes toward, 46.
Biography, 24.
Blind, 262.
Changing, 87.
Girls, 22.
Negroes, WI.

Volunteer counselors, 181, 202, 230.

Wagner, Maxie E., 203, 253, 254.
Walker, Boyd IL, 851.
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Women
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Office workers, 98.
Scholarships, 47.
Unemployed, 98.

Wood, Ben D., 139, 256.
Wood, Thomas D., 140.
Woodhouse, (Mrs.) Chase Going, 149.
Woodring, Maxie N., 42.
Woodward, Elizabeth, 43.
Worcester Boys' Club, 159.
Work

Adjustment, 109, 125. See Occupational
adjustment.

Securing. See lob finding; Placement ;

Employment.

Workbooks
College, 51.
Junior high, 11.
See also Manuals.

Workers
Age trends, 286.
Handicapped, 91.

Work-study plan, 154. 208. 244.
Wrenn, C. Gilbert, 68, 257, 258.
Wright, Donna S., 44.
Wright, James C., 44.
Wright, Lula, 350.
Wyland, Mafy Jane, 356.
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Year Book, Social Work, 107.
Young Men's Christian Association, 20.
Young, Pauline V.. 141, 357.
Young Women's Christian Association, 100.
Youth

Agencies, 79, 121, 128.
Community programs. See Agencies,

out-of-school.
Foreign. See Foreign youth programs.
Out-of-school, 266, 267.
Programs, 79, 121, 266, 267, 271, 279,
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Unemployed, 266, 279, 287.
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